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INTRODUCTION

Writing is a well recognized regional as well as national problem,
but the research base for dealing with the problem is not very strong.
Recognizing this gap, the National Institute of Education has been
fostering research in writing through its grants program. Over the
years, SWRL has also included -omposition as an object of inquiry,
concentrating on embodying rese.rch in tools that are directly usable by
students, teachers, administrators, and others concerned with composition
instruction and assessment. Work in the area of "Cooperative Instructional
Application of Writing Research" joined the capabilities of NIE and of
SWRL vo accelerate the process by which research nationally can have an
impact on instruction regionally (and nationally).

During the course of this project we invited to SWRL a number of
writing researchers, as well as a number of composition teachers from
the SWRL region, to meet with SWRL language researchers and instructional
experts. Thus the researchers met with audiences with whom they could
discuss extensively and substantively the instructional implications
of their wor.t. Such cooperative forums had several benefits:

1. Researchers from academic settings met directly with persons
experienced in the creation of instructional resources and
with persons who actually engage in instruction. Consequently,
the composition researchers who participated in this collaborative
program had the opportunity to develop a stronger sense of (1)
what constitutes educationally oriented research, and (2) what
kinds of research questions and strategies have potently' for
immediate impact on instruction and learning.

2. SWRL staff and representative regional constituents concerned
with composition instruction gained immediate, substantial
access to current research in writing.

3. The instructional implications of research were clarified.
Most writing research is sharply focused, but narrow in scope.
Although this is an appropriate research strategy, the indivi-
dual research-efforts are often too specific to form the basis
for significant instructional implementation. Collectively,

however, sets of these endeavors can form meaningful and
responsible bases for instructional application.

4. Research results were embodied into forms usable for instruction
and assessment. Few, if any, writing researchers have the
resources or inclination to attempt this. SWRL has the capability
to forward such implementation and has a broad experiential base
that allows us to avoid many of the procedural problems that
prevent the exploitation of good ideas to their best advantage
for instruction and assessment.



Providing this forum for the exchange of ideas among researchers,
practitioners, and persons with instructional implementation experience
is of itself beneficial. However, the problems in composition instruc-
tion and assessment are of sufficient magnitude to warrant not only
discIssion but also application of promising research. Therefore, this
final report summarizes both research in writing and the instruction/
assessment applications of such research.

This report is divided into three volumes. Volume One covers the
"heart" of the project: discussions among researchers, practitioners,
and instructional experts; studies 0 writing research; instructional
applications. Volume Two covers extensions of the work discussed in
Volume One; these extensions -sometimes funded by other NIE /SWRL projects
or funded by other agencies--exemplify cooperative activities that
developed from our basic studies. Volume Three covers extensions specific
to the assessment of writing.

Acknowledgments: This report wa4 prepared by Bruce Cronnell, Larry Gentry,
Ann Humes, and Joseph Lawlor.
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VOLUME TWO

INTRODUCTION

In addition to the work described in Volume One, staff undertook
additional activities that extended our cooperative applications of
writing research to instruction and assessment. Volumes Two and Three
report these extensions.

In various ways, SWRL works cooperatively with institutions and
organizations within its region. The major institution physically
closest to SWRL is California State University, Long Beach (CSULB).
Both CSULB and SWRL have great interest in improving writing instruction.
Because of SWRL's past experiences with writing conferences (see Part I

of Volume One), it was decided that the first cooperative venture between
the two organizations would be the co-sponsorship of a writing conference.

SWRL's participation in this conference was partly funded through the
NIE-sponsored Information Exchange and Technical Assistance project. A

report of this SWRL/CSULB writing conference is found in Part I.

Over the years, SWRL has had an important relationship with the
Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD). One long-term LAUSD-furded
project is Curriculum Alignmentan effort to match goals, assessment,
and instruction, primarily at the elementary level. The teachers
involved in this project indicated that they needed help with writing
instruction. Consequently, composition staff were asked to provide
staff development sessions for teachers in the Curriculum Alignment
schools. This staff development was based on SWRL's experience over
the past decade and is reported in Part II.

One activity, presented in Part ill, was conducted in cooperation
with staff of the NIE-funded Schooling Practices and Effects project.
Composition staff prepared three of the Instructional Improvement Digests
that have been produced by that project.

During the past 12 or more years, SWRL has done a considerable
amount of work with spelling. These research and development activities
have given SWRL a foremost position in the world of spelling. Although

spelling is not a major focus of most current composition research, SWRL
has continued its work with spelling because spelling is still of con-
siderable interest and concern to students, teachers, administrators,
and the public. Part IV of this volume reports on our work with spelling
during the contract period.
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PART I

WRITING:
POLICIES, PROBLEMS, AND POSSIBILITIES

A Conference Co-sponsored by

SWRL Educational Research and Development
and

California State University, Long 'each

Friday, May 7. 1982

at
SWRL Educational Research and Development

Los Alamitos, California

10
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WRITING:
POLICIES, PROBLEMS, AND POSSIBILITIES

SUMMARY

In recent years, educational institutions at all levels have become

increasingly concerned about writing. Once a low-priority topic, writing

is currently receiving the attention that it justly deserves.

For more than a decade, SWRL I ' been involved with various aspects

of researea and development in composition instruction, primarily with

funding from the National Institute of Education. And more recently, SWRL

has conducted writing conferences that have brought together researchers

and practitioners (sec Part I of Volume One).

A close neighbor of SWRL is California State University, Long Beach

(CSUL11). CSULD (along with other state colleges and universities) has

been increasingly active in writing assessment anJ instruction. Incoming

students must take a writing proficiency test and receive remedial instruc-

tion if needed. All students (graduate as well is undergraduate) must meet

a writing proficiency requirement for graduation.

Thus, as neighbors sharing similar interests, SWRL and CSULB jointly

planned a oneday conference to focus on three areas of concern to both

institutions and to other institutions in the area: the policies related

to writing, the perceived problems of writing and of writing instruction,

and the possibilities for improved writing instruction and evaluation.

Registration

Registration for the conference was open to the public, with a fee

charged to help pay for conference expenses, including lunch, copies of

the proceedings, and copies of a new publication of the California State

I



Department of Education: Hanceffeoth2,Iffitinol

- prole: (licth SWRL and CSULB provided in-kind support for the conference

in the way of staffing and institutional services. The CSULB FGundation

covered all additional expenses.)

Over 100 flyers (see Attachment A) were sent out to individuals

and institutions in southern California. Ninety-six people registered

for the conference. See Attachment 8 fora list of institutions

represented by the registrants.

Agenda (see Attachment C)

The conference ran from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Friday, Hay 7,

102. Welcoming remarks were delivered by William H. Hein, Jr. (Deputy

Executive Director, Administration, SWRL) and by Glendon F. Drake

(Vice-President for Academic Affairs, CSULB).

Then a panel of eijht speakers presented position papers on policies

and problems of writing. Linda 3unnell Jones of the Chancellor's Office

of the California State University, discussed policies toward writing

within that system. Mary K. Healy described writing at the University

of California, Berkeley, with particular emphasis on the work of the

Bay Area Writing Project. Representing private colleges and universities,

Peter Ward Fay (California Institute of Technology) discussed the writing

problems of students on his campus. The community college situation,

especially within the Los Angeles Community College District, was

described by Rose M. Najar. Kathryn Edwards (..os Angeles Unified School

District) indicated the many problems fated by the public schbols when

writing is taught. The operation of one of the California writing

Projects--the South ',eosin kriting Project--was described by Alice Brekke



(CSULB). The last two speakers discussed perceptions of the writing

problem from the point of view of the public (Georganne Thomsen,

League of Women Voters) and from the point of view of the media

(David G. Savage, Los Angeles Times).

The major part of the conference was devoted to the presentation

of five research papers that focused In depth on specific topics that

addressed the possibilities for improved writing. Ann Humes (SWRL)

provided background to the four remaining papers, discussing the

methodologies employed in research on the composing process, and the

results of this research in terms of composing processes and subprocesses.

Huynh Dinh Te (CSULB) identified the unique English-writing problems of

speakers of other languages and described strategies and techniques for

teaching writing to such students. Joseph Williams (University of

Chicago) discussed writing programs for professional and technical

people. Mike Rose (UCLA), although questioning some aspects of remedial

writing programs, provided practical suggestions for improving such

programs. Richard Stiggins (Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory)

gave a status report on current developments In writing assessments,

comparing and contrasting the use of direct and indirect measures of

writing ability.

The conference concluded with closing remarks by Richard M. Clowes

(University of Southern California), who offered challenges for the

future..

Proceedings

All the papers presented at the conference were edited by the

conference organizers, Bruce Cronnell (SWRL) and Joan Michael (CSULB),



and printed (by SWRL) as the conference proceedings. This 165-page book

(gritilig: Policies, problems, and possibilities) was distributed to

conference registrants and speakers. In addition, over 100 complimentary

copies were distributed by CSULD and SWRL. Copies of the book were also

made available for purchase (at SWRL's cost). See Attachment D for the

flyer announcing the availability of the book; approximately 1000 copies

of this flyer were distributed by SWRL and CSULB.
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ATTACHMENT A

California State University, Long Beach

and

SWRL Educational Research and Development ceatitt

present

WRITING: POLICIES., PROBLEMS, AND POSSIBILITIES

When: Friday, May 7, 1982
8:45 a.tr.. 4:00 p.m.

Where SWRL Educational Research and Development
4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, California

A conference to discuss problems in writing, policies towards writing assessment and instruction, and
possibilities for improving the teaching and testing of writing.

Speakers: Ann flumes (SWRL): Research in the Composing Process

Mike rose (UCLA): Writing for Remedial Writers
Richard Stiggins (Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory): Writing Evaluation
Te Dinh Huynh (CSULB): Writing for Speakers of Other Languages

Joseph Williams (University of Chicago): Writing in Applied Fields

Panel: Panel members will represent the following:

California State University
University of California
Private colleges and universities
Community colleges
Public schools
California Writing Projects
The media
The public

Registration: Registration is $30 and includes lunch plus the conference proceedings. Attendance is
limited, so early registration is advised. Deadline for registration: April 23, 1982.

Please register me for WRITING: POLICIES, PROBLEMS, AND POSSIBILITIES. Enclosed is a check for
830 made out to "CSULB Foundation." (Please, no purchase orders.)

Name

Address

Institutional Affiliation (for name tag)

fiend this torn and your chock to Bruce Cronnell
SWRL Educational Research and Development
Ma Longman Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA $0720

15



ATTACHMENT B

Institutions Represented by Conference Registrants*

ABC Unified School District
Alhambra High School
Ambassador College
Banning High School
Bellflower Unified School District
Bishop Amat High School
California State University,
Bakersfield

California State University,
Fullerton

California State University,
Long Beach

Channel Islands High School,
Oxnard

Claremont Unified School District
Corona-Norco Unified School District
Costa tesa High School
Covina Valley Unified School District
Downey Unified School District
El Rancho Adult School .

El Rancho High School
Ganesha High School, Pomona
Garden Grove Unified School District
Glendora High School
Hillcrest School, Redondo Beach
La Habra High School
Long Beach City College
Los Angeles Trade Technical College
Los Angeles Unified School District
Loyola Marymount University
Lynwood High School
Montebello Unified School District
Monterey Peninsula College
Mountain View School District
North Orange County Regional

Occupational Program
North San Antonio Elementary School
Office of Los Angeles County

Superintendent of Schools
Orange Unified School District
Palos Verdes High School
Palos Verdes Peninsula Unified

School District

Palos Verdes School District
Pomona Unified School District
Redondo Beach City School District
Rialto Unified School District
Richard Arthur and Associates

Rio Hondo Community College
Rolling Hills High School
San Diego Public Schools
Santa Ana College
South Basin Writing Project
University of California, Irvine
Writing Project

University of California, Los
Angeles

University of California, San
Diego

University of Southern California
William S. Hart Union High

School District

*All institutions are in California.



ATTACHMENT C

Agenda

WRITING: POLICIES, PROBLEMS,
AND POSSIBILITIES

aftIt.
CSULB

A Conference Ce Sponsored by

California State University, Long Beach

and

SWRL Educational Research and Development

Friday, May 7,1982

SWRL Educational Reseerch and Development
4885 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 00720



PROGRAM

IWO liegistrelion, Coffee

1:45 Weil:ems

William H. Hein. it (Deputy Executive Director,
Administration, SWRL Educational Research and
Development)

Glendon F. Drake (Vice-Prosident for Academic Affairs,
California State University, Long Beach)

Cher: Bruce Crowell (SWRL Educational Research
and Development)

MO Pent Policies and Problems

Representing

California State University
Linda Bunnell Jones (Chancellor's Office)

University of California
Mary K. Healy (University of California at
Berkeley, Bay Area Writing Project)

Private colleges and universities
Peter Ward Fay (California Institute of
Technology)

Community Colleges
Rose M. Najir (East Los Angeles College)

Public schools
Kathryn Edwards (Los Arpin Unified School
District)

Californit Writing Projects
Alice Brekke (South Basin Writing Project,
California State University. Long Beach)

The public
Georgeann Thomsen (League of Women Voters)

The media
David G. Savage (Los Angeles Times)

Moderator: Joan Michael (California State University.
Long Beach)

18

10:00 Research on the Composing Proems
Ann Humes (SWRL Educational Research and

Development)

Chair: Joseph Lawlor (SWRL Educational Research
and Development)

10:45 Break

11:00 Writing for Speakers of Other Languages
Huynh Dinh Te (California State University, Long

Beach)

11:45

1:00

Lunch at SWRL

Professional Writing Programs and the Universe of
Discourse

Joseph Williams (University of Chicago)

Choir: Larry Gentry (SWRL Educational Research and
Development)

1:45 ;Improdial Writing Courses: Do They Limit More
Than Foster Growth in Writing?

Mike Rose (University of California at Los Angeles)

130 Break

2:45 A States Report on Writing Agaogment
Richard Stiggins (Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory)

3:30 Closing Remarks
Richard Clown (University of Southern California)

4:00 Adjournment

13
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ATTACHMENT D

WRITING: POLICIES, PROBLEMS, AND POSSIBILITIES11
The proceed ings of a conference coaponsoredby SWRL
Educational Research and Development and by
California State University, Long Beach

Edited by Bram Croanell sad Jou Michael

Dal WAD le pages

Panel Papers: Policies and Problems

Representing

Ilse Public: Gewgaw Thomsen
The media: David G. Savage

The California State University:
Linda Bunnell Jones

California Writing Project Alice Brekke

Research Papers: Possibilities

Prkate colleges and imiversities: Peter Ward Fay

Community Colleges: Rose M. Hajar

Public schools: Kathryn Edwards

University of California. Berkeley:
Mary K. Healy

Research on the Composing Process
Ann Humes (SWRL Educational Research and Development)

Writing for Speakers of Other Languages
Huynh Dinh Te (California State University, Long Beach)

Professional Writing Programs and the Universe of Discourse
Joseph Williams (University of Chicago)

Remedial Writing Courses: Do They Limit More Than Foster Growth in Writing?
Mike Rose (University of California at !as Angeles)

A Status Report on Writing Assessment
Richard Stiggins (Northwest Regional Educationa! Laboratory)

Closing Remarks: Challenges for the Future

Richard Clowes (University of Southern California)

,..............
Please send me copies of Writing: Policies, Problems, and Possibilities at $5.00 each, plus 50t
postage and handling per book. Enclosed is a checkimoney order for $ (payable to
"SWRL"). California residents please add 63/4 sales tax (30e).

Address

Sod to Accostotiag Deportmesi
SWIL Edettollossi Bawd sod Developmest
4145 Lamm* Ammo
Los Alusitss, C4 WIN

2U
111141101
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS IN WRITTEN COMPOSITION

Introduction

A. Grades 2 and 3

B. Grades 5 and 6
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PART II

STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS IN WR!TTEN COMPOSITION

Introduction

During January 1981, SWRL composition staff conducted a series of
staff development workshops in written composition for teachers in the

Curriculum Alignment project, funded by the Los Angeles Unified School
District (LAUSD). Workshops were conducted in the two administrative
areas in which the Curriculum Alignment project operates. Within each
area, two seoarate after-school workshops were held: one for teachers
in grades 2 and 3; one for teachers in grades 5 and 6. In making
presentations at these workshops, staff drew cn their vast knowledge of
composition, based on SWAL's past and current N1E-supported research and
development activities.

Each workshop consisted of three parts. The opening part discussed
the results of the 1980 administration of the Survey of Essential Skills
(SES). The SES is an assessment system dev7tloped by SWRL in cooperation
with LAUSD (see Volume Three, Part 1); it is administered yearly to
students in grades 1-6. Bruce Lronnegl described the results of the SES
administration in the previous spring, with the content of the presentations
depending on the teachers' grade levels.

After the opening discussion of the SES results. the teachers split
into two groups for the next two parts of the workshop. Each part was
presented twice so that all teachers could participate in small-group
sessions.

One small-group presentation at each workshop was devoted to a more
general view of the composing process and of writing instruction. For

second- and third-grade teachers, Larry Gentry discussed writing in the
primary grades, with particular emphasis on the writing-process research
of Donald Graves. For fifth- and sixth-grade teachers, Ann Humes discussed
helping students to write more and to write better. (This presentation
was the basis for a later filmstrip- -see Volume One, Part 111--and for a
later Instructional Improvement Digest--see this volume, Part III.)

The other small-group presentation at each workshop focused on a
particular aspect of writing that was of concern to teachers (as expressed
in pre-workshop questionnaires). Second- and third-grade teachers were

concerned about their students' spelling. Consequently, Ann Humes dis-
cussed how teachers could supplement the spelling textbook in order to
improve stuents' spelling performance. Fifth- and sixth-grade teachers
were concerned about grammar and about having their students write
fluently and in well-formed sentences. Thus, Joseph Lawlor's presenta-
tion focused cn sentence combining--a technique for improving syntactic
fluency without formal grammar instruction.



This part of the report Consists of the texts of {approximately)
what was said at these workshops, along with the handouts given to
teachers. These presentations and handouts are given in two sections:

A. Gredes 2 and 3

B. Grades 5 and 6



A. Grades 2 and 3
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS IN WRITTEN COMPOSITION

GRAPES 2 AND 3

I. 1980 Survey of Essential Skills Composition: Results for
grades 2 and 3 . Bruce Cronnsll

A. Presentation

B. Handout: 1980 Survey of Essential Skills: Categories
and skills for grades 2 and 3

ii. Writing in the primary gmdes .. Larry Gentry

A. Presentation

B. Handout: Writing in the primary grades

Addendum: The writing-process resecrch of Donald Grave:
--Handout: Writing workshops in the primary grades

1:I. Supplementing the spelling textbook . . . Ann Humes

A. Presentation

S. Handout: Supplementing the spelling textbook

C. Handout: An outline of English spelling

O. Handouts: Spelling rules and spelling crossword puzziss

1. Student worksheets

2. Answer keys
3. Questionnaire

E. Handout: Elementary spelling: What's -sally taught
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1980 SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS - COMPOSITION

RESULTS FOR GRADES 2 ANO 3

Bruce Cronnell

A. Presentation

B. Handout: 1980 Survey of Essential Skills:
Categories and skills for grades 2 and 3

27
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1980 SURVEY DF ESSENTIAL SKILLS - COMPOSITION

RESULTS FOR GRADES 2 AND 3

I'm sure you're all familiar with the Survey of Essential Skills.

SWRL developed this test under a contract with the Los Angeles Unified

School District, and we think it's a pretty good measure of student

abilities. Today I'm going to talk about results on the Composition

section, generally at the District level. You already -now what your

school results are (and I don't), so we thought you'd like to know

what went on in the whole District. However, when I talk about the

writing sample, I will be able to share some of the information we

obtained from looking at a number of papers from a school in this Area

(along with other schools).

First, let's lock at the 1979 and the 198( SES's. We think that

the 1980 SES is much more difficult than the 1979 SES. (We also think

it's a better test than the 1979 SES--both SWRL and the District

learned a lot frc.n the 1979 experience.)

Since the 1980 SES is more difficult than the 1979 SES, we

naturally expected that scores would go down. But the scores usually

went up--generally by 6-8 points at each grade level. I can't be sure

of what this means, tut I suspect that you teachers are putting more

emphasis on writing, and naturally the students are doing better. The

only grade level where there wasn't improvement was grade 3. We're

not sure why this happened (although we're locking Into it). We do

understand why "good" and "acceptable" scores went down a little bit
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on the third-grade writing sample--it required more skill than in

1979. But overall, things got better in 1980, and we're expecting

that things will get better in 1981. So I think you can all

congratulate yourselves on the good job you're doing teaching

composition.

Before I begin to talk about specific results, I want to say

something about the nature of the SES. Since it's given to a large

number of students (generally over 30,000) at each grade level, and

since the District wants to know what the results are, the test must

use multiple-choice items. Now, composition is really a constructive

process--that is you produce things, not choose things. Thus, a

multiple-choice test isn't really the best way to assess composition

skills. But, given the testing constraints, it's the only way.

Otherwise, teachers would have to score all the test--not just the

writing sample. Therefore, some of the problems that students have on

the SES may be because of the nature of the test, and it might be 'hat

they could do better if they constructed their answers rather than

chose them.

Now for some more specific results. (Individual skills and

sample items are given on the handout.)

Word Processing. Word Processing was very easy in second grade.

Students had no problems with using adjectives and prepositions

correctly. In third grade they had no problems with using nouns and

pronouns correctly. .:owever, they did have quite a bit of trouble

using verbs correctly. They were supposed to choose the correct form



(

of irregular past tenses. For instance, students didn't know that the

correct form is grew, not crowed or Brewed.

Sentence Processing. Sentence Processing was a little more

difficult in both grades. Second graders did OK in changing telling

sentences into questions, but they had somewhat more trouble with

inserting adjectives into the right place in a sentence. Perhaps they

just weren't familiar with the format for the items. Third graders

had to get subject-verb agreement correct. They didn't have too much

trouble with does and :s, but they did with regular verbs, perhaps

because there's usually more omphasis on the irregular verbs.

Organizational Skills. Second graders had to classify words and

items under the Organizational Skills category. This was very easy.

In fact, they had near-perfect scores for classifying Items. (Third

graders were not assessed In this category.)

Dictionary/Reference Sources. The next category was

Dictionary/Reference Sources. And this was generally a problem area.

Second graders had no trouble alphabetizing letters, but their scores

dropped dramatically when they had to alphabetize words by the first

letter, especially when the first letters didn't come next to each

other in the alphabet. Third graders had to alphabetize words by the

second letter. They did better than second graders did with first

letters, but still not very well.

Spellina. Spelling was a major category, and first, second, and

third graders did wellabout ein correct in the District. Second

graders did quite well spelling initial and final consonant clusters.

They did nearly es well spelling final consonants and identifying
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rhyming words. But they had a lot of trouble spelling words with the

long-vowel, Finel e pattern. Ann Humes' presentation suggests some

Ideas for teaching this spelling.

Third graders did pretty well spelling consonant and vowel

digraphs. They had more trouble choosing between -s and -es fbr

plurals. And they had even more trouble choosing the correct verb

suffix.

Mechanics in Writing. The Mechanics section was surprisingly

difficult. We thought the capitalization and punctuation skills

should be pretty easy for second and third graders. Second graders

got only about ea correct when using periods and question marks at

the ends of sentences. They didn't even do that well capitalizing the

word I. Maybe they just weren't used to the item format, since I'm

sure they'd never write 1 without capitalizing it.

Third graders may also have had difficulty with the Mechanics

format, because I'm surprised at how low their scores were for

capitalizing first and last names and for capitalizing the first word

in sentence. The writing samples that we read suggest that third

graders can really capitalize names and sentences better than these

multiple-choice items indicate.

Writing Sample. Finally we come to the third-grade Writing

Sample. Overall, about 80% of the scores In the District were

acceptable or better. I think this was quite good since the Writing

Sample required students to compose story and to use their best

writing skills.
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Students did quite weil in writing a title and in describing the

characters. They usually got the story off to a good start, but they

more frequently had trouble ending it. We read over 200 of these

stories, and a lot of them were really goodfun to read.

We enticed that indenting the first word of a paragraph is a

problem for many students; of course, they probably see a tot of

things that aren't indented, so this may confuse them. They usually

did pretty well capitalizing the first word of each sentence and

putting a period at the end of each sentence. But their spelling

wasn't quite so hot. I think some of the reason was that they were

trying to use words that they needed in the story, but that they

didn't necessarily know how to spell. Finally, most students can

write Irggibly (although there are a few who obviously need more work

with their handwriting).

As I mentioned before, we read some of the Writing Samples that

were sent to us. We also restored them and compared our scores with

the scores given by the original teachers. Not surprisingly, the

scores were usually very much the same. This goes to show that the

scoring system can be easily used to get reliable indications of how

well children write.

For the most part we were quite pleased with the stories written

by third graders. Of course, there were some very bad stories; a few

students clearly need a lot of help in composition. But most of the

stories showed us that third graders can indeed write. (And Larry

Gentry's presentation suggests some ways to help your students become

better writers.) Not only can most students write, but a number of
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them also are very good. I think you've all got several students in

your classes with a lot of writing ability that you can foster, along

with the rest of the students that you can help develop into better

writers.
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1980 SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS - COMPOSITION

Categories and Skills for Grades and 3

WORD PROCESSING

Grade 2

Selects and uses adjectives appropriately.

Selects and uses prepositions appropriately.

Grade 3

Selects and uses nouns appropriately. (singular/plural)

Selects and uses pronouns appropriately. (singular/plural;
female/male)

Selects and uses verbs appropriately. (regular /irregular

past tense; e.g., simrvs. growed. Brewed)

SENTENCE PROCESSING

Grade 2

Expands simple'sentences through the use of modifiers.

Example: Where does the word lago in the sentence?

The boy walked home.

[ED

Manipulates sentences through use of transformation.
(telling sentence-4 question)

Grade 3

Constructs and identifies sentences in which the subject and
verb agree. (forms of do and be vs. forms of regular verbs)

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS

Grade 2

Classifies items and/or words.

(no Organizational Skills assessed in Grade 3)



DICTIONARY/REFERENCE SOURCES

Grade 2

Alphabetizes letters.

Alphabetizes words by the first letter.

Grade 3

Alphabetizes words by the second letter.

SPELLING

Grade 2

Identifies &nd spells rhyming words.

Identifies and spells final consonant sounds.

Identifies and spells initial/final consonant clusters.

Identifies. and spells long vowel /final e pattern.

Grade 3

Identifies and spells consonant digraphs.

Identifies and spells vowel digraphs.

Forms plurals by adding s and es.

Spells new words by adding s, ed, to base words.

MECHANICS IN WRITING

Grade 2

Capitalizes the personal pronoun I.

Example: Last week i went to the store.

as a
Uses period to end sentence.

Example: This is my best friend

nont of these

Uses question mark to end sentence.



Grade 3

Capitalizes first letters in names of persons. (first and last)

Example: Next week we are going to visit fred.

® 0 ®
Capitalizes first letter in first word in sentence.

WRITING SAMPLE

(no Writing Sample in Grade 2)

Grade 3

Content

Writes a title for a paragraph.

Describes characters.

Writes a story line that is appropriate for the picture.

Includes an appropriate conclusion.

Shows creativity and originality.

Form

Indents first word of paragraph.

Capitalizes first word of sentences.

Includes periods at the ends of sentences.

Spells correctly.

Writes legibly.

Prepared by
Center for the Study of Writing Instruction

SWRL Educational Research and Development
4665 Lampson Avenue

Los Alamitos. CA "0720
(213) 598-7661
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WRITING IN THE PRIMARY GRADES

Larry Gentry

A. Presentation

B. Handout: Writing in the primary grades

Addendum: The writing-process research of Donald raves

--Handout: Writing workshops In the primary grades



WRITING IN THE PRIMARY GRADES

Larry Gentry

I would like. to share a few ideas with you on how you might be able

to work more writing into your curriculum. I know this is tough to do

when you have s tight schedule, but research shows that it pays off. In

fact, in one recent study, the teachers involved took time away from

reading to work in more writing, and guess what happened? Both reading

and writing scores went up!

If we do intend to teach writing, however, we have to be careful

about what we are really teaching. For example, writing is often equated

with language arts study: grammar, spelling, workbook activities, etc.

Research indicates that these activities, in and of themselves, do not do

much for the ability to write fluent prose. There is *fte language arts

activity. however, that is directly related to the development of writing

Now I'd like to take a few minutes to introduce you to a relatively

new way of looking at writing instruction--a way that will help you focus

on what your students are actually doing when they write and on the areas

in which you can help them develop. To do this, we have to draw a dis-

tinction between product and process. The product is what people write;

the process is how people write. Most language arts education is product-

based; it is concerned with how correct the final product Is. The feedback

students get about their writing comes long after they have finished and

forgotten it, rather than at the time they need It- -while they're writing.

What I'm suggesting that you do is focus your writing Instruction on

the student during the process. There are three stages upon which to
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focL .the prewriting stage, the writing stage, and the postwriting stage.

(In reality, the act of writing is a cvclical rather than a linear process,

but for purposes of instruction, It's convenient to think lo terms of

stages.) Prewriting refers to what students do before they write; the

writing stage is the actual writing itself, and postwriting is what happens

after writing.

Prwthli

Let's consider for a moment what happens during the prewriting stage.

This is the stage at which the writer must decide what to write about and

then develop some preliminary ideas about how to transfer thought from

mind to paper. It's a type of rehearsal process. Kids need time to get

ready for writing. They need to think things through. If you introduce

a topic, give ample time for class discussion. As key words come up during

the discussion, write thm on the board. Drawing is another important way

of rehearsing for some kids. It helps them clarify their thoughts and

serves as sort of a reference source for their stories.

Probably the biggest problem in the prewriting stage is generating

ideas. One way of doing this Is through word associations. If, for

instance, you have a general topic in mind, you might start out by writing

ward on the board and asking kids to furnish related words. For example,

here's the word rain. What other words come to mind when you think of

rain?

Another way of generating ideas is by asking appropriate questions.

If you're doing a descriptive story, children should be aware of the

various qualities 'f the object. What does it look like? What does it

sound like? A list of these and similar questions is provided in your
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handout. If the children are writing a story or writing about a particular

event, you should ask such questions as: What happened first? What hap-

pened next? When and where did it happen? Agalo, your handout lists such

questions. These questions caw be posted in the room to remind students

of the types of things the should be asking themselves as they write.

Ideas can often be generated by focusing class discussion on interesting

photographs or pictures-especially those that show people or animals in

unusual or humorous situations.

My final suggestion involves the use of story-starters. The teacher

writes a thought-provoking phrase on the board such as, "If I were

invisible . . .," and asks students to write with that thought as their

lead-in. The second page of your handout has a list of story-starters.

This list is merely suggestive; I'm sure many of you have personal favorites

that have worked well in your classes.

Writing

Now once students get their idea, how should they go about putting

it into words? First of all, I would like to recommend that you get your

kids used to writing more than one draft. They should learn to see their

first draft as a "discovery" draft - -a place where they are free to make

mistakes and mess up the page. In this way they learn to everinent with

words and language without fear of being wrong. In order to do this, you

should have them write on every other line. That way they can cross out

words, insert wordt, and make corrections. This is also a good way of

getting away from the eraser syndrome -- instead of erasing, they can cross

nut their mistakes. Mother thing they should be able to do on their

first draft is use invented or Incomplete spellings. Some researchers
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suspect that one reason for stilted and unimaginative writing is that

students are afraid to take risks with spelling words that they are unsure

of. Most children at this level know enough phonics to get something down

on paper. The correct spelling can be furnished later.

Ptstwriting

When the first draft is done, students are ready to revise.

(Actually, some of them probably made some revisions as they were writing

the first draft. Remember what I said about writing being a cyclical

process?) At this stage of development, revision Is usually One of two

things. For all of your students, It should include writing a second

draft-even if it's simply recopying to correct spellings and improve

printing or handwriting. This is not a waste of time. It involves many

of the skills that you've been teaching--reading, spelling, handwriting- -

and it helps students understand that decent writing evolves through a

process. Some students will be able to go beyond proofreading to more

important types of revision such as adding-on. The types of questions

that we talked about earlier can be asked again at this stage. "When

did that happen? What happened after your brother fell off his bikeT"

These types of questions can be asked by teachers while they're circu-

lating through the room. Most stories at this stage are not very long

and can be read by the teacher in a minute or less. Whenever you take

time to respond to a piece of writing and make suggestions, you are holding

an individual writing conference. It doesn't take long to provide feed-

back and suggestions. The important thing is that it happens while

students are engaged in the process rather than a few days later when

they get their papers back. Another technique for encouraging children
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to revise their papers is to ask them to read their stories orally to the

class or a small group. Those who listen to the story can be instructed

to ask questions about the story itself so that the writer can see which

questions are left unanswered.

You'll notice that I've tried to focus primarily on content. I

believe that if we want students to view writing as a means of communi-

cating ideas, they have to view content and ideas as the most important

aspects of writing. Matters of language and spelling are important too,

but they shoula take a backsea. to content until the student is ready to

prepare the final draft.

A few words about the postwritIng phase: it's important that kids

see their personal writing as something that has value. One way of doing

this has already been mentioned--oral reading to other students. You may

want to give them the opportunity to do this after the piece is finished,

too. I'm sure many of you post stories on the walls in the room; that's

always an excellent idea. Still another way of giving the students a

sense of permanence and value about their writing is to bind each student's

best stories Oth some sort of pasteboard binding and put them :n the

classroom library.

I hope I've been able to give you some ideas that you can take back

to your classrooms. Before you leave, however, I would like you to take

note of the bibliography on the final page of your handout. This contains

references to the recent work of Donald Graves and his colleagues. Graves

is probably the best contemporary authority in the area of writing

instruction in the primary grades. All of the articles listed were written

with teachers in mind. I think you'li find any or all of them provocative

and very helpful in your work with children.
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WRITING IN THE PRIMARY GRADES

A. Process vs. product

B. Generating ideas

1. Word-associating

2. Probing questions

a. Descriptions: What does it look like?
What does It sound like?
What does it smell like?
What does it taste like?
What does It feel like?

b. Stories: What happened first?
What happened next? Next?
What happened last?
When did it happen?
Where did it happen?
Who did it happen to?

2. Stimulating pictures

4. Story-starters (see attached list)

C. Writing

1. First draft as "discovery" draft

2. Writing on every other line

3. Invented and incomplete spellings

D. Revising

1. Responding to content first; encouraging adding on

a. Individual conferences

b. Oral reading to elicit questions from class

2. Helping with ianguap and spelling on final draft

E. Writing for an audience

1. Sharing and reading stories

2. Typing and binding stories
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STORY-STARTERS

1. I wish . . .

2. If I were . . .

3. Someday I will . . .

4. I used to think . . .

5. You would never believe . . .

6. Once 1 thought I saw . . .

7. If I had a million dollars . . .

8. The funniJst thing happened when . .

9. If I were only one inch tall . .

10. If I were twenty feet tall . . .

11. 1 was really happy when . . .

12. 1 was really scared when . .

13. If I were an animal, I would be . . .

14. If I were invisible . . .

15. If 1 could be on TV . . .

16. i f I had a magic wand . . .

17. When the flying saucer landed . . .

18. My best friend is . . .

19. The worst foOd in the world is . . .

20. if I lived a long time ago . .

Prepared by
Center for the Study of Writing Instruction
SWRL Educational Research and Development

4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

(213) 598-7661
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THE WRITING-PROCESS RESEARCH OF DONALD GRAVES

Lovry Gentry

It is common to speak of the basic school subjects as the 3Ris--

readini, ritin', and trithmetic. Two of the 3R's, however, reading and

arithmetic, always seem to grab the lion's share of everyone's attention.

This is true whether were talking about classroom time, educational

research, or federal money for education. All of us are familiar with

the tremendous amount of time and energy and money that has been spent

in trying to find the one "best" method of teaching kids to read--and

we're all familiar with the big flap over whether it's better to teach

the "New Math" or computation skills. But what about the second R--

writing? For some reason or another, writing has always taken a backseat

to reading and math. One recent study, for example, showed that for

every $3,000 that schools spend on reading, only SI is spent on writing.

The...same study showed that of all the money spent on educational research,

less than one-tenth of one percent was spent on writing research.

Why is this truei it because we already know everything there

is to know about teaching writing and about how children learn to write?

I clo-Ot think so. We've all read the horror stories about the increasing

numbers of high school graduates who have to take remedial English classes

when they get to college. And you may recall that just a few years ago,

Newsweek Magazine had a big cover article entitled "Why Johnny Can't Write."

Or is it because we've all been taught to think of writing as nothing more

than the sum of its parts? Once we learn handwriting, spelling, grammar,

and how to write a topic sentencewe know how to write.
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Fortunately, in the last few years this situation has started to

change. A few people have begun to take a good, hard look at writing

instruction and how it might be improved. One way they have done this

is by shifting their focus from writing as a product to writing as a

process. What's the difference between these two approaches--product

and process? When we kok at writing as a product, we're looking at

words, sentences, paragraphs, essays. We have said to our students- -

"This is how you produce the correct form." We then evaluate the

students on how close they come to reproducing that form. When we look

at writing is a process, however, we've shifted our focus from the

finished paper to something just as important--but often overlooked- -

.the student. The process approach looks at writing as human behavior- -

or rather as a set of behaviors. it assumes that the student is doing

some important things during the process of writing and what the teacher

does to help the students during this process Is just as Important--if

not more important--than what the teacher does after the paper is finished.

As I said, this type of research is fairly new, and not many people

have been involved in It. Host of what's been done so far has been done

with older students--usually in high school Or college. Out one person

has done some very important work In this area with children in the

primary grades, and I would like to spend some time talking about him and

about his research with young students. The person's name is Donald Graves.

He is a professor at the University of New Hampshire, but quite unlike most

professors of education, he is more comfortable in a first grade class-

room than In a university library.
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Since becoming a professional researcher, Graves has spent most of

his time studying the writing processes of young children -that is,

children in the first four years of school. He Is generally considered

to be the expert in this particular area. Although he has been Involved

in a number of writing research projects, the most important is one that

he just recently finished. In this particular study, he and two other

full-time researchers spent two years at an elementary school in New

Hampshire. They selected eight first graders and eight third graders for

an Intensive case study. They followed each one of these students every

school day for two years--doing a very precise analysis of how these chil-

dren learned to write. Although his final report on this project isn't

finished, he wrote a number of preliminary reports that have provided us

with some very important information.

What are some of the things that Graves has to tell us? First of

all, he would encourage us to recognize that every child has something

important to say. Writing will become important to children when they

feel that writing is a way of expressing their own personal thoughts and

ideas. This means that teachers should encourage children to select

their own topics. It's much easier for children to get excited about

their daily joys and problems than it is for them to get excited about

"Our Trip to the Tide-Pools."

He would also tell us (as was suggested earlier) to stop placing so

much emphasis on the final product and start paying more attention to

the process that children go through as they write. Graves would say

that, In order to produce an effective piece of writing, children must

go through the same cycle that professional writers go through. First

48
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they mutt rehearse their writing, then they must compose, end finally

they must revise. The normal way of thinking about writing is to focus

on the second of these three cycles -- composition. But, if we give the

matter some thought, we realize that rehearsal and revision are just as

important. Professional writers don't just sit down at a typewriter and

start pecking away. They have a pretty good idea of where their thoughts

are taking then. At the same time, it Is a rare writer who can say exactly

the right thing on the first draft. A finished manuscript has usually

gone through many revisions before it's ready for publication.

These two aspects of the writing process--rehearsal and revision- -

are seldom given much attention in school writing. But Graves has shown

that, once they are incorporated into our writing programs, we can expect

children to become more effective and fluent writers. Let's talk about

rc6ftdral fcr a moment. Try to remember the last time you did a piece

of serica writing. Perhaps it was a report or a term paper. Before you

started writing, you had to organize your facts and ideas and figure out

how you were going to structure your basic message. You didn't know how

each sentence would be phrased or which words would be used, but you spent

some time In developing an overall picture of the finished product. We

must allow our students to do the same thing. Even when they've selected

their basic topics, they need to figure out how it should be presented.

Primary children often do this through drawing. As they draw a picture of

a particular object or event, their story begins to emerge and put itself

together. Others need to talk about their topic with the teacher or with

other students before they start writing. Others just need time to think

and organize their thoughts.
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Just as we must gIve students a chance to rehearse their writing,

we must also give them a chance to revise their writing. No--let the put

it another way. We must insist that they revise their writing. One of

the things that discourages a lot of adults from writing is the idea that

good writers are able to produce letter-perfect prose without any effort.

That Is a myth--and we should tell our students that it's a myth. Produc-

ing piece of good writing is like shaping a piece of clay. Our first

attempts are generally very crude, and It is only as we smooth out the

rough parts and make the necessary refinements that we become pleased

with the product. Children should be taught to see their first drafts

as "discovery" drafts--a way of sketching their thoughts and laying the

groundwork for the finished product--not as the final product itself.

A couple of years ago Graves conducted a study for the Ford Foundation.

They wanted him to look at the general status of writing in the United

States and to tie this in with how writing was being taught in the schools.

Ne discovered some things that give us who are involved in education a

great deal to think about. Ne found out that in general, adults were

writing less than ever before. The post office data he collected showed

a sharp decline in personal letter writing and projected a further 8%

decline over the net five years. Most adults he Irterviewed d:dn't like

to write. Most of their writing was confined to shopping lists, notes,

and short memos. Perhaps most Important for us Is the fact that they

viewed writing as a foto.. of punishment. If you've taken a class in

educational psychology, then you know the difference between reinforce-

mert and punishment. When a student's behavior Is followed by positive

rei,forcement, that 4eha.ior Is likely to occur again. When the behavior



Is followed by punishment, that behavior is likely to be avoided in the

future. We know that most adults and most students don't like to write- -

could this be because traditional writing instruction has more punishing

consequences than it does reinforcing consequences? Think about your own

school experiences with writi-.y. What do you associate them with? Term

papers? Essay tests? Book reports? How did you feel when the teacher

desecrated your best work with a red pencil -- searching out every spelling

error and every error in grammar--and never once responding to what you

were trying to say? How many times did you have to write "I will not chew

gum in school"? 100 times? 500 times? Unless you were a super speller,

a super handwriter, or a super storyteller, you probably received very

little positive reinforcement when it came to writing.

How does Donald Graves suggest that we overcome all of these obstacles

to good writing? How can we reorganize to set up an effective writing pro-

gram in our classrooms? If you will r. k up the handouts that were given

to you at the beginning of this session, I would like to elaborate on a

few of the ideas that we have adapted from Graves.

You will notice that the v'ry first point (number 1) under Organizing

for Writing says, "Prwide at least 30 minutes a day for writing-

workshop." The words "writing-workshop" are put in there to differentiate

it from the other types of writing that your students may do during the

day. This 30 minutes is not for social studies rerorts, grammar exercises,

spelling, language arts workbooks, or other school-assigned writing. This

is for serious, pupil- selected written expression. Point number 2:

"Students may be engaged In any of the following aspects of the writing

process: Prewriting (that's rehearsal), Composing, or Revising." This
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of course, is the toughest part in terms of classroom management. Since

students aren't used to writing, they have to adjust to it. You have to

crack down on those who see it as a "goofing-off" period and make sure

that their activities are related to whatever writing Project they've

chosen to do.

Point number 3: "Give each student two folders: one for keeping

work-in-progress and one for keeping finished stories." In parentheses

it says, "a single story may take several weeks." Now we're getting down

to the nitty-gritty: When you adopt this way of teaching writing, you've

taken your focus off of the final product. You don't say, "For the next

30 minutes we will have writing workshop. I will expect a finished story

before you go out to recess." Most writers can't write like that--except

perhaps the professional newspaper reporter who gets paid a lot more than

you or me for working under that kind of pressure.

When we adopt this approach, what Graves calls the process-conference

approach, we have shifted our attention to the process that the students

are going through as they write. Your prolific writers may turn out

several stories in the course of the year. One first grader that Graves

observed did more than 100 in a nine-month period. Others will struggle

and struggle just to turn out two or three. The more they have to focus

on the mechanics of writing -- spelling and punctuation and grammar the

harder it will be for them to express themselves adequately. If you'll

skip down to number 5, at the bottom of the first page, you will find one

way of handling this problem. "Respond only to content on first draft

attempts." In using this approach, we don't reach first for the red

pencil. When the students bring us their first drafts, we try (and I
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C111know It's hard) to Ignore all the errors we see and try instead to find

out what they are really trying to say. We become resource people- -

directing the student to new resources and providing ideas that might

improve the content. On later drafts, as points number 6 and 7 suggest,

we will direct the students' attention to such matters as language and

spelling.

The whole idea behind this type of approach is to turn writing into

a non- threatening activity. When the students know that the teacher is

going to treat their writing, no matter how primitive, with the respect

it deserves, writing ceases to be punishment. Points numbered 1 and 2

under "Postwiting Activities" add another important dimension to the

writing program. Some of you are probably doing so-.-.thing like this

already. Students should feel that thmir writing has value and perms-

(
nence. They should never be allowed to throw a finished story away.

Stories should be kept in folder or some of them may be tacked up in

the room somewhere. After a student has written several stories, the

student should select the best one for pasteboard binding. You should

make it a goal to have at least one pasteboard book from every student in

the class during the year.

On the last page of this handout I have prepared a short bibliography

of some of the articles that Don Craves and his colleagues have written.

You will notice that most of them have been published in Language Arts,

a journal that should be available to you In your professional library.

If you are interested in pursuing Craves' work in more detail, I think

you will find these articles very helpful.
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WRITING-WORKSHOPS 114 THE PRIMARY GRADES

Organizing oLtig

1. Provide at least thirty minutes a day for writing-workshop.

2. During workshop, students may be engaged In any of the following
aspects of the writing process:

(a) Prewritin activities organizing their thoughts and/or
gathering n ormatoon about their topic by drawing, discussing,
reading, etc.

(b) Composing - writing about their topic.

(c) Revising - changing content, language, spelling, or mechanics
to meet the needs of an interested audience. Students should
learn that professional writers spend most of their time
revising what they've already written. A "good" story at any
level usually grows out of several drafts.

3. Give each student two folders: one for keeping work-in-progress
(a single story may take several weeks) and one for keeping finished
stories.

Teaching Suggestions

1. Encourage students to select their own topics. If they have trouble,

ask them to list five possible topics and choose the one they like

best.

2. The first line of a story often sets the tone for what follows. Help

students write interesting leads by asking them to write several
possible openings and then select their favorite.

3. Show children how to revise by writing a group story (or lead) on

the board. Ask children how it can be improved. Don't erase, but

cross-out, add-on, and substitute as If you were writing in ink.

4. Hold a writing-process conference with each student every five to
ten days. Ask student to show you his or her "work-in-progress"
folder. This folder should contain all of the drafts for the story
then in progress.

5. Respond o, my to content on first draft attempts. This should be
thought of as a "discovery" draft. Help student develop inf%-rmation

by asking questions, directing to appropriate resources, etc.



6. On later drafts, respond to language as well as content. Spelling
and mechanics can wait until the story nears completion.

7. In dealing with errors of spelling and/or mechanics, try to focus
on no more than one o' two prevalent types of error during any one
conference.

Postwriting Activities

1. Students should feel that their writing has value and permanence.
Stories should not be discarded, but should be kept in a folder
that either student or teacher may maintain.

2. Each time a student completes his or her fifth story, have the
student select one for pasteboard binding. These should be placed
in the class library and may be read aloud to the rest of the
class.

Prepared by
Larry Gentry

SWRL Educational Research t Development
4665 Lampson Avenue

Los Alamitos, California
(213)598-7661
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SUPPLEMENTING THE SPELLING TEXTBOOK

Ann Humes

Over the past ten years, SWRL has done a lot of work with

spelling. We've researched student spelling difficulties end, more

importantly, we've developed and tested instructional ioterials for

spelling. From our c'ossroom experience in teaching spelling, we've

learnea a great deal about how students can learn to spell better.

Another SWRL activity in the past few years has involved

looking at most of the major spelling programs used in the United

States. Generally, they're pretty poor--they don't do a very good

job of teaching spelling. Many of you probably use Basic Goals in

Spelling by Kottmeyer and Claus. Basic Goals In Spelling is about

the best program around. But it still has problems, so I'm going to

mention a few techniques for improving on Basic Goals In Spelling.

These techniques can improve your students' spelling. If you are

not using Bas!- Goals In Spelling, these techniques will still help

your students .ccause most spelling programs have the same problems

as the Kottmeyer textbooks.

Four problems recur In Basic Goals in Spelling;

1. Generally the spelling rules are not given.

Students can be helped to spell better If they

know exactly what the rule is. We've seen this

practice work effectivelyeven with

kindergarten students.
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2. There's very little oral practice. When you

spell, you move from the pronunciation of a word

to the writing of the word, so it helps to be

aware of how the word sounds. Many spelling

errors are the result of not being aware of the

pronunciation of a word.

3. There Is little focus on word parts; most of the

focus Is on whole words. Students learn to

spell better if they can focus on part of a word

at a time before they have to spell the whole

word. Focusing on word parts helps students to

generalize the spelling rules so that they can

spell other words.

To demonstrate the importance of focusing on

word parts, I'm going to have you spell a word

you haven't memorized one that you probably

don't read or use very often. As you spell the

word, think about what you are doing because

this is what your students must be able to do.

The word is "ephemerides"; spell "ephemerides."

Most likely this word didn't flash In your mint,

as a whole word; you had to approach it by

spelflng the word parts.



Practice in focusing on word parts can also

Improve students' word attack skills for

reading: When students spell words, they move

from the sounds to the letters; when they read

new words, they move from the letters to the

sounds.

4. A great deal of the practice involves copying.

Some of the exercises in kottmeyer sppear to be

asking students to spell words from pictures or

from sentence cues, but the target word is

printed on the page. if it Is on the page, the

odds are that students will copy. There's

nothing wrong with copying as a way of helping

with spelling, but if students' practice is

mostly copying, they won't learn to spell on

their own- -which Is what we want them to do.

And when students spend all week copying in

their workbooks, they are not prepared for a

dictated spelling test because they haven't

spelled words. on thIt own.

To overcome these four problems, several approaches can be

used. To exemplify these supplementary activities, I will refer to

unit 2 in level 3 of Basic Goals in Spelling (which teaches the aCe

spelling), and unit 16 in level 3 (which teaches the ou and ow

spellings). However, the same kind of activities can be used to

work with other spellings.

59



1. Presenting the rule. Kottmeyer introduces the

spelling rule for /ou/ In this way:

We show the vowel sound In loud and
crowd like this: /ou/.

We use ou and ow to 'peg' the vowel
sound in words like loud and crowd.

We say /ou/. We write ou, ow.*

As you will note, this Introduction to /ou/ does

not present the spelling rule. To present the

rule, you can write how, town, and growl on the

board. Say these words and have students listen

for the vowel sound. Explain that these words

have the /ou/ sound and that /ou/ is spelled

with ow at the end of a word and before n and 1

when n or 1 is the last letter in the word.

(Incidentally, Basic Goals in Spelling uses an

exception to this rule to present the

spelling -the word crowd.)

You may then provide practice on this part of

the rule or present the rest of the rule. To

introduce this part of the rule, write loud and

flower on the board. Explain that /ou/ is

spelled with ou In the middle of the word unless

/ou/ comes before a vowel fetter. Then it Is

spelied with ow.

*Basic Goals in Spelling, Level 3, P. 79.
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Students should not be required to memorize the

rule. However, you can remind them of the rule

during spelling practice, and/or you can post

the rule somewhere in the classroom so that

students can refer to It.

To help you wiZh the spelling rules, you can

take with you this Outline of English Spelling,

which emphasizes the spellings commonly taught

In the primary grades. (See Appendix A.)

2. Providing oral practice. You can give students

appropriate sound discrimination practice by

having them listen for the vowel sounds in words

to determine whether they are the same or

different sounds:

"Do these words have the same vowel
sound or different vowel sounds?"
(e.g., hat-hate, swam, late-name)

You can also ask students to discriminate

between long- and short-vowel sounds:

"Do these words have a long-vowel
sound or a short-vowel sound?" (e.g.,
cape, cad, name, same, Sem)

3. Focusing on word parts. One way to focus on

word parts Is to write words on the board and

have students identify the spelling of one part.

For example, you can write words on the board

and have students identify the vowel spelling



and the consonant(s) or vowel that follows the

Foul sound; e.g., now, crown, flower, rood,

howl. You can also have students spell the

sound in the word.

"How do you spell the vowel sound in
name?" (Repeat for other words, such
as plate, sat.)

You can also have students spell the individual

sounds In the word and then the whole words

"OW do you spell the first sound In
same?"

"How do you spell the vowel sound In
same?"

"How do you spell the last sound in
same?"

''How do you spell same?"

4. Providing non-copying tasks. One of the ways

you can give students practice other than

copying is to dictate the words before the

weekly test. Now this exercise is not a

pre-test; it is practice. This activity can

even be done in smell groups, with a student

"administering" the practice.

Another approach is to use the exercise noted

above for focusing on word parts, using words

not In the lesson. You can also use pictures

and sentence fill-ins for non-lesson words.

Using words net in the spelling workbook will

make students do something more than
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memorize words--it will mkt them generate

spellings and focus on spelling rules that can

be generalized to spell a large numbef of words.

These approaches will give you a few ways to supplement

spelling books to overcome their problems. Another important

consideration is to make spelling fun. We hive a set of spelling

puzzles that you can take with you to help make spelling fun. (See

Appendix B.) You can duplicate these puzzles and give them to

students at the end of the appropriate units because the puzzles are

organized by spellings, such as the ou and ow spellings for /ou/.

On one side of the page is instruction on the spelling rule in

simplified language. This instruction can provide you information

on presenting the spelling rule. On the reverse side is the puzzle.

Since teachers should hay: fun, too, you can complete the

puzzles yourself before you give them to students. Then you'll be

prepared if you don't know the word suggested by one of the clues.

To help with that problem, we have answer keys for all the puzzles.

(See Appendix C.) You can duplicate these answer keys if you wish

to have students check their own puzzles.

We hope you will use these crossword puzzles. If you do use

them, we would appreciate your providing us with some information

about how they worked; we can use this information to help improve

the puzzles 'Or use by cpthers. Here is a brief questionnaire to

fill out when you use the puzzles and an envelope to use to send the

questionnaire back. (See Appendix D.)
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The last handout Is a reprint of an article Bruce Cronnell and

I wrote for the Elemental School Journal. (See Appendix E.) it

discusses current prullems with spelling textbooks, such as those we

have discussid here, and explains the procedures we used In studying

textbooks.

I wil! be happy to answer any questions you have about the

handouts or the techniques described for supplementing the spelling

textbook.
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1. Presenting the spelling.

Write mad and made on the board. Say the words and note
the diTarence-Trihe vowel sounds. Explain that the
vowel sound In made Is called a long-vowel sound; it is

the same as the name of the letter a. Explain that /1/

is spelled with a and then e at the end of the word.
Explain that the vowel sound in gad is a short-vowel
sound and that it is spelled with a sinile vowel
letter.

Write how, town, and growl the board. Say these
words and have students listen for the vowel sound.
Explain that these words have the /ou/ sound and that
/ou/ is spelled with ow at the end of a word and before
n and 1 when n or 1 is the last letter In the word.

Write loud and flower on the board. Explain that /ou/
is spelled with fat In the 'addle of the word unless
/ou/ comes before a vowel letter. Then it is spelled
with ow.

2. Providing oral practice.

Give students sound discrimination practice:

a. "Do these words have the same vowe. sound or
different vowel sounds?" (e.g., hat-hate,
cap-cape, late-name)

b. "Do these words have a long-vowel sound or
short -vowel sound?" (e.g., am 021, name,
same)

c. .rite words on the board and have students
identify words with a long-vowel sound; e.g.,
cape, cab tame, fate, fat.

d. Write words on the board and have students
identify words with the /W/ sounds; e.g., tape,
tap, fame, fan, feet, fate.

Give students sound discrimination practice:

a. "Do these words have the tame vowel sound or
different vowel sounds?" (Say word pairs: e.g.,
town-tone.)

b. Write words on the board and have students Identify
words with the /ou/ sounds; e.(1., growl, grow, town,
tone, brown, power, home.

6D



3. Focusing on word parts.

11=01

a. Have students spel! the sound In the word:

: "How do you spell the vowel sound in
name?"

Repeat for other words; e.g., plate, sat.

b. Have students spell the individual sounds in
the whole word:

"How do you spell the first sound in same?"
"How do you spell the vowel sound In same?"
"How do you spell the last sound In siii011
'Mame do you spell same"

Use words not In the lesson, as well as those In
the lesson, for the above exercises.

a. Write words on the board and have students identify
the vowel spelling and the consonant(s) or vowel
that follows the /au/ sound; e.g., now, crown,
flower, proud, howl.

b. Have students spell the sound in the word:

"How do you spell the vowel sound In found?"

Repeat for other words; e.g., howl, tont flower,

brown.

c. Have students spell the individual sozonds in the
whole word:

"How do you spell the first sound in found,"
"How do you spell the vowel sound in Toga?"
"How do you spell the last two sounds irrfound?"

"How do you spell found?"

Use words not in the lesson, as well as those in the
lesson, for the above exercises.

4. Providing non-copying tasks.

a. Dictate words before the test.

b. Repeat exercises In previous section, making sure
words are not in front of students and using words
not in the lesson.

c. Use pictures or sentences to have students spell
words not in the lesson.

a. Dictate words before the test.

b. Repeat exercises in previous section, making sure
words art not In front of students and using words
not In the lesson.

c. Use pictures or sentences to have students spell
words not in the lesson.
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APPENDIX A

AN OUTLINE OF ENGLISH SPELLING

Prepared by

SWRL Educational Research and Development
4665 Lampson Avenue

Los Alamitos, CA 90720

(213) 598-7661

The following is a brief and somewhat simplified outline of the
major rules of English spelling, with emphasis on those spellings
commonly taught in the primary grades. It is not complete, bat serves
as an introduction to spelling.

VOWEL SPELLINGS

Short Vowels (generally spelled mith one letter)

/a/ a: pass

/e/ e, leis frequently ea: bed, head

/i/ slip (infrequent, 1: myth)

/o/ o: pot

/u/ u, less frequently o or o...e (gene.ally before m, n, v, or th)

and cm: but, son, come. young

/6/ 0, a before 1, au, ow finally: long, ball. sauce, saw

(infrequent: LIgs112, ought caught, thought) In some dialects,

/0/ is used instead of /6 /.

oo (oarticriarly before d or k) or u: look, pull

Long Vowels (covrinly spelled with two letters)

/i/ a...e or al, ax finally, a in polysyllabic words:

date. rain, dill, table

(infrequent: ei. and eat. al, finally: veil, weigh, thu)

/i/ ea or ee, y finally in polysyllabic words: heat. tree, sill/

(infrequent: e...e, le, ei, 1...e. e, 1, and e. finally:

tTeete, thjef, deceive, machine, meter, museum, stadium, he, voila)
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/f/ - 1...e, 1 before consonant clusters and in polysyllabic words,

If.. finally, less frequently ith_ finally or before t: mine,

mind, tiger, col, ',tet

(infrequent: y...e, 1,0 le finally: type, cycle, pie)

/03/ o...e or oa, o before consonant clusters and in polysyllabic

words, ow finally: hope, boat, most, open, yellow

(infrequent: ou, and o, oe finally: mould, go, hoe)

A/ or /0/ oo (for /0/ only), u...e, u in polysyllabic words:

boot, cute, super

(infrequent: ui, eu, ou, and ew, ue finall;: fruit, feud,

grasp, new, blue)

/oil - oi, gy. finally: boil, boy

/ou/ ou, ow finally: found, cow

Vowels plus r

/ir/ ar: star

/8r/ - ore, oar, 'or: more, board, torn. (After /w/, /6r/ is

spelled with ar: warm, quart.)

/er/ er, ur, ir, or after w: her, hurt, bird, word

(infrequent: ear: earn)

/er/ - are, air: stare, air

/1r/ - eer, ear: deer, fear

/lir/ or /ytir/ - oor (for /11r/ only), ure: poor, pure

The Unstressed Vowel /./ (schwa) may be spelled with any single vowel letter:

lapel, wallet, April, gallop, circus.
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CONSONANT SPELLINGS

Consonant sounds with one primary spelling (in addition to the doubling
described below)

The sounds /1), d, f. g, h, 1, m, n, p, r, t, v, w, y/ are spelled with

the corresponding letters: d, f, L, h, 1, m, n, L r, t, v, w,

Several consonant sounds are spelled with digraphs (two-letter spellings):

/th/ and /01/ th: thick, then

/sh/ sh: shoot

wh: when (For speakers who do not use /h4, this is an

alternate spelling of /w/.)

/ch/ ch: chin

The final clu. :r /La/ is spelled x: box, six.

Consonant sounds with variant s ellin s (in addition to the doubling
desirioed below

/k/ - c before a, 4, u or a consonant: cat, cold, cute, cream, act

k before e, 1 or keep, kiss, sky

k at the end of a word after a long vowel: seek, strike, make

k At the end of a word after a consonant: milk, bark, honk

kw/ - is always spelled 91

/s/ s a: the beginning of a word: see, sit

c (sometimes' before e, 1, 1: cent, cinch, cycle

c(e) or /AA at the end of a word: ice, dance, base, else

/z/ z at the beginning of a word: zone, zero

I(e) at the end of a word: wise, please, haze, breeze

/j/ pot the beginning of a word: jewel, jam

IL (sometimes) before e, Lee, giant, gym

21!) at the end of a word: huje, !ergs

/ng/ n..4 at the end of a word: rim

n elsewhere: thank

71
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Doubled consonants

1. Consonants (except v and x) are doubted when following a

single letter spelling of a short vowel and preceding another

vowel or le: bubble, paddle, waffle, giggle, follow, summer,

funnel, happy, merry, butter.

The doubled forms of c (or k), ch, and lore ck, tch, and dam,,

respectively:

pickle. hatchet, midget

Note: This rule has numerous exceptions, e.g., coEy, wagon.

2. /k, f, s, z, ch, j, 1/ occurring at the end of a word following

a single-letter spelling of a short vowel are spelled with a

doubled consonant:

lick, puff, mess, buzz, match, eo, (da is the doubled

form finally), tail.

Some foreign consonant spec cis

/k/ - ch: chlorine, chorus

/f/ Etono, graph

/I/ - ch: chef, chauffeur

Some infrequent consonant spellings

/g/ - su(e): west, league /m/ - mk: limb

/s/ sc: scene /n/ kn: knee, know

/s/ st: castle In - wr: writer

Word final /v/ is spelled ve: giye, twelve.

Word final /th/ is spelled the: breathe.
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SUFFIXATION RULES

Suffixes are commonly added directly to the ends of root words (e.g.,
trying, played, soften), but there are a few special rules. Many
dictionaries provide good descriptions of these ruses. The following
Is a summary of some major points.

1. When the root word ends with a consonant d e an4 the suffix begins
with a vowel, this c is dropped, e.g., driving, hoped.

2. Wnen the root word ends with a single vowel letter plus a single
consonant letter, the final consonant is doubled, e.g., hopped.
In multisyllabic words, this happens only if the last sylliEle
is stressed (accented), e.g., occurring (but murmuring).

3. When the root word ends with a consonant plus land the suffix
does not begin with i, the 2. changes to i, e.g., happiness, tried.

4. The suffix for plural and for third person singular is generally
spelled with -s. After s, z, sh, ch, or x, It is spelled with -es.
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APPENDIX B

SPELLING RULES

AND

SPELLING CROSSWORD PUZZLES

Consonant Spellings

1. Initial consonant clusters

2. Final consonant clusters

3. /f/ spelled PI /1/ spelled it; /s/ spelled se

4. /k/ spelled o, k, ok

5. /f/, /k/, /1/, /s/ after long vowels

6. /ch/ spelled eh, tch

Vowel Spellings

1. /i/ spelled ai, ay

2. /F/ spelled ea, ee

3. /7/ spelled y

4. /7/ spelled i... e, y, igh, i

5. /6/ spelled o...e, oa

6. /6/ spelled oa, ow,

7. /i7/ spelled u...e, oo

8. /17/ spelled u...e, oo, ew, us

9. fid spelled u, 00

10. /ou/ spelled ou, ca

Vowel-r Spellings

1. 6r/ spelled ar

2. /Or/ spelled ore, oar, or, ar

3. fir/ spelled er, ir, ur, or

4. /1r/ spelled ear, eer

Prepared by

SWRL Educatloral Research and Development
4665 Lampson Avenue

Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(213) 558 -7661
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Complete the puzzle. All the words begin with consonant clusters.

ACROSS gmmillmw DOW'iik

to pull along the ground

to turn around in circles,
like a top

2.

3.

5.

7.

9.

10.

not go; a sign 1.

2.

4.

6.

8.

not hilly

a kind of smile

to hit on the face

happy, pleased

to move in water

to etch an animal

.amething for riding on
the snow

not fat
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Consonant Spellings: I. initial consonant clusters

The word begins with two consonant sounds. .Two

consonant sounds together are spelled the same way as they are spelled

alone. The first two sounds in are spelled with d and r.

When a word begins with more than one consonant sound, it begins with

a consonant cluster. The consonant cluster in

with dr.

is spelled

The word begins with a consonant cluster. The

consonant cluster is spelled with qu.

Here are some other words that begin with a consonant cluster:

plan, snap, step, drip, quit, quip, skin, slid, slip, trim, trip.

Sometimes a consonant cluster has three sounds. The word

The word

begins with a consonant cluster that has three sounds.

begins with str. Here are some other words that begin

with a consonant cluster that has three sounds: strip, strap, strum,

splat.
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Complete the puzzle. All the words end with consonant clusters.

ACROSS 4...00.

3. Co , not right.

6. to put seeds in the ground

S. a light

9. did sleep

10. somewhat wet

11. not the beginning

13. to look for animals

15. di, go

16. not hard

18. what a bird lays eggs in

IS

IS

DOWN

1. not first

2. to hop up
and down

4. did feel

5. It is at the
end of your arm.

7. did hold

9. did spend

12.

14.

16.

17.

to have to

not east

did send

not slow



Consonant Spellings: 2. Final consonant clusters

The word ends with two consonant sounds. It.ends with

a consonant cluster. The consonant sounds In a consonant cluster at

the end of a word are spelled the same way thst-they are spelled alone.

The consonant cluster in is spelled with et.

Here are some other words that end with a consonant cluster: band,

grand, sand, stamp, stand, vast, belt, next, test, leA.



Complete the puzzle. All the words end with doubled consonants.

ACROSS ..1101.

1. not on

5. to shout

6. what windows are made

8. not more

9. a small mountain

DOW

2. did fall

3. to put clothes on

4. a deep hole for water;
not sick

7. not buy

O. sick
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Consonant Spellings: 3. /f/ spelled ff; Ill spelled 14 /s/ spelled Sit

The vowel sound in
&s.

113 is spelled with a. When the last

imAssueilbo.
sound in words like V1.5404 comes at the end of the word after a

vowel sound spelled with one letter, the last sound is spelled with st.
The letters SS are a doubled consonant. A doubled consonant is two of
the same letters that spell one sound. Here are some other words that
have a vowel sound spelled with one letter and end with the doubled
consonant es: class, pass, bless, mess, press, miss, toss.

The vowel sound in spelled with u. When the last

sound in words like IN comes at the end of the word after a

vowel sound spelled with one letter, the last sound is spelled with ff.
The letters ff are a doubled consonant. Here are some other words that
have a vowel sound spelled with one letter and end with th, doubled
consonant ff: stiff, puff, stuff.

The vowel sound ins is spelled with e. When the last

sound in words like comes at the end of the word after a

vowel sound spelled with one letter, the last sound is spelled with II.
The letters ii are a doubled consonant. Here are some other words that
have a vowel sound spelled with ona letter and end with the doubled

consonant spell, swell, drill, fin, pill, still.

SO



Complete the puzzle.

ti

All the words begin with the same sound as

the same sound as

ACROSS ....Ow.

3. how much something is

5. what a duck says

6. a baby bear

8. ill

9. a bird the* swims

10. a hat

11. did keep

13. a little bit to eat

15. a large stone

16. a baby goat

DOWN f

or end with

1. You wear it on your
foot, under your shoe.

2. a dark color

4. li-e a small nail

5. fast

7. not front

12. to choose

14. between your body and
yot r head

81.



Consonant Spellings: 4. /k/ spelled c, k, ck

The first sound in is spelled with c. This sound is spelled with

before a, o, and u. The vowel sound in cat is spelled with a. has the

same first sound as cat. The vowel sound is spelled with 0, so the first sound in cot is

spelled with c. his the same first sound as cat and cot. The vowel sound

is spelled with u, so the first sound is spelled with c.

Here are some other words that have the c spelling before a, o, and u: can, camp,
cast, cob, cut.

has the same first sound as cat. The first Found in k :ng is spelled

"Y-1:

with k. This sound is spelled with k before i and e. The vowel souhd in king is spelled

with i. has the same first sound as king. The vowel sound spelled

with e, so the first sound is spelled with k.

keg.

Here are sone other %ords that have the k spelling before i and e: kiss, kilt, king,

The last sound in words like is spelled with ek. The letters ek are

a two-letter consonant. A two-letter consonant has two different letters that spell one
sound. The two-letter consonance ck spells the sound at the end of the word after a vowel
sound spelled with one letter. The vowel sound in clock iF speed with the letter o.

bac the same last sound as clock. The vowel sound is spelled with u. so

the last sound is spelled with

Here ate some other vrds that have the last sound spelled with ek after a owel sound

spelled wit4 one letter: truck, dock, rack, stick, wick, stock, struck, peck.
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Complete the puzzle. All the words have long-vowel sounds followed by

/f/, /k/, /1/, or /s/. You may use a dictionary to check the vowel
spell/us.

ACROSS 141100. DOWN t
3.

5.

7.

a funny story

a of bread

1.

Z.

4.to rob

8. to cook inside a stove 6.

9. the side of your face 7.

10. not warm 8.

12. a huge animal in the °Lean 9.

13. a story 10.

14. a big pond
11.

12.

the bactr. of your fc,ot

something to'swim in

not strong

not real

to talk

did break

to run after

It is black; you can
burn it.

to send a letter

7 days



Consonant Spellings: 5. /f/, /k/, /1/, /s/ after long vowels

The word less ends with /s/. Less has a doubled consonant after a

short-vowel sound spelled with one letter. The word has

a long-vowel sound. IS/ is spelled with 8 after a long-vowel sound.

Case has the a...e vowel spelling and one s.

The word stiff ends with /f/. Stiff has a doubled consonant after

a short-vowel sound spelled with one letter. The word has

a tong -vowel sound. /f/ is spelled with f after a long-vowel sound.

Leaf has the ea vowel spelling and one f. Here are sore other words

with the f spelling for /f/ after a long vowel: lift, beef, reef,

safe, strife, wife.

The word lock ends with /k/. Lock has a two-letter consonant after

a short-vowel sound spelled with one letter. The word has

a long-vowel sound. /k/ is spelled with k after a long-vowel sound.

Cake has the a...e vowel spelling and a single k. Here are some other

words with the k spelling for /k/ after a long vowel: smoke, wake,

rake, leak, Zike, snake, bike, cloak, reek, sneak, bleak, hike.

The word sell ends with /1/. Sell has a doubled consonant after

a short-vowel sound spelled with one letter. The word

a long-vowel soun!. /1/ is spelled with after a long-vowel sound.

Pool has the oo vowel spelling and a single Z. Here are some other

words with the Z spelling for /1/ after a long vowel: hole, wheel,

fai!, miZe, jail, cool, snail, scale, file, seal.

has



Complete the puzzle. All the words end with /ch/. You may use a
dictionary to check the vowel spelling.

ACROSS ...411

3. a place to sit in front or
back of a house

7. what you make in cloth with a
a needle

8. the person who tells the team
how to play

9. to come out of eggs, like
chickens

11. the seashore

14. It helps you-walk when you
have a broken leg.

to throw a ball

16. a part of a tree

17. a feeling about something;
an idea; to have a h _about
something

DOWN

1. fire on a ! ndle; light to
see at night

2. where some people go on
Sunday

3. a kind of fruit

4. what makes you scratch

5. You may dress like one on
trick or treat night.

6. L big farm or grassland
where cows and horses live

9. to tie a horse to a post;
to a horse to a post

10. to draw

12. not throw

13. to scrape off skin with your
fingernails

16. a of grapes



Consonant Spellings: h. /ch/ spelled ch, tch

The word begins with the /ch/ sound. The /ch/

sound at the beginning of a word is spelled with eh. The word teach

ends with the /ch/ sound. /ch/ is spelled with eh after a two-letter

vowel. Teach has a two-letter vowel and the ch spelling. Here are

some other word: that have a two-letter vowel followed by the eh

spelling for /ch/: coach, each, reach, preach, bleach.

The words pinch and march end with the /ch/ sound. They frith

have a consonant before /ch/. /ch/ is spelled with eh after another

consonant. Here are some other words that have the eh spelling for

/ch/ after another consonant: bench, crunch, inch, lunch, starch,

lurch.

The word match ends with the /ch/ sound. /ch/ is spelled with

tch after a vowel sound epelle with one letter. Match has vowel

sound spelled with one letter, and match has the ten spelling for /ch/.

Here are some other words with a vowel sound spelled with one letter

followed by the tch spelling for /ch/: batch, hatch, ditch, stretch,

fetch, switch, hopscotch.

The words in the box below te-e irregular. They must be memorized.

Imuch rich such which

These words have /ch/ spelled ch after a vowel sound spelled with

one Letter.



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the 157 sound. You may use a
dictionary.

ACROSS 11P- DOWN

1. to give out money

2. a hurt

3. not right

S. water from the sky

9. did come

10. did give

11. not different

12. not early

13. flat land

15. to speak

16. did make

17. did eat

I. did pay

2. to games

4. a big monkey

5. not afraid

6. to help; first

7. not love

10. the door for a fence

II. not go

12. did lay

13. a flat dish

14. a word like Pat, Ted, Pam

18. not wild



Vowel Spellings: 1. a 2ielled a...e, ai, ay

The words and
have the /57 sound.

The a/ sound is the same as the letter name. When s vowel sound is

a letter name, it is called a long vowel. When the long - vowel, sound

ii/ is in the middle of a word, it is usually spelled with a and then

e at the end of the word or with ai.

The /71/ sound in
is spelled wich a...e. Fere are

some other words tbat have the a...e spelling for III: make, brave,

tame, grade, skate, cape.

1106311tm

The 5/ sound in
is spelled with ai. Here are

some other words that have the ai spelling for /3/: rain, wait,

Faith, snail, claim.

When you are not sure whether al is spelled with a...e or with

ai, you mutt check t, dictionary.

The word play also has the fil sound. When the all sound in at

the end of a w.rd, it is usually spelled with the two-letter vowel ay.

Here a.e some other words that have the ay spelling for A/ at the end:

pay, clay, way, stay, say.



Complete ex puzzle. All the words have the Al sound.
You may use a dictionary.

ACROSS DOWNI

2. to give food 1. not give away

3. ro look 2. 24 inches 2. ,,

6. not most 3. ocean

9. It has branches and a trunk. 4. not dirty

10. the number 3 5. the color of grass

11. not costing any money 7. a road in a city

12. king and 8. the edge of an ocean or
a lake

13. food from animals
10. what you have in your mouth

SJ



Vowel Spenings: 2. /e/ spelled ea, ee

The words and have the al sound. The

IF/ sound is the same as the letter name. When a vowel sound is a

letter name, it is called a long vowel. The long-vowel sound /.7/ is

usually spelled with the two-letter vowel ee or ea. The fi/ sound in

in

It spelled with the two- letter vowel ee. The fi/ sound

is spelled with the two-letter vowel ea.

Here are some other words with the ee or ea spelling for fi/: need,

weed, seed, screen, greet, bead, teach, treat, wheat.

When you are not sure of the spelling for al, you must check a

dictionary



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the /1/ sound.

ACROSS .1101

3. to move through the air

4. fruit when it is ready
to eat

6. what grapes grow on

8. the number 9

9. to pat something where
it can't be found

11. what a clock tells

DOWN

1.

2.

3.

5.

7.

10.

how big something is

not wet

the number 5

a kind of evergreen

the color of snow

10c

tree

10

9i



Vowel Spellings: 3. /T/ spelled y

The word has the iT, sound. When the fT/ Bound is in

the middle of a word, it is usually s:elled with the two-latter vowel

i and then e at the end of the word. Kite has the i...e spelling for

fT/.

Here are some other words that have the i...e spelling for Ill:

shine, drive, fire, crime, dime, slide, hive.

The word ends with the /7/ sounc.. rf at the end of

a word is usually spelled with y. The worn fly has the y spelling for

fr/ at ne end.

Hers are some other words that have the /TY spellig for /7/ at the

end try, cry, pry, sky, shy, my, fry.



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the a/ sound. You may use a
dictionary.

.CROSS 10410

1. to make a tired sound when
your breath goes out

2. to hit and boa

5. a trip by airplane

6. not loose

7. bashful

g. may; I, , just do that

13. to dive someone a job

11. to make wheat into flour

13. what grapes grow on

14. to not lose; I can't
my book

15. nice; thoughtful

17. not low

lg. peeling of an orange

19. clever; a ------fox

21. a kind of string

26. not day

27. not strong; not spicy

2g. shiny; a star

Illimml
mil sm m

ie s
IMMO

IMMO=

DOWN 4
1. very little; a ------ fever

3. what a clock tell*

4. not dark

5. fear

7. to light a match

S. what Jou think with

9. not able to see

10. not seek

12. not wrong

14. the number 5

16. not wet

17. back leg of an animal;
leg

20. Draw a straight

22. not tame

23. the number 9

241 upper leg of a 4nickon

25. a bee's home



Vowel Spellings: 4. /T/ spelled y, igh.

The /7/ sound is in the middle of the word . /T/

in the middle of a word is usually spelled with i and tnen e at the

end of the word. Tice word nine has the i...e spelling for IT/. The

word fly has the /71 sound. /7/ at the end of a word is usually

spelled with y.

Th. word high, light, and knight have the /71 sound. fT/ may

be spelled with igh at the end of a word and bf.fore t when t is at

the end. High has the /7/ sound at the end. Light and knight have

the /1"/ sound before t. When you are not .ure of the spelling for /7/

at the end of a word or before t, you must check r dictionary.

The words child and bind have the /7/ sound. /7/ is spelled with

i before two consonant sounds. Child has the /7/ sound before Z and d.

Bind has the /77 sound before n and d.
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Complete the puzzle. All the words have the g7 sound.
You may use a dictionary.

ACROSS IIIII

3. what a Icing or queen sits on

5. did drive

7. a rock

8. did freeze

DOWN

1. a street

2. a small ship

4. where you live

6. did ride

7. something for washing with

Orj



Vowel Spellings: S. /a/ spelled o...e, oa

The words and have tie 16/ sound. The 161 sound is spelled with the

two-letter vowel oa or with o and then e at the end of the. word. The long-vowel sound in

is spelled with the two-letter vowel oa. Here are some ober.words with the oa

spelling for f51: load, toast, poach, roast, foam, bloat, toad, float.

The long -vowel sound MI in s spelled with the two-letter vowel o...e. Here

are some other wcrds with the o...e spelling for 57: hope, rope, stove, grove, vote,
code, throne, hope.



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the /6/ sound. You may use a

dictionary.

ACROSS 401. DOWN"

1. a funny story2. It goes in the air from
a fire.

4. not young

6. not fast

7. brave

8. a ship

10. not hot

12. to get bigger

14. not high

15. what the wind does

16. to lie on top of water

18. male bee

20. a kind of black bird

2. white flakes that drop from
the sky

3. not silver

5. did sell

6. to point out; tell how to do
something

8. Tie the string with a
pretty

9. a fee paid to drive on a road

10. a baby horse

11. to put on a truck

12. the shine of a fire

13. to move a boat with oars

15. what a dog eats

16. how rivers move

17. horses eat hay and _----A;
-meal

19. what a car goes on

MINIM 111

III
II IIip.

MIME
MUM IllMI a III

111111 111MIN1 11111111111

MEI
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Vowel Spellings: 6. /87 spelled 0...e, oa, ow, o

The word has the /5/ sound. /5/ in the middle of a

word is usually spelled with oa or with 0 and then e at the end.

The word throw has the f61 sound. f6/ is usually spelled with ow at

the end of a word. Throw has the ow spelling for f6/ at the end.

Some words with the ow spelling have the suffix n added to make

another word. al is usually spelled with oW before n when n is the

suffix and the root word ends with ow. Thrown has the n suffix. The

root word for thrown is throw.

The words cold and roll have the Ai/ sound. X/ is spelled with 0

before l and another consonant letter. Cold has the 0 spelling for /6/

before l and d. Roll has the o spelling for Fa/ before 22. Here are

some other words that have the 0 spelling for XI before 2 and another

consonant: troll, scold, mold, jolt, bolt.



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the 1W sound.
You may use a dictionary.

ACROSS .111

4. not rough

6. like a shoe, but higher

8. 12 o'clock

DOWN t
1. an ice

2. what a cow says

3. something to eat

5. It is in the sky at night

7. a song

99



Vowel Spellings: 7. CU/ spelled u...e, 00

The words 40004* and .11.1"Sit...4have the AY sound. When the // sound is in the

middle of a word, it is usually spelled with 00 or with u and then e at the end. When
the /a/ Bound is at the end of a word, it is usually spelled with 00. The word

4;00211-1111* has the oo spelling for X/. Mere are some other words with the oo spelling

for XI: shoot, room, scoop, tooth, hoop, zoo.

: :.'he word has the u...e spelling for M. Here are some other words with the

u...e spelling for al: crude, prune, rude.

When you are not sure if XI is spelled with 00 or with u...e, you must check a
dictionary.

The word has the hia/ sound. hiti/ is usually spelled with u and then e st the

end of the word. The /147/ sound in s spelled with the twoletter vowel u...e.

Here are some other words with the u...e spelling for /IP: cute, mule, Pos.

1 09



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the /11/ sound. You may use a
dictionary.

ACROSS

2. did draw 1. not false

3. Toothpaste comes in it. 4. to make tea

5. color of the sky 5. did blow

8. did grow 6. where you can swim

9. a big feather for a hat 7. a song

10. It shines at night. 8. You stick things together

11. It helps to solve crimes;
with it.

a hint. 4. a dried plum

12. what you eat 10. what a coy says

14. not a long time; we will 11. what you do to gum
be there.

12. not many
15. Someone with bad manners

is
13. did draw

16. food cooked with meat in a
14. not a fork or knife

pot 16. to scatter; to st flowers

17. not old on the ground

18. not a hen

20. a big hill of sand

21. did fly

17. the middle of the day;
12 o'clock

19. did throw

A. wetness of the ground in the
morning
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Vowel Spellings: 8. 57 spelled u...e, 00, ew, ue

The word has the /U/ sound. The frt/ sound in the

middle of a word is spelled with oo or with u and then e at the end.

The word has the /05) sound. The /147/ sound in the middle

of a word is spelled with u and then e at the end.

The words blue and knew have the fUl sound. The words hue and few

have the /07/ sound, At the end of a word, fri/ and /071/ are spelled with

either ue or ew. The words hue and Miss have the ue spelling. The

words knew and few have the ew spelling.

When you are not sure whether the spelling of gi7 or /y5/ at the end

of a word is ue or ew, you must check a dictionary.



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the /6/ sound.

ACROSS does's- DOWN
I1

1. male cow

2. someone who fixes food

3. something to read

4. did stand

5. to press on something;
Ole doorbell

6. not empty

8. see; 1 through your
glasses

9. lay something down; 9
something down

10. not bad

1.

3.

S.

6.

7.

a small river

It grows in the ground and
looks like a small tree.

0
grab something and it
toward you

12 inches

Trees are cut down to get

103



.66

Vowel Spellings: 9. /0/ spelled u, 00

The words and have the 141 *mad. ILI is

visually spelled with u before sh and ll. The word bush has the u spell-

ing for /a/ before sh. The word bull has the u spelling for /4/ before

The words stood and took have the /15/ sound. AV is usually spelled

with oo before d and k. The word stood has the oo spelling for /4/

before d. rook has the oo spelling for /4/ before k.

Here are some other words that have the oo spelling for /6/ before

d and k: hood, shook, crook, look.

The words put and foot have the 6/ sound. Both words end with t.

Ai/ is spelled with U lu put, but with oo in foot. When you are not

sure if the spelling for /1.4 is u or oo, you must check a dictionary.



Complete the purzle. All the words have the /ou/ sound.

ACROSS 11110.- Dan I/
3. a kind of bird; it hunts

at night

4. a Boy or a Girl

6. a funny person at a circus

7. what you say when something
hurts you

9. a home

11. not in

14. not lost

IS. not then; right

17. not sweet

19. a kind of dog

21. strength; lots of so

22. the shape of a ball or a
plate

24. what you hear

26. to say 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

27. one's mate; one's sp

28. a dark color

29. not up

1. Your teeth are inside it.

2. a weight; 16 ounces

4. to yell

5. a kind of fish

6. A queen wears it on her
head; so does a king.

8. not soft; a.---- sound
10. not a bath

12. belonging to us

13. Milk comes from it.

14. not a smile

16. did wind the clock

18. two mice, one

20. to die in the water

23. to soak with water; to put
out a fire with water

25. like a shirt

26. It is white tnd fluffy in
the sky.

MIEN
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Vowel Spellings: 10. /o0/ spelled ou, ow

The word has the /ou/ sound. The words howl town, and

growl have the /ou/ sound. /ou/ is spelled with ow at the end of a

word. It is spelled with ow before n and before I when n or Z is the

last letter in the word. The word how has the OW spelling for foul at

the end. The n is the last letter in town. and town has the ow spelling

for /0u/. The I is the last letter in growl, and growl has the ow

spelling for /ou /.

Here are :woe other words that have tte ow spelling for /ou/ at

the end or before n or I: now, plow, crown, down, howl,

The words loud and flower have the /ou/ sound. ieu/ is spelled with

ou in the middle of a word, but with ow before a vowel letter. Loud has

the ou spelling for /04 in the middle of a word. Flower has the ow

spel:ing of /ou/ before the vowel letter e.

Here are some other words that have the ou spelling for /ou/ in the

middle of the word and the ow spelling for /0u/ before another vowel

letter: couch, shout, pout, spout, snout, proud, round, tower.

10ti



PROFICIENCY VERIFICATION SYSTEM
SORT PROCEDURE FOR SPELLING
PAGE 33

PROGRAM: 5, GRADE: 3

SKILL: 22 LONG VOWELS

PAGE: PAGE CONTENTS:
41 LONG /0/ - OA* WRITE* WORD THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE
0 LONG /0/ - 0* WRITE* WORD THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE
0 LONG /0/ - 0...E# *AITE* WORD THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE
48 LONG /DO WRITE* WHO THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE
48 LONG /11* WRITE* WORD THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE

50 LONG /I/ - I...C* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SEGMENT

50 LONG /AI - A...E* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SEGMENT

50 LONG /(Y)U/* OTHER SPELLING* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SPECIFIED SOUND* 0...E*
TREATED AS IRREGULAR * LOSE, PROVE

60 LONG /A1* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SPECIFIED SOUND
60 CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SPECIFIED SOUND
60 UNDERLINE* LETTER(S) FOR SPECIFIED SOUND
60 LONG /1/ - 1* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SPECIFIED SOUND
65 LONG /E/* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SPECIFIED SOUND* (FINAL E MARKER)
65 LONG /AI* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SPECIFIED SOUND* (FINAL E MARKED)
65 UNDERLINE * WORDS WITH 2 VOWELS TOGETHER
66 LONG /AI - A.,.E* WRITE* WORD FIIOM PRONUNCIATION SYMBOLS* ASTE * TREATED AS IRREGULAR

70 LONG /(Y)U/ - 00* CHOOSE AND WRITE* WORD(S) WITH SPECIFIED SOUND
70 LONG /(Y)U/ 30* WRITE* WORD FOR PICTURE

71 LONG /(Y)U/ - 010,* WRITE* WORD THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE

71 LONG /(Y)U/ 00* CHOOSE AND CITE* PRONUNCIATION SYMBOL FOR SOUND

71 TONG /(Y)U/ - DO* WRITE* WORD FOR PICTURE
72 LONG /(Y)U/ - 00* WRITE* WORD THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE

73 LONG /(Y)U/

73 LONG /(Y)U/ DO* WRITE* WORD THAT COM,LETES SENTENCE
78 LONG /(Y)U/ - DO* WRITE* WORD THAT COMPLETES SENTENCE

I'm I.Sample computer listing
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Complete the puzzle. All the words have the /in/ sound.

ACROSS DOWN if

3. not all; a of I. not soft

4. not near 2. to begin

6. You send one in the mail
to someone who is sick or
someone who has a birthday.

7. the noise a dog makes

$. It is in the sky at night.

9. part of your body; your
hand is at the end of it

10. not dull

II. not light; not bright

3. a place to play softball
and have a picnic

4. a place to have cows,

chickens, and horses, and
to grow food.

5. to hurt

6. something you ride in or
drive

7. a building to keep horses
and cows in

8. It wim: in the ocean and
has a big fin on its back.

10. a cloth you can wear around
your neck

10;)



Vowel-r Spellings: I. ar/ spelled ar

The ords and have a vowel sound followed

by /r/. A vowel sound followed by In is called a vowel -x so id. The

spelling for a vowel-r sound is called a vowel-r spelling.

and have the /Nr/ sound. The vowel -r sound /Sr/ is spelled

with ar.

Here are some other words that have the ar spelling for /Sri: cart,

yarn, dart, start, starve, mark, smart, march, yard, hard.



Complete the puzzle. All the words have the /Or/ sound. You may use
a dictionary.

ACROSS

2. a big fight between countries 9. on the cob

4. not long; not tall

5. pig's meat

7. between hot and cold

DOWN

1. four cups = one

3. something to eat with

4. wind and rain

6. to say that something bad will
happen

8. the points in a game

10. a place where things are sold

12. the loud noise that a
lion makes

13. not less

10. to make loud sounds whin
you sleep

11. what you use to row a boat

14. the edge of a lake
or an ocean



Vowel-r Spellings: 2. hSr/ spelled ore, oar, or, ar

The words =41r
REI

, and have a vowel-r sound.

They have the h3r/ sound. /6r/ is spelled with ore or oar at the end of

a word. Store has the ore spelling for ror/. Oar has the oar spelling

for /6r /. Here are some other words with the ore or oar spelling for

/6r/ at the end of a word: tore, core, gore, ?ore, sore, soar, bore,

boar.

If you are not sure if the spelling for /6r/ is ore or oar, you

must check a dictionary.

The word tooDS4 has the /6r/ sound. h3r/ is spelled with or

before a consonant. Born has the or spelling for /6r/ before n. Here

are some other words with the or spelling for /6r/ before a consonant:

short, torn, sort, north, sport, torch, form, cord, stork.

The word has the /ar/ sound. /6r/ is spelled with ar

after the /w/ sound. The word quart has the /kw/ consonant cluster and

the ar spelling for /6r/ after the /w/ sound. Here are some other

words that have the ar spelling for /6r/ after the /w/ sound: wart,

swarm, dwarf, warp.

The words in the box below are irregular words. They must be

memorized.

for nor or

.MP

These words have the or spelling for /6r/ at the end of a word.
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Complete the puzzle. All the words have the /ir/ sound. You may use a
dictionary.

ACROSS 41111P.

2. to mix with a spoon

3. a place to pray

6. animal hair

7. before second

9. when someone is born

II. not a boy

12. most bad

13. the earth

14. a kind of tree

WWI
I. ocean waves near the shore

2. a kind of clothes morn
above the waist

4. to harm

5. a little ring of hair

7. a plant with leaves that
look like feathers

S. after second

9. an animal that flies and
builds nests

IO. not him

13. It crawls in the ground.

64=11

11

1

%0

3

14

.1.411
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Vowel -r Spellings: 3. /or/ spelled sr, ir, ur, or

The word has the /ir/ sound. These words also have

the fir/ sound: chirp, turn, clerk. The her/ sound is spelled with

ir, Ur, or er. Chirp has the ir spelling for Ar/. Turn has the ur

spelling, and clerk has the sr spelling for /Or/.

Here are some other words that have the her/ sound spelled with

ur, and er: firm, shirt, dirt, thirst, bum crab, spun serve,

term, nerve. When you are not sure if /in/ is spelled with ir, Urs

or er, you must check a dictionary.

These words have the Jeri sound: word, worth, work. /er/ is

spelled with or after the letter to. Word, worth, and work have the

/ir/ sound spelled with or after w.



Complete the pustle. All the wcrds have the /ir/ sound.
You may use a dictionary.

ACROSS '4"4111°'

2. 365 or 366 days

4. to listen

6. what you hear with

S. not far

1. the water from your eye
when you cry

3. to shout when you like something

5. to be afraid of

7. the back of something

4
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Vowel-r Spellings: 4. lir/ spelled ear, eer

The word has a vowel-r sound. It has the /Ir/ eouni.

/Ir/ is usually spelled with eer or ear. The word deer has the eer

spelling for /Ir/. The word fear has the mar spelling for /Ir/. Were

are some other words that have the ear or eer spelling for /Ir/:

queer, steer, clear, smear, dear.

When you are not sure if the /41 sound is spelled with ear or eer,

you must check a dictionary.
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2. /8r/ spelled ore, oar, or, ar
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SPELLING RULES

AND

SPELLING CROSSWORD PtillIAS

itiffSTIONNAllif

Toe can help us prepare better Instructional
materials If you would fill in the attached
questionnaire about the Spelling Notts and
Spelling Crossword Puzzles.

If you use a particular puttte. put s check
In the "Used" column. Then note any good
points or problems that you found.

If you 40 not use a particular puree, put
a check in the "Not Inv,' column. Then let
us know why you didn't use It.

Please send the completed questionnaire in
the postage-paid envelope

Ann Humes
SAL f4Mcationsi Research and Developwert
6665 Lawson Avenue
Los Alamitos. CA 90720

Thank you.

12J
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School

Grade =1=1
(optlooel)

loom Used Good Polots Problems Mot
Used Why?

I. felt's,

COMAIOnt
clusters

r
...

J1
...

2. flow,

COSISOONiet
clusters

3. /f/ spelled

cc; 11/
spelled it;
/s/ spelled
se

. Al spelled
e. k, ck

S. /f/, /V,
/1/. /s/
OW long

'owlets

6. /ch/ spelled
ch, tch

1 _
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Mswe Used Good Points

..... .
Problems

,.i& IL2tmi
Used

.
We

I. fe/ spelled
a...e, ai,
at

2. IP spelled
089 to

I. fit spelled

t
.

. tit spelled
C..* t,
ith, i

S. Kif spelled
o...r, oa .

6.. /3/ smiled
o...e, Oas
0.4 o
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7. fit spelled
it..*, oo

. /ii/ spelled
u..., co,
Ms 1111

. At spelled
U, 00

........

IC. /as/ spell
04 cis,

I.

.

art Well
CP

.

2. Ma speller-1.
ore, oar,
or, CP

.....
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APPENDI X E

Elementary Spelling:
What's Really Taught

Bruce Cronnell

Ann Humes
SWRL Ethscational Research and Development
Las Alamitos, Ca Voris*

Tb Ibros, 11. sot Joined
%We I. Number I

100 by Tbr UNienly of dump
IN S4011014114087$00 71

The content of elementary-school instruc-
lion is frequently based on the content of
textbooks (1). Teachers usually do not
have the time or the resources to devise all
their own instruction, and they must de-
pend on what is available. According to a
study conducted by the Educational Prod-
ucts Information Exchange Institute (2),
investigators in on-site observations Tuned
that 90 percent of what is done in class-
rooms is based on commercially prepared
materials. Consequently, what students
learn is often what their textbooks present.
In the study reported here, elemen:.ary-
school spelling textbooks were examined
to determine the nature of current spelling
instruction. The results of the study add to
our understanding of instruction in
schools and provide data for developing
assessment instruments based on both the
content that students have been taught and
the manner in Veich that content is pre.
sented and practicer'.

This paper descries the three aspects
of the study: the coding indexes used to
describe spelling textbooks, the coding
process, and some results of the analysis.
The present study of spelling instruction is
derived from similar earlier studies of
reading and mathematics (3).

Coding lams
To describe spelling textbooks, two in-
dexes were prepared:: the Content Index
and the Performance Mode Index. The
Content Index describes the spellings
being taught; the Performance Mode
Index describes the ways in which this
content is presented and practiced.

The Content Index was derived from
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previous studies of spelling (4, 5) and from
a preliminary analysis of a number of
spelling textbooks. The Index includes
twenty-nine major categories of spelling
content:

Consonants
Invariable single consonants
Variable consonants
Consonant digraphs
Miscellaneous doubled

consonants
Miscellaneous silent

consonants
Vowels

Shore vowels
Long vowels
Vowelr

Affixation
Inflectional suffixes
Derivational suffixes and

endings
Endings
Prefixes and beginnings
Affixation processes

Structures
Dictionary skills
Homophones
Compounds
Irregular words
Contractions
Abbreviations
Syllabication
Speck.i sets of words
Segments
Whole words

Nonspelbng
Miscellaneous

Several features of this list should be
noted. Nonspelling categories were in-
cluded because many textbook series in-
dude these categories. Handwriting and
Grammar are two examples. Some of the
other categories listed hereSyllabication
and Miscellaneous Silent Consonantsare
of questionable value to spelling, but were
included because they, too, are found in
many series. The organization of the major
categories was determined in part 4 the
computer program that had been
established for the previous research in
reading and mathematics. However, the
decision to use available programming

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL

rather than set up new programming did
not have a serious effect on either coding
or analysis.

Each major category includes up to 50
subcategories that define specific spelling
content. Most of these subcategories are
mutually exlusive, for example, short /e/
spelled e, short Id spelled ea. HtovetteL
when appropriate, another subcategory
can be used in conjunction with the pre-
ceding subcategories to delineate specific
uses; for example, the position of a
spellinginitial, medial, or finalcan be
indicated. In most major categories, an
"Other" code was established to permit
coverage of unspecified content of low fre-
quency.

The Performance Mode Index was de-
rived from a description of the in-
structional specifications for a research-
based spelling program (6). The perfor-
mance modes were numbered 51 through
99 so that they could be used in conjunc-
tion with all 50 content subcategories pre-
viously described. Performance modes
numbered 51 through 60 are verbs de
scribing the motor skills that the student
must use to complete the textbook exer-
cises; two examples are "underline" and
"write." Performance modes numbered 61
through 99 are noun phrases, that is di-
rect objects of the verbs. These noun
phrases describe the stimulus-and-
response characteristics of the textbook
exercise. Two examples of these categories
are "word that rhymes" and "word for
picture." Together, the verbs and the noun
phrases form directions for completing the
exercises: 'underline word that rhymes,"
"write word for picture." A variety of per-
formance modes in textbook exercises can
be described by the many possible combi-
nations of the verbs and the noun phrases.

Procedures
Seven commonly used commercial spelling
textbook series were selected for initial
coding (7-13). Each instructional exercise
was coded for a major category of content.

SEPTEMBER IWO
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the purported use of phonics, rule-based
approaches, spelling textbooks commonly
are concerned with teaching words rather
than spellings

The seven spelling series analyzed dif-
fer not only in content but also in the
amount and the kind of instruction and
practice they offer. Five programs provide
instruction and practice on consonant
clusters (blends); the other two programs
provide no explicit instruction on clusters.
However, words that have consonant
clusters are included in all series; thus stu-
dent? ability to spell such words may vary
considerably, depending on the amount
and the nature of instruction and practice
in their particular textbooks.

Analysis of the performance modes
provides a description of the spelling
practice that students receive. Frequently
textbooks offer little practices Spelling
books are usually similar in length; but, at
the same grade level, the number of re-
sponses per page varies considerably from
program to program. Because time on task
may be important in school success (14),
programs that offer little practice may
produce poorer spellers than programs
that offer more practice.

Additionally, the relevance of the spell-
ing practice is often questionable.. Every
program has exercises that seem suspect;
one example suggests the irrelevance that
may be found, (The program will not be
named; examples could be cited from all
programs.) In a second grade lesson on wh
(which occurs only initially in words), stu-
dents write wit only eight times; for the
remaining 18 items, they write the endings
of words beginning with tub. Although rel-
evance is hard to measure, it clearly in-

, fluences students' learning; students can-
not be expected to learn from practice that
does not focus on the content to be
learned.

A disturbing feature of most spelling
programs is that they rarely require stu-
dents to perform realistic spelling tasks. In
"real-world" spelling, students must gen-

ELEMENTARY SPELLING 63

trate a spelling on their own, in response
to a need, internal or external. Thus the
purpose of spelling instruction should be
to prepare students to spell words in-
dependently. However, the practice pro-
vided by spelling books most commonly
involves writing the words that are printed_
on the page. Sometimes the spelling task
explicitly directs students to copy words.
More often the task requires students to
choose a listed word and write itanother
kind of copying task. Some tasks can be
completed without looking at the words
printed on the page; however, some, if not
many, students probably complete all their
spelling practice by merely copying the
words printed on the page. This kind of
practice is not in keeping with the goal
of self-generated spelling, a goal that
textbooks frequently ignore, although a
wide range of appropriate formats for
practice could be used (6). (Students might
be asked to spell a word for a picture, or a
word that completes a given sentence, or a
word that fits a particular story content. or
a word that has a specified sound.)

Conehseion

This study of spelling textbooks adds to
our understanding of what students are
exposed to when commercially prepared
materials are used to teach spelling in
elementary schools. This knowledge is
particularly valuable in designing assess-
ment instruments, for it helps in the con-
struction of tests that parallel instruction.
To test students on what they have not
been taught is unfair; analysis of the con-
tent and the nature of instruction is a nec-
essary preliminary step to designing tests
that accurately assess learning.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS IN WRITTEN COMPOSITION

GRADES 5 AND 6

I. 1980 Survey of Essential Skills--Composition: Results for

graces 5 and 6 Bruce Cronnell

A. Presentation

O. Handout: 1980 Survey of Essential Skills: Categories
and skills for grades 5 and 6

II. Helping students write more and write better
Ann Humes

A. Presentation

11. Handout: Helping students to write more and write better

III. Sentence combining Joseph Lawlor

A. Presentation

B. Handout: Sample sentence-combining exercises

1. Student worksheets
2. Teacher's edition
3. auestionnaire
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RESULTS FOR GRADES 5 AND 6

Bruce Cronnell

A. Presentation

B. Handout: 1980 Survey of Essential Skills:
Categories and skills for grades 5 and 6
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1980 SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS COMPOSITION

RESULTS FOR GRADES 5 AND 6

I'm sure you're all familiar with the Survey of Essential Skills.

SWRL developed this test under a contract with the Los Angeles Unified

School District, and we think it's a pretty good measure of student

abilities. Today I'm going to talk about results on the Compositi^n

section, generally at the District level. You already know what your

school res:its are (and I don't), so oe thought you'd like to know

what went on in the whole Cistrict. However, when I talk about th'

writing sample, I will be able to share some of the information we

obtained from looking at a number of papers from a school in this Area

(along with other schools).

First, let's look at the 1979 and the 198D US's. We think that

the 480 SES is much more difficult than the 1979 SES. (We also think

it's a better test than the 1979 SES--both SAL and the District

learned a lot from she 1979 exper.ence.)

Since thr. 1980 SS is more difficult than the 1979 SES, we

naturally expected that scores would go down. But, lo and behold, the

scores usually went up-- generally by 6-8 points at each grade level.

I can't be sure of what this means, but I suspect that you teachers

are putting emphasis on writing. and naturally the students are

doing better. The opty grade level where there wasn't Improvement was

grade 3. We're not ture wny this happened (although we're looking

Into it). But overall, thlhgs got better in 198D, and ber.'re expecting



that things will get better in 1981. So I think you can all

congratulate yourselves on the good Job you're doing teaching

composition.

Before I begin to talk about specific results, 1 want to say

something about the nature of the SES. Since it's given to a large

number of students (generally over 30,000) at each grade level, and

since the District wants to know what the results are, the test must

use multiple-choice items. Now, composition is really a Constructive

process--that is you produce things, not choose things. Thus, a

multiple-choice test isn't really the best way to assess composition

skills. But, given the testing constraints, it's the only way.

Otherwise, teachers would have to score all the test--not just the

writing sample. Therefore, some of the problems that students have on

the SES may be because of the nature of e!".e test, and it might be that

they could do better if they constructed their answers rather than

chose them.

Now for some more specific results. (Individual skills and

sample items are given on the handout.)

Word Processing. The first Category on the SES--for grade 5

only - -was Word Processing. Students had considerable difficulty with

selecting the appropriate verb form to use when the* / had to choose

between past tense forms and past participle forms; for example, wrote

vs. written. However, they did Quite well with synonyms and antonyms,

r'though they had more problems choosing the correct spelling of a

homonym.
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Sentence Processing. The next category was Sentence Processing.

Fifth graders had a great deal of difficulty in recognizing the

subject and predicate in 0 sentence. Since there were only two

choices (either subject or predicate), students had a Set chance of

being correct; their actual scores weren't much higher. Knowledge of

grammatical terms like "subject" and "predicate" isn't really of much

value In learning to write better, but it !s required by the District

Continuum, so I'm afraid you'll still have,to teach it unless you can

convince the Districi to change the Continuum. Fifth graders also had

to combine simple sentences to form compound sentences; this was to

problem.

Sixth-grade Sentence Processing also required recognition of

sentence parts. This was still very difficult. The average score in

the District was below 501. Sixth graders also had to combine

Sentences using relative clauses; they did well with this.

Paragraph Development. In the Paragraph Development category,

fifth graders dd -suite well choosing the correct transitional word to

connect sentences. They had somewhat more difficulty in proofreading

Sentences. They could proofread better for spelling and

capitalization than for punctuation.

Sixth graders had more problems with Paragraph Development. Thc'

did OK when they had to choose the sentence that should come next in a

story, but they had more trouble choosing the correct order for

sentences. This might be a problem with tne format, which required a

lot of reading. Out unfortunately, there's no way to test this skill

with multiple-choice Items without requiring reading. The really
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serious problem with sixth-firtIde Paragraph Development was in deciding

where a new paragraph should begin when writing conversation. The

rule is that a new paragraph begins when a new speaker beginschoice

C on the handout. This was a very great problem in the District--only

20% of the students were correct (which is even below the chance

level).

Organizational Skills. The next category was Organizational

Skillsoutlining and both fifth and sixth graders scored about the

same- -and not surprisingly they didn't score very well. Fifth graders

had problems with capitalizing the first word in a topic, in

recognizing correct indentation of topics, and in recognizing correct

numbering and lettering of topics. However, they did much better in

choosing which content would fit in an outline.

Sixth graders were given an outline and four paragraphs based on

that outline. They had to decide whether the paragraphs matched the

%.utline exactly, whether the paragraphs didn't have all the

information from the outline, or whether the paragraphs had all the

information, but in the wrong order. Making these decisions was

difficult.

Dictionary/Reference Sources. In the Dictionary/Reference

Sources category, fifth graders did quite well using guide words to

locate an entry. Sixth graders also did quite well with their three

skills: alphabetizing by the fourth and fifth letters, recognizinn

words spelled with dictionary symbols, and choosing the appropriate

reference sources to use to find information.



Spelling. for Spelling, fifth graders did pretty well with the

three skills ;'sassed -final consonants, vowel digraphs, and compound

words. Sixth graders also did rather well, considering that they were

tested on nine different skills end that the format used--choosing the

correctly spelled word- -may not have been familiar to them.

Mechanics. The next category was Mechanics, and fifth graders

did rather well. The first three skills listed on the handout were

combined for testing and were no problem. Students also had no

trouble capitalizing states and countries, although they had a more

difficulty capitalizing book titles. They could use commas to

separate items in a series and could use exclamation points correctly.

They had more problems using a comma with a quotation, and they did

better when the quotation came at the end of the sentence than when it

came at the beginning of the sentence. Their greatest difficulty was

in knowing where to hyphenate a word to break it at the end of a line.

Students receive a lot of practice with syllabication in their

spelling books, but they apparently haven't learned tht practical

reason to break words into syllables -to divide them at the ends of

lines.

Scores for sixth grade Mechanics were pretty poor--averaging not

much more than W. Using commas after direct address was OK, but the

other two skills were difficult. Students had problems with

apostrophes in possessives, especieiiy with the s-apostrophe form for

plural possessives -they didn't score much above the chance level.

And even more difficult tnan all the possessives was choosing a

(rather than a comma) to follow the greeting in a business lett .
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These difficult sixth grade skills are generally taught in language

arts textbooks, but students apparently need more practice with them.

Writing Sample. Finally we come to the sixth-grade Writing

Sample. Over 80% of the scores in the District were acceptable. I

think this is quite good since the Writing Sample required students to

compose a persuasive letter and to use their best writing skills.

Students did quite well in stating a point of view. They had a

little more trouble describing their feelings in specific words and

including reasons to support their opinion. However, they tended to

include content conventions appropriate for a personal letter. We

read over 200 of these letters, and a lot of them were really

good--interesting to read.

Students did quite well with the format of the letter. They

generally included all the letter parts and placed them correctly on

the page.

But students had more problems with form skills. Although

legible writing and correct paragraph indentation was fairly good,

Performance on the rest of the skills indicated some weaknesses. Joe

0 4lor's presentation on sentence combining describes ways to help

improve students' writing of complete sentences with correct grammar,

punctuation, and capitalization.

As I mentioned before, we read some of the Writing Samples that

were sent to us. We also restored them and compared our scores with

the scores given by the Original teachers. Not surprisingly, the

scores were usually very much the same. This goes to show that the
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scoring system can be easily used to get reliable Indications of how

well students write.

For the most part, we were pleased with the.' letters written by

sixth graders. Of course, there were some very bad letters; a few

students clearly need a lot of help in composition. Out most of the

letters showed us that sixth graders can indeed write. (And Ann

Humes' presentation suggests some ways to help your students become

better writers.) Not only can most students write, but a number of

them also are very good. I think you've all got several students in

your classes with a lot of writing ability that you MI foster, along

with the rest of the students that you can help develo) into better

writers.



1980 SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS

Categories and Skills for Grades 5 and 6

WORD PROCESSING

Grade 5

Selects and uses verbs appropriately. (past tense is. past participle.
e.g., wrote-written)

Identifies and uses homonyms (e.g., bare-bear), synonyms (e.g.,
walk-stroll), and antonyms (e.g., birsmaiTrappropriately.

(no Word Processing skills assessed in grade 6)

SENTENCE PROCESSING

Grade 5

Identifies parts of sentences (e.g., subj!ct /predicate).

Combines simple sentences to form compound and complex sentences.
(only compound sentences assessed)

Example: Dusty was big. Pat was little.

A. Dusty was big, but Pat was little.
D. Dusty was big, then Pat was little.
C. Dusty was big, or Pat was little.

Grade 6

Identifies parts of sentences (e.g., suhct/predicate).

Identifies and uses relative clauses that begin with who,
which, that.

Example: ! saw the tiger. It was running.

A. I saw the tiger, it was running.

D. I saw the tiger which it was running.

C. I saw the tiger that was running.



PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT

Grade 5

Uses/identifies transitional words and phrases to make paragraphs
and sentences flow smoothly.

Edits and proofreads paragraphs for final copy.

--spelling, punctuation, capitalization

Grade 6

Composes a paragraph describing a sequence times or events.

--choosing sentence that comes next in story
--ordering sentences correctly

Example: Going to School

I. John entered his classroom.
II. John walked to school.

III. John sat at his seat.

What is the right order for these sentences?

A. I, II, III

B. III, is, s

C. Ii, I, III

Writes paragraphs showing conversation.

Example:

Peter and Ana were walking home from school.
They were carrying their jackets. ® "Boy, it's

warm today," said Ana. © "Yes," Peter said, it's
too hot to even walk. 0 I wish we could go swimming."

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS

Grade 5

Constructs an outline independently.

- -capitallzing the first word in a topic
- -indenting topics appropriately
--numbering and lettering appropriately
"recognizing what belongs in an outline
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Grade 6

Uses an outline to prepare a report.

--Given an outline and paragraphs based on that outline,
the student makes one of the following choices:

A. The paragraph matches the outline exactly.
O. The paragraph does not have all the information

from the outline.
C. The paragraph has all the information from the

outline, but it is not in the right order.

D1CTIONARY/REFERENCE SOURCES

Grade 5

Uses guide words to locate an entry.

Grade 6

Alphabetizes by the fourth and fifth letters.

Uses and interprets diacritical markings.

Identifies and uses various reference sources in the library.

SPELLING

Grade 5

Identifies and spells final consonant sounds. (kh, 21, 1.9e, mb,

ce, se)

Identities and spells vowel digraphs. (ea-/e/, le-/e/, ie-/T/,

ouqui, ew-/a/)

Identifies and spells compound words. (choosing the word to complete

a compound)

Grade 6

ientifies and spells words with r-controlled vowels.

Spells plurals by changing f to v and adding es.

Example: colt s

A. calves
B. coifs
C. calvs



Spells new words by changing Ito i and adding es.

Drops final e prior to adding ingsuffix.

Changes words to adjectives by adding -able or -foul.

Spells words by adding noun-forming endings -er, -ness,
-tion).

Changes words to adverbs by adding

Changes spelling/sound of words when adding certain suffixes.
(e.g., musician, instruction).

Forms irregular plurals by changing root words. (e.g., foot,
foots, feet)

MECHANICS IN WRITING

Grade 5

Capitalizes the first letters in titles, Mrs., Miss, Ms., Mr., and
Dr.

Uses capital letters in abbreviations.
Uses periods at end of abbreviations and in;tials.

Example: Which name is capitalized and punctuated correctly?

A. dr. Jones
O. Dr. Jones
C. Dr Ones
D. dr Jones

Capitalizes the first letters in names of states and countries.

Capitalizes the first, last and Important words in a title or

bibliography.

Uses commas to separate items in a series.

Identifies and uses exclamation point appropriately.

Uses comma in quotation.

Uses hyphen in hyphenated words and in break of word at end cf

line. (only break of word at end of line assessed)
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Grade 6

Uses comma after direct address.

Uses apostrophe in singular and plura' possessives.

Uses a colon when writing dialogues or the greeting in a business
letter and when introducing a series. (only business-letter
greeting assessed)

WRITING SAMPLE

(no Writing Sample in grade 5)

Grade 6

Content:

States a point of view.
Describes feelings in specific words.
Includes reasons to support opinion.
Includes content conventions appropriate for a personal letter.
Shows creativity and originality.

Format:

Form:

Includes all parts of a personal letter.
Places letter parts correctly on the page.

Uses complete sentences.
Uses correct grammar.
Capitalizes and punctuates correctly.
Spells correctly.
Writes legibly and indents paragraphs.
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HELPING STUDENTS WRITE MORE AND WRITE BETTER

Ann Humes
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HELPING STUDENTS WRITE MORE AND WRITE BETTER

Ann Humes

In response to the public's concern about students' ability to write,

there has been an increase in the interest in writing research. Yet as

recently as 1972, for every $3000 of school money spent on reading, only

$1 was spent on writing. And the little research that was done focused

on the products that students write, not on the process of how they write.

Fortunately, that focus has been changing. Now researchers and

teachers are looking more and more at the process of writing. Because

people have begun to look at how people write rather than what they write,

researchers have discovered that writing is a cyclical process. Some of

the current thinking is reflected in the model of the process in Figure 1.

I want to discuss how to help students with three of he important

subprocesses in the model: generating, arranging, and changing (or revising

as it is more commonly called). After that I want to give you some tips

on getting students to write more without increasing your paper load; in

fact, these suggestions may even help decrease your present paper load.

One of the big problems for students (and for all writers for that

matter) is generating ideas--they don't know how to get ideas. A common

protest is "I can't think of anything to say."

Du* of the ways students can stimulate their thinking is through word

associating; besides, it !s fun for them to do, and they can do It alone,

in small groups, or with the whole class. For example, if they are going

to write about baseball, have them word-associate for the word "baseball"

and write these words down. Then when they have generated enough
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COMPOSING PROCESS

Arranging

Generating

Translating

Reviewing-

ChangingSetting Goals

Planning:

Exiting

Setting Goals: Conceptualizing the individual tactics for solving the
writing problem.

Generating: Gathering information to write about, whether that
information is material from external sources or is
content within the writer's mind.

Arrarging: Ordering content.

Translating: Transforming thought into written text (actual writing).

Reviewing: Looking over text to determine whether to do more goal
setting, generating, arranging, or changing of text,

or to exit from the process.

Changing: Altering the content or form of the text (revision).

Figure 1: Current Interpretation of the Composing Process

1.5j
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associations, they can choose which words represent ideas they want to

Include in their compositions, identifying their selections by circling

them. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2. Word Associating

Another technique that we're all familiar with, brainstorming, is

related to word associating--it is more like idea associating, and

frequently it is done in small groups as well as in the whole-classroom

situation. One person's Idea or thought will stimulate someone else's

thinking.

One of the simplest formalized techniques that helps students canerete

ideas is to have students ask themselves sets of questions about the topic

or the broad area of interest. Table I gives examples of the kinds of

questions students can be taught to ask themselves to help probe their

minds for ideas. These sets of questions are listed by the type of writing

that parallels a category of writing skills listed in the LAUSD Continuum-

The sets can be written on the board or on charts and then posted in the room

so students can refer to the questions when they need them for writing.



Table I

Formalized Sets of Questions for Generating
Content by Writing Type

QUESTIONS THAT CAN BE ASKED WHEN DESCRIBING SOMETHING:

1. What does it look like?
2. What does it smell like?
3. What does it sound like?
4. What does it feel like?
5. What does it taste like?

QUESTIONS THAT CAN BE ASKED WHEN WRITING A STORY:

I. What happened first?
2. What happened next? Next?
3. What happened last?
4. When did it happen?
5. Where did it happen?
6. Who did it happen to?

QUESTIONS THAT CAN BE ASKED WHEN WRITING SyMETHING FACTUAL:

1. What is the topic?
2. What part of the topic should I write about?
3. Now can I illustrate the topic?
4. What questions can I ask about the topic?
5. What are the answers to these questions?
6. Do I have any problems with this topic?

7. What are the solutions to those problems?

QUESTIONS THAT CAN BE ASKED WHEN WRITING SOMETHING PERSUASIVE:

1. What opinion can a person have about this topic?
2. Which of them is my opinion?
3. What reasons can others give to show my opinion is wrong?
4. What reasoAs can I give to show that my opinion Is right?

5. What can I say to prove that my reason is a good reason?
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Some of the sets of questions are very simple. For example, look at

the questions that students can ask themselves when they are going to

describe something. Questions for writing a story are also relatively

simple.

The questions that can be asked when writing something factual are a

little more difficult, but with practice, students can use these questions

successfully. Even if they can't answer all of the questions, those they

can answer will generate enough ideas to get the students started writing.

The same is true for the questions pertaining to persuasive writing.

Once ideas are generated, they must be arranged in appropriate

presentation order. Students who learn some principles of arranging will

also be better able to understand outlining skills. One way to help stu-

dents develop the ability to arrange their ideas is to have them write

their ideas on cards or p!eces of paper that they physically reorder--they

just shuffle and reshuffle the cards, stacking the deck so that they get

ideas that are closely related next to each other.

Clustering is a technique used for ordering content generated by word

associating. (In fact, some people use the term "clustering" to refer to

both word associating and its concomitant ordering.) When many words have

been produced, the related words are clustered into groups by larger circles

and then ordered within those clusters. When fewer words are associated,

students may either draw arrows from one circled word to another or number

the words in presentation order. (See Figure 3.)

Students also need to learn specific arrangement plans, and Table II

lists some component skills for types of writing: a kind of arranging is

listed for each writing type (See point 4). These skills have been trans-

lated into student language In the lists in Table III. The teacher-language
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Table 11

Important Skills for Different Types of Writing

SENSORY/DESCRIPTIVE WRITING

1. s sensory terns to describe oppeat.nce, sound, odor, taste,
touch.

2. Uses specific rather than general terms.
3. Selects important features/details to focus on.
4. Uses spatial ordering (e.g., vertical, horizontal).

5. Uses connectors to show spatial relationships (e.g., on top
of, beside, in the corner).

CREATIVE/NARRATIVE WRITING

1. Includes only those events that are appropriate for the
story.

2. Develops characters in some way, if only by brief descriptive
terns.

3. Includes a beginning, middle, and ending for the story.

4. Uses chronological ordering.

5. Describes (or at least refers to) a setting.
6. Uses time connectors (e.g., next, later that day).

FACTUAL WRITING

1. Includes important facts /details.
2. Uses precise language.
3. Writes sentences that reflect an emphasis on clarity rather

than creativity.
4. Uses chronological or logical (e.g., also, on the other hand)

conlectors.

5. Arranges information in an order that I: logical and
appropriate for the content {e.g., recipes are presented
step-by-step; news stories are arranged so the Important
information is presented first).

PERSUASIVE WRITING

1. States an opinion.
2. Includes reasons for the opinion.
3. Includes evidence to support reasons.
4. Orders orgments by effectiveness and Importance (least to

most) .

5. Uses logical connectors {sometimes chronological, often
cause-effect; e.g., because, for teat reason).

6. Includes 4 restateme;777707177;1777117a7ausioe.
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Table lit

Student Version of Skills for Different
Types of Writing

WHEN YOU DESCRIBE SOMETHING. YOU MUST REMEMBER TO

:. Use words that tell about hew it looks, smells. lotto,. feels.
sounds.

2. Use exact words. rake sweet, to describe hOw something testes
rather than jat.

3. Describe the most Important parts. for exempts, if you ere
describing whet someone looks like, the person's eyes ore Pert
important then his or her big toe.

4. Describe the thing In space order, like from side to side, top to
bottom, Inside to outside.

5. us. words that show the order of the parts, like on top of, next
to. beside. In the corner.

WHEN YOU WRITE A STORY. YOU MUST REMEMBER TO

1. Write only about things that fit the story Idea.

2. Write something that tells whet your characters ere like. For

example. tali what they look ilk., show how they talk, tell their
opinions,

3. Include a begtnnin2. e middle, and an ending to your story.

4, Tell about whet happens in the order that it happens.

5. Tell about the setting. (The setting le where the story happens.)

6. Ccnnect your sentences with words that snow time order. like then,
later that day. the next morning.,

WHEN YOU WRITE INFORMATION OR WRITE TO EXPLAIN SOMETHING, YOU MUST REMEMBER
TO

Write about the most important things or ideas.

2. Use exact words. For example, use words like spread rather then
22! when you tell someone how to spread frosting on a cake.

3. Writ 41SS.: sentences that say exactly what you mean.

4. Use words that connect your Idles, like also. on the other bend.
beceust. OW that, next.

5. Put your Woos In in order that @ekes the best sense for what you
ore saying. For example, if you are writing diftctiors, write
steps t. the lrder that the reader I; supposed to do them.

WHEN YOU WANT TO CONVINCE SOMEONE THAI YOUR OPINION If RIOMT, YOU MUST
KREIGER TO

I. Sista what yOur opinion is.

2, give the reasons why you have that opinion.

3. Glue come proof that shows that your reasons are good.

4. Put your rumors in order by their Importancebegin with
least Important reason and end with the best reason,

5 Comic; ,cur sentences with words like beceuse, for that reason,
viixt

. in row on-v.:melon. stator your opinion *gain.
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Baseball

Figure 3. Arranging Content Generated during Word AFsoclating

lists have been provided because the component skills lose much in

translation, and the original lists help you understand what is involved

In these skills. You may need or want to teach writing types by reference

to these skills. Listed under sensory/descriptive writing, for example,

is the skill "Uses spatial ordering." Students can learn to arrange the

descriptive content they have generated into side-to-side order, for

instance--"on the right side of the room . . in the corner . . in the

middle of the room . . on the other side . . .." A misordering can

easily be pointed out; in fact, other students can be quite helpful in

printing out what is out of place.

Incidentally, the student version of these lists of skills relevant

to writing different kinds of compositions can also be posted around the

room so that students can refer to the skills when they have to describe

something, or write a story, or tell how something works, or -suede

someone about their opinion. And teachers can use these lists to facilitate

evaluation of the students' compositions.
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Once students get their ideas arranged on paper, these same lists

of skills can be used by students to guide their editing and revising.

For example, students can read their papers to see if they can find a

more specific descriptive word--if they have used the word "good" to

describe how something tastes, they should change such a word to something

like "sweet." They can look at the writing to see if they need to add

in such connectors as on Vaud. Also, in relation to the skill "Describes

the most important parts," students can ask themselves, "Was this an

important thing to describe?"

Revis;on is also facilitated through the concept of audience.

Students can ask themselves whether they have used the word, reason, or

idea--Wlateve) that is best to use for the person who will read what

they are writing. The concept of audience can also be used to direct

revision in another way. The student can write the paper for one audience

and revise it for othe audiences. For example, they might write for a

friend as audience to convince that friend to watch a television program.

Then they coold rtvise first for the teacher as audience and then for their

parents. (he reason a friend would watch the program might be that it is

funny; the tea--.her, it's educational; their parents, it will give us

something to discuss.

Regular daily practice is important, but the teacher Is Immediately

confronted with two problems.

First, how do you find time for writing in an already over - scheduled

day? You can take sore time away from the subject area--reading--that

received $3,000 for every Si spent on writing. Researchers have made this

adjustment in elementary schools and found that reading scores went up--less

I 6 6
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time was devoted to reading, but the students read better because of their

work on writing.

The second problem pertains to the overworked teacher. Now can you

get students to write more without your having to grade more papers?

There are several good approaches to solving this problem.

For one thing, you can have students write their own sentence-

combining problems and give them to each other to work out. Once they

have had some experience with sentence combining, they will enjoy writing

their own problems. They will even find out how many ways their classmates

can find to combine the santences in their problems--combinations that

never occurred to the writer of the problem. Students will think

about and work with waing and sentence structure when they are developing

the problems; they will also think about writing when they see others'

solutions.

Freewriting is a really great technique for helping students to

write more. After they are given two constraints, students start writing

and do not stop moving their pencils until they are told to stop. The

two constraints are (1) that they must not stop moving their pencils to

think about spelling or punctuation or grammar or any of the rules and

(2) that they must not stop moving the pencil even if they can't thick of

anything to say--they just keep writing, "I can't think of anything to

say" until they come up with something, if only "I think this is a dumb

thing to do." Eventually they will start coming up with ideas. This

kind of writing is never to be graded ter looked at for correctness. in

fact, y^u don't have to look at It at all unless this is the only way you

have to check to make sure they have done It.
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Journal writing is another technique for getting students to write

mare without your doing more paper grading. It follows one of the same

principles as freewriting--teachers do not look at the Journals for

correctness. Students write at least three sentences each day in their

Journals. They write about something they st think about, feel con-

fuses about, or want to complain about. Some teachers collect these

Journals and write responses to the students--not to how they write, but

to the students' concerns. This is a good practice if you have the time,

and it gives the students first-hand experience with writing as a way of

reommunicating. Out even if you don't have time to respond, writing in

the Journal every day gives students important practice. Studies have

shown that students who keep such journals improve their writing over the

course of a school year.

Peer critiquing is another way to limit your paper-grading load.

Students read eecA other's writing. They can do this with partners cr

in groups. Peer critiquing is difficult to initiate in the classroom;

you will have to give students tome guidelines on how to respond--let

them know you want something more constructive than a cruel statement like

"This Is junk." Make sure also that they understand that you want them

to say as much about ideas and arrangement as about correctness. One

way to get students to do appropriate critiquing is to model the practice

for them. A frinoe benefit of peer critiquing is that it gets students

to think and learn about what is good writing because they are not

emotionally involved with the writing they are reviewing and they can

see problems or good features that they might miss In their own writing.

These are Just a few ideas for helping students write more and

write ..otter. That's what we at SWRL are interested in, and I'm Sire you

are as well.

16



HELPING STUDENTS TO WRITE MORE AND WRITE BETTER

Process vs. Product of Writing

Generating

1. Word associating
2. Brainstorming
3. Self-qutstioning (see p. 3)

Arranging

I. "Card-shuffling"
2. Clustering
3. Arrangement (see p. 4)

Revising

1. Component skills
2. Audience variety

The Paper Load

1. Sentence-combining problems

2. Freewriting

(a) no attention to -uies
(b) no stopping

3. Journal writing
4. Peer critiquing

Prepared by
Center for the Study of Writing Instruction
SWRL Educational Research and Development

4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

(213) 598-7661



COMPOSING PROCESS

Planning:

Arranging rranslating

Generating

Setting Coals

'viewing-0i

-...-------1

Chencling

Setting Goals:

Generating:

Arranging:

Exiting

Conceptualizing the individual tactics for solving the

writing rroblem.

Gathering informations to write about, whether that
Information is material from errernal sources or is
content within the writer's mind.

Ordering content.

Translating: Transforming thought into written text (actual writing).

Reviewing: Looking over text to determine wheaet to do more goal

setting, generating, arranging, or changing of text,

or to exit from the process.

Changing: Altering the content or form of the text (revision).

Pmpared by
Center for the Study of Writing Instruction
SWRL Educational Research and Development

4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

(213) 598-7661
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IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF STUDENT WR,TING

Deliberate self-questioning is an important technique for Improving

the quality of writing. The sets of questions below represent the

techniques students can use to improve their writing. Many other

sets of questions can be devised, depending upon the kind of writing

and the topic.

A. Questions that can be asked when describing sometning:

1. What does it look like?
2. What does it smell like?
3. What does it sound like?
4. What does.it feel like?

S. What does it taste like?

B. Questions hat can be asked when writing a story:

1. What happened first?
2. What happened next? Next?

3. What happened last?
4. When did it happen?

S. Where did it happen':

6. Who did it happen to?

C. Questions that can be asked when writing something factual:

1. *oat is the topic?
2. ,hat part of the topic should I write about?

3. How can I illustrate the topic?
4. What questions can I ask about the topic?

S. What are the answers to these questions?
6. Do I have any problems with this topic?

7. What are the solutions to those problems?

D. Questions that can be asked when writing something persuasive:

1. What opinion can a person have about this topic?
2. Which of them Is my opinion?
3. What reasons can others give show my opinion is wrong?

4. What reasons can I give to show that my opinion is right?

S. What can I say to prove that my reason is a good reason?

Prepared by
Center for the Study of Writing Instruction
SWILL Educational Research and Development

4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

(213) 598-7661
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IMPORTANT SKILLS FOR DIFFERENT MODES OF WRITING

A fuw fundamental skills important for writing different kinds of

compositi4n are listed below. These lists are not comprehensive, but they

do include important component skills for students at the elementary level.

SENSORY/DESCKIPTIVE WRITING

1. Uses sensory terms to describe appearance, sound, ador, taste, touch.
2. Uses specific rather than general terms.

3. Selects important features/details to focus on.
4. Uses spatial ordering (e.g., vertical, horizontal).
5. Uses connectors to show spatial relationships (e.g., on top of,

beside, in the corner).

CREATIVE/NARRATIVE WRITING

1. Includes only those events that are appropriate for the story.
2. Develops characters in some way, if only by brief descriptive terms.

3. Includes a beginning, middle, and ending for the story.
4. Uses chronological ordering.

5. Describes (or at least refers to) a setting.
6. Uses time connectors (e.g., next, later that day).

FACTUAL WRITING

1. Includes important facts/details.

2. Uses precise language.

3. Writes sentences that reflect an emphasis on clarity rather than

creativity.
4. Uses chronologic:1 or logical (e.g., also, on the other hand)

connectors.
5. Arranges information in an order that is logical and apreopriate

for the content (e.g., recipes are presented stepby-sttp; news
stories are arranged so the important info.-mat'on is presented first).

PERSUASIVE WRITING

1. States an opinion.
2. Includes reasons for the opinion.

3. Includes evidence to support reasons.
4. Orders arguments by effectiveness and importance (least to most).
5. Uses logical connectors (sometimes chronological, often cause-

effect; e.g., because, for that reason).
6. Includes m restatement oopirfiriIna conclusion.

Prepared by
Center for the Study of Writing Instruction
SWRL Educational Research and Development

4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

(213) 599-7661
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WHEN YOU DESCRIBE SOMETHING, YOU MUST REMEMBER TO

1. Use words that tell about how it looks, smells, tastes, feels,
sounds.

2. Use exact words, like sit, to describe how something tastes
rather than good.

3. Describe the most important parts. For example, If you are describing
what someone looks like, the person's eyes are more important than
his or her big toe.

4. Describe the thing in space order, like from side to side, top to
bottom, inside to outside.

5. Use words that show the order of the parts, like on top of, next to,
beside, in the corner.

WHEN YOU WRITE A STORY, YOU MUST REMEMBER TO

1. rite only about things that fit the story idea.

2. Write something that tells what your characters are like. For
example, tell what they look like, show how they talk, tell their

opinions.

3. Include a beginning, a middle, and an ending to your story.

4. Tell about what happens in the order that it happens.

5. Tell about the setting. (The setting is where the story happens.)

6. Connect your sentences with words that show time order, like then,
later that day, the next morning.
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WHEN YOU WRITE INFORMATION OR WRITE TO EXPLAIN SOMETHING, YOU MUST
REMEMBER TO

1. Write about the most important things or ideas.

2. Use exact words. For example, use words like spread rather than
tut when you tell someone how to spread frosting on a cake.

3. Write clear sentences that say exactly what you mean.

4. Use words that connect your ideas, like also, on the other hand,
because, after that, next.

5. Put your ideas in an order that makes the best sense for what you
are saying. For example, if you are writing directions, write
steps in the order that the reader is supposed to do them.

WHEN YOU WANT TO CONVINCE SOMEONE THAT YOUR OPINION IS RIGHT, YOU MUST
REMEMBER TO

1. State what your opinion is.

2. Give the reasons why you have that opinion.

3. Give some proof that shows that your reasons are good.

4. Put your reasons In order by their Importancebegin with the least
important reason and end with the best reason.

5. Connect your sentences with words like because, for that reason,
also, next.

6. In your conclusion, state your opinion again.
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SENTENCE COMBINING

Joe Lawlor

Many of you who submitted suggestions for this workshop indicated

that sentence structure was a particular problem in you students'

writing. Recently at SWRL, we had a chance to look at some of the writing

samples from the 1980 SES, and it was apparent to us that many students

do have problems with sentences--problems such as run-on sentences,

sentence fragments, awl,ward or unintelligib't sentences. We might sum-

marize these problems by saying that many students don't seem to have

a "sense of th. sentence." That is, they don't seem to understand what

constitutes a single, complete, grammatical sentence.

Yet I am pretty sure that most of you tvuld agree that your students

generally speak in sentences. At least your students are able to put

words together in an order that conveys meaning. So the problem is not

really that students don't have a sense of the sentence. The problem

is that students don't transfer their sentence sense from their oral

language to their writing. The linguistic ability is there in their

minds, but how do we get it out on paper?

The traditional method for helping student writers improve their

sentences has been formal grammar study--diagramming sentences, identifying

parts of speech, underlining subjects and predicates, labeling sentence

parts, and so on. Oddly enough, though, research hrs cons;stently shown

that formal grammar study does not improve writing, and that grammar study

may actually hinder the development of writing skills.

But what are the alternatives? Obviously students need some very

practical help in lea-ning how to write mature, grammatical sentences.



Or, to put it another way, students need to learn how to apply their

oral language abilities in their writing.

Let me illustrate with a sentence that might have be n written by a

typical fifth or sixth grader:

My brother met a girl and I met the girl too and she owned
a hamster and the hamster was little and it had pink nose.

Ooes this kind of sentence look familiar? Often a student will leave twt

some of the andIS, stringing together one long run-on sentence. Or per-

haps the student will arbitrarily punctuate or omit a word or two, leaving

a sentence fragment like "Had a pink nose." At any rate, I am sure that

most of you have seen sentences that look something like this in your

students' writing. What's imoortant about this sentence, though, is that

there is a lot of content in it. The problem is that the content is not

put together very well. If we break this sentence down, we find that it

txtually contains five separate sentences:

My brother met a girl.
I net a oirl.
The girl owned a hamster.
The hamster was little.
The hamster had a pink nose.

Now how d., we get the student to put these five sentences together

in a more effective way? Yell, sentence combining is a technique for

doing Just that. In sentence-combining exercises, we provide students

with a set of signals that show how the sentences should be put together:

My brother met a girl.
ikt gX1 . (AND)

The giri owned a hamster. (WHO)

The hamster was little.
The hamster had a pink nose. (THAT)



3

This is how the signals work. A word in parentheses moves to the front

of the line on which it is written, and any repeat'd words are dropped.

An underlined word is simply inserted into the sentence above it. Once

we have shown the student how to use these signets, he or she can then

combine tne sentences to form the following:

My brother and I met a girl who owned a little
hamster that had a pink rose.

What l've actually illustrated here Is a sentence-combining exercise.

Notice that I didn't have to use any grammatical terms to explain how

the signals work. Notice too that when the student has completed this

exercise, he or she has formed a mature, complete sentence--the 'ind of

sentence that we would like to see the student using in his or her own

independent writing.

Sentence combining, then, is a technique for getting studeAts to

improve their written "sense of the sentence" through controlled practice.

Studies over the past 15 years have shown that students %oho practice

sentence combining do indeed end up writing better sentences, and, more

importantly, the overall quality of their writing also Improves.

Before going any further; I'd like you to try some of the sample

exercises on the handout So that you can get a feel for what sentence

combining is all about.

(see handout B: Sample sentencT-combining exercises)

I have brought along a lesson packet that contains more than 130

sentence- combining exercises. When you use these lessons in your class,

there are a few things to remember. First, sentence combining Is not a

comprehensive writing program. It is only meant to be a part of the



,

4

total writing curriculum. Sentence combining is certainly no substitute

for independent writing experiences. I would suggest that you spend

about 10-15 minutes a day on sentence combining, up to about 30-45 minutes

per week.

Second, sentence combining should be a regular part of instruction,

not just a now-and-then activity. Exercises can be scheduled on a daily

basis, or pernaps three times a week, but they should be done regularly.

They should not be assigned as time fillers or as punishment.

Next, remember.that students should say their responses rut loud

before they write them down. By listening to the sound of their responses,

students can better judge the "correctness" of their sentences. You might

want to use some of the exercises as a kind of choral reading activity.

In this respect, sentence combining can be effective language practice

for students who are limited English speakers.

$.udents should also experience success with sentence combining.

You will notice that the lessons in the packet I have brought are

sequenced in order of increasing difficulty. if you find that your

students are having problems with the later:lessons in the sequence,
.1

don't belabor the point. Skip those lessons and let students continue

practicing with the signals that they are comfortable with.

A sentence-combining program should also include plenty of unsignaled

exercises. Encourage students to experiment v Jo different ways of

combining a set of sentences. Class discussions can then focus on why

one combination might "sound better" than others.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, remember that sentence

combining should be fun. Studies have shown that students approach



sentence combining with much the same enthusiasm that they have for

puzzles and games. I would urge you to exploit this. If you wish, you

rP,, write soma of your own sentence-combining exercises out things

that your students are interested in: school events, holidays, movies,

TV shows, sn,:ts, literature (or any other subject matter being studied

in school). In addition, you can practice paragraph building with

sentence-combining exercises. (You'll find some paragraph-length

exercises in the lesson packet.) But above all, make the content of

the exercises interesting go that students will really be motivated

t soave them. i think you'll find that your students can learn to

write better sentences by practicing sentence combining.



SAMPLE SENTENCE-COMBINING EXERCISES

1. Ana hit the ball.

sent It soaring. (AND)

2. Judy watched television.
She had finished her homework. (AFTER)

.=111M1m.

3. I bought my roller skates. (BEFORE . . .,)

had to walk everywhere.

4. The player will get an awar;i.
The player scores the most points. (WHO)

S. Lisa was very hungry. (SINCE . . .,)

She cooked the trout.
4* coPkid the catfish. (AND)

She had caught the trout and the catfish, (THAT)

MIMdIll

6. "Jaws" was a movie.
The movie was about a giant shark.

,w111

7. The house stood on a hill.
The house had been abandoned.

8. King Kong thought SOMETHING.
People liked to sit in his hand. (THAT)

9. Liz thinks SOMETHING.
Soccer is a great sport. (JUST JOIN)

ID. Mork thinks SOMETHING.
The people have some customs. (THAT)

The people live on Earth. (WHO)

The customs are strange.
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II. SOMiTHING amazed Sharon.
She could combine sentences so easily. (IT . . . THAT)

12. SOMETHING is important.
Dracula sleeps during the day. (IT . . . FOR . . . TO)

13. (no signals)

The captain was confused by the signals.
The signals were coming from the planet below.
The captain told Mr. Spock SOMETHING.
Mr. Spock beams down.
Mr. Spock finds out SOMETHING.
The music was coming from somewhere.
The music was disco.

EIN.1.11=0
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 1-A

1. Ana hit the ball.
ipst sent it soaring. (AND)

2. Tom fell to the gro4nd.
'X ripped his uniform. (AND)

3. tulle reached with her glove.
9,41 :caught the ball. (AND)

1.

184
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SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson I-B

I. Pat ordered a hamburger.
PA' os3<ed a coke. (AND)

Name: -
Date:

In ImmIMI .11111=.

2. Juan had a hot dog.
Jo likrf hii( a mi lk shake. (AND)

3. Juan is Pat's friend.
JAKjo(PX4:f neighbor. (AND)

.11111/..11. ,,

..11 wlAM11=1Mb.

c
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 1 -C

1. Elena spoke clearly.
Epica spite calmly. (AND)

2. Her speech was short.
Nut spth 9mr4 interesting. (AND)

3. Elena always seems relaxed.

Ebra se happy. (AND)

ISG



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 1-Review

1. Magic leaped In the air.
M sc caught the ball. (,)

c slammed it through the basket. (. AND)

2. Kareem had 19 points.
KaPsOm bact 12 rebounds. (0
14,0t Ikd 4 blocked shots. (, AND)

3. The crowd,cheered happily.
Wc9,10 ci chtKed noisily. (AND)

=MS

4. Magic Is a good shoottr.
Magic is an excellent rebounder.
Magic is a greet ball homier.

11.1MaMMIIII.

=1.11=1.
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a Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 2-A

1. Judy watched television.
She had finished her homework. (AFTER)

2. She werZ to bed.
"Mork and Mindy" was over. (WHEN)

3. She dreamed about egg-shaped space ships.

She slept. (WHILE)



Name: -
Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 211

1. Isabel always watches the Rams play.
They are her favorite team. (BECAUSE)

2. She claps and cheers.
The Rams score a touchdown. (IF)

3. She thinks the Rams will win the Super Bowl next year.
They have so many good players. (SINCE)



'e
Name:

Da:e:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 2-C

1. I bought my roller skates. (BEFORE . . .,)

I had to walk everywhere.

2. I first got my skates. (WHEN . . .,)

I couldn't skate very well.

3. You know what you're doing. (UNLESS . . .,)

You shouldn't try roller-skating tricks.

1 90



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 2 Review

1. Dave overslept this morning. (SINCE . . .,)

He missed the bus.
X had to walk to school. (AND)

2. The game was over. (WHEN .,)

The players hugged the coach.
1 rs lifted him up on tiler shoulders. (,)

To rs carried him from the r.eld. (, AND)

ail111.

3. Luke dived toward the planet.
Luke fired the rocket.
Luke escaped.
The Empire fighters could catch him.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 3A

1. Lisa caught a trout.
Thittbfq weieled seven pounds. (THAT)

2. She showed the trout to the woman.
TNIwapOln owned the bait shop. (WHO)

3. She gave Lisa a prize.
TiEr'prO0 said "Biggest Fish of the Day." (THAT)



6

Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 3-B

1. The team will be the state champion.
TN(tOr wins this game. (THAT)

2. The fans will see an exciting contest.
TORftms come to the game. (WHO)

3. The player will get an award.
giter scores the most points. (WHO)
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(0
SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 3-C

1. Tom and Josh went to the th ater.
Josiss mother owns 9R(th01(er. (THAT)

Name:

Date:

2. The movie was funny.
They saw 10f me. (JUST JOIN)

3. They ate all the popcorn.
Jost's mother gave them plip7p06n. (THAT)
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 1-3 Review

1. Oar team won the game. (AFTER . . .,)

The fans ran up to the players.
liffkri had waited near the end zone. (WHO)

1

2. Lisa was very hungry. (SINCE . . .,)

She cooked the trout.
.:!:/crcd0k(a the catfish. (AND)

She had caught tittRzt 01 Chrec;klih. (THAT)

EINNINwere...M

3. Some of these problems are hard.
We are doing these problems.
They don't have any signals.
The signals tell you how to combine the sentences.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 4-A

1. That man is Oarth Vader.
That man is wearing a cam.

2. Ne rules over the planets.
The planets have been conquered by the Empire.

3. The rebels are led by Luke Skywalker.
The rebels are fighting the Empire.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENC2 COMBINING

Lesson 4-8

1. "Jaws" was a movie.
The movie was about a giant shark.

2. The people were afraid of the shark.
The people were.on the beach.

3. Three men tried to catch the shark.
The men were in a boat.
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Maine:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 4-C

1. 'My friend won the spelling contest.
My friend is Jaice.

I1I1,

2. ur principal shook Janrcess hand.
Our principal is Mrs. Jackson. (, .,)

3. Janice won a terrific prize.
The prize was a trip to Disneyland. (,)
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lessons 1-4 Review

I. Thepeople are fixing the houses.
pom1 live In the town. (WHO)

The houses were burned by the fire.

2. The storm had ended. (WHEN
The animals came out of their
The hiding places were in the
14f-a0mkls began to 100k or

. ..)

hiding places.
forest.

(AND)

3. Some day space travelers may discover life forms.
The space travelers will be exploring other planets.
TOI:1)4f.f0m0 are unknown today. (THAT)



4. The woman began to sing in a voice.
The woman was on the stage.
1'v was strong and clear. (THAT)



Name :

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 5-A

Jack puts peanut butter on everything he eats.
The peanut butter is crunchy.

2. He makes peanut-butter salads.
The salads are giant.

3. He even eats peanut-butter soup!
The peanut-butter soup is hot.
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SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 5-B

1. A tomato was on television last night.
The tomato was singing.

2. There was also a head of lettuce.
The head of lettuce was whistling.

3. Have you ever seen a vegetable?
The vegetable is talking.

2 )ti



Name:

Date:4
SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 5-C

1. The house stood on a hill.
The house hed been abandoned.

2. People said it was a house.
The house was hiunted.

3. Shutters hung from the empty windows.
The shutters were broken.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 6-A

1. King Kong thought SOMETHING.
People liked to :it in his hand. (THAT)

2. The people didn't know SOMETHING.
Kong was only trying to be friendly. (THAT)

41/ 3. They said SOMETHING.
King Kong was too big be nice. (THAT)
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SENTENCE COMBINING

Lessons 1-5 Review

Directions: On a separate sheet of paper, combine these sentences to make
a paragraph. Your paragraph should have 7 sentences in it.

CRISPUS ATTUCKS

Crispus Attucks was a sailor.
The sailor was Black.
The sailor was American.
704-saKr lived in Boston in 1770. (wHO)

At that time, soldiers were stationed in Boston.
The soldiers had been sent by the King of England.

Colonists did not want the soldiers in their city.
There were may colonists.
The soldiers were red-coated.

One day Crispus and crowd of colonists marched toward a group of
soldiers.

The colonists were angry.
The soldiers were in the town square.
CrtsOus a)4 rho colartekts shouted at them to go back to England. (AND)

Suddenly, the soldiers began to fire at the colonists.
The soldiers were outnumbered.
The colonists were unarmed.

The shooting had stopped. (WHEN . . .,)

Crispus Attucks lay dead on the ground.

Today there is a monument.
The monument is in Boston.
thcmoatelti4 hori3171717Fus Attucks. (THAT)

Crispus Attucks was an ex slave. (,)

IMF Omalgie was oniJFigTiFst Americans to die in the Boston
Massacre. (WHO)
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 6-B

1. Liz thinks SOMETHING.
Soccer is a great sport. (JUST JOIN)

2. She knows SOMETHING.

She will be a famous soccer star someday. (JUST JOIN)

3. Liz's friends say SOMETHING.
She thinks with her feet. (JUST JOIN)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 6-c

1. SOMETHING bothered Teresa.
The little bird was kept in a cage. (THE FACT THAT)

2. SOMETHING made her sad.
The bird couldn't fly away anymore. (THE FACT THAT)

3. SOMETHING didn't make Teresa feel any better.
The bird had plenty of food and water in the cage. (THE FACT THAT)



a

Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 1-6 Review

I. SOMETHING doesn't mean SOMETHING.
You have running shoes. (THE FACT THAT)
The running shoes are new.
You can beat me in a race. (THAT)

2. Isabel says SOMETHING
She can pass the test. (JUST JOIN)

The test is in math.
She does-'t stud). (EVEN IF)

3. Mork thinks SOMETHING
The people have some customs. (THAT)

;14 egOle live on Earth. (WHO)

The customs are strange.
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4. King Kong was bothered by SWIHING
The planes were shooting at him. (THE FACT THAT)

He climbed up the building. (AS)

The Irdilding was tall.

209
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Name:

Date:

SZNTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 7A

1. SOMETHING is a mystery.
The pirates hid the treasure soie. (WHERE)

2. We're not even sure of SOMETHING.
They brought the treasure to this island so,44. (HOW)

3. And we don't know SOMETHING.

The pirates never came back for their treasure lb(sbogr
r0b415. (WHY)
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 7 -8

1. The explorers didn't know SOMETHING.
The cave was Ordiotql. (HOW DEEP)

2. They figured out SOMETHING.
Their ropes were 'Kite* (HOW LONG)

3. Then they knew SOMETHING.
They could go $4:114r into the cave. (NOW FAR)
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Marie :

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 7-C

1. SOMETHING amazed Sharon.
She could combine sentences so easily. (IT . . . THAT)

2. SOMETHING wasn't clear at first.
She was supposed to put the sentences together s9liql*4.
(IT . . . HOW)

3. Now SOMETHING WAS possible.
She could combine a hundred sentences. (IT . . . THAT)

4. And sometimes SOMETHING is realIy weird!

The sentences say so/4411g. (IT . . . WHAT)
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lessons 1-7 Review

1. SOMETHING is no excuse.
Your dog ate your homework. (THE FACT THAT)

The homework was for math.
The excuse is for stay home rrom school.

1=11...

2. Sandy was surprised by SOMETHING.
Tracy Austin could play tennis per.441: (HOW WELL)

She was so young. (. EVEN THOUGH)

3. SOMETHING seems ood.
Barth Vader is such a person.
The person is well-known.
His face is hidden by a mask.
Th0: mbeR looks like the front

The car is old.

(IT . . . THAT)

(. BECAUSE)
of a car. (THAT)



4. Juanita sat at her desk.
The desk was in science class.
She drtamed SOMETHING.

She was a famous doctor.
The doctor had found a cure for the common cold.

.1111=1.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 8-A

1. Julie enjoys SOMETHING.
Vqf collects baseball cards. (ING)

2. She started SOMETH164 last year.

01( saves card,. (ING) ,
3. Now she enjoys SOMETHING.

V trades them with her friends. (ING)

111=111.....,
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SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 8 -B

I. SOMETHING is terrible.

Albert spells. CS ING)

Name:

Date:

2. He says that SOMETHING is a secret mule.
He writes. (HIS + ING)

3. But SOMETHING would still make our teacher very happy.
Albert passes a spelling test. ('S 'NO



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 8C

1. The campers were scared by SOMETHING.
The wolves howled. (ING OF)

2. SOMETHING kept them awake all night.
The wind moaned. (ING + OF)

3. They were glad to see SOMETHING.

The sun rose. (ING + OF)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMDINING

Lessons 1-8 Review

Directions: On a separate sheet of paper, combine these sentences to
make three paragraphs.

THE MISSION OF THE VOYAGER

Paragraph 1 In 1977. a spacecraft was launched from Earth.
The spacecraft was called Voyager.

SOMETHING meant SOMETHING.
SoMeNrie launched the Voyager. (THE ING OF)

People would soon get a view of Jupiter and Saturn. (THAT)

The view would be closes.
Jupiter and Saturn are the two largest planets. (,)

The planets are orbitins the sun.

Scientists were excited about SAMETHING.

The spacecraft flies so close to these planets. ('S ING)

The planets are mysterious.

Paragraph 2 Three years later, Voyager set back some information.
The information was amazing.
The information was about Saturn.

Pictures showed SOMETHING.
Th.; pictures were taken by the spacecraft.
The rings are made up of pieces of ice and rock. (THAT)

The rings are around Saturn.
thq pules o at 1140 lire( whirl about the planet at speeds. (THAT)

The speeds are great.

Other instruments measured a wind.
The wind was on the planet's surface.
',kr 00 blew at 900 miles an hour! (THAT)



Paragraph 3 Voyager completes its mission. (AFTER . .

It will fly away from Saturn.
$(14J travel on to stars. (AND)

The stars are distant.

SOMETHING is possible.

The spacecraft might meet beings. (IT . . . THAT)

The beings are intelligent.
The beings are on other worlds.

Scientists have put a record on board Voyager.
Our neighbors will know SOMETHING. (SO THAT)

Our neighbors are in s ace.
The spacecraft came /....01 somi0We. (WHERE)

The record :ontains greetings.
The greetings are in Earth languages.
There are many different Earth languages.

Beings play the record. (IF . . ..)

The beings are on other planets.
Maybe they will send a message.
The message will go back to Earth.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 9-A

1. Ken likes SOMETHING.
makes people laugh. (TO)

2. SOMETHING is his dream.

I
becomes a famous comedian. (TO)

3. That's why he always wants SOMETHING.

,4 clowns around in class. (TO)



Name:

Dae:

S:4TENCE COMBINING

Lesson 9-8

1. Do you want to learn SOMETHING?
YD 'make friends with an octopus sonjakim. (HOW TO)

2. First you have to figure out SOMETHING.
Yhe find a friendly octopus som4hre. (WHERE TO)

3. You also have to know SOMETHING.
NI stop shaking hands with him sor*lme. (WHEN TO)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 9-C

1. SOMETHING is not impossible.
Monkeys learn sign language. (FOR . . . TO)

2. Monkeys can wiggle their fingers as a sign (for) SOMETHING.

Someone tickles them. (FOR . . TO)

3. Someday scientists hope (for) SOMETHING.

People and animals talk. (FOR . . . TO)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 9-0

1. SOMETHING is important.
Dracula sleeps during the day. (IT . . . FOR . . . TO)

2. But SOMETHING was difficult.
He gets his rest. (IT . . . FOR . . . TO)

3 SOMETHING was not very nice.
Someone put a sunlamp in his bedroom, (IT . . . FOR . . . TO)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lessons 1-9 Review

1. SOMETHING would be exciting.
We travel to planets. (IT . . . FOR . . . TO)

The planets are
Humans have never visited tbcp4gets before. (THAT)

2. SOMETHING amazed thb doctors.
A man changed int, the Hulk.
The man was ordinary.
The Hulk was Incredible.

11Ii1=11Ii

3. Peter thinks SOMETHING.

He can learn to dance.
He watches "Dance Fever" every night.
"Dance Fever" is on television.
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4. SOMETHING would be terrific.
Josefina wins first prize.
The prize is given in the speech ..ontest.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 10-A

1. Gloria swung.
She swung at the ball.
She swung with all her might.

2. Fran ran back.
She ran to the left-field wall.

3. She leaped.
She leaped in the air.
SA( caught the ball. (AND)

She caught it with one hand.

.1.11=I1
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Name:

bate:

SENTENCE COMMING

Lesson 10-B

1. Pablo sat in the theater.
He was wishing he hadn't come to the scary movie. (*)

2. He was squirming in his seat. {. -,)

He tried not to watch the screen.

3. He closed his eyes.
He was hoping the movie would end soon. (,)

92:we
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 10-C

1. Frodo clutched the ring in his hand.
Frodo was caught in its evil spell. (0

2. He turned quickly.
He was startled by a noise behind him. (,)

3. Gollum was hidden behind a rock. (. . .,)

Gollum waited to attack.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lessons 1-10 Review

1. The captain was confused by the signals.
The signals were coming from the planet below. (. . .,)

The captain told Mr. Speck SOMETHING.
le-SPEU beams down. (TO)

NO: SpoCk finds out SOMETHING. (AND)

The music was coming from stleatre. (WHERE)
The music was disco.

2. The mayor stood.
She was on the stage.
She was smiling at the crowd. (0
She was waving to the cameras. (0
She was looping SOMETHING. AND)

Everyone would vote for her. (THAT)



3. Ali said UMETHING.
He could float.
He floated like a butterfly.
He could sting.
He stung like a bee.

411..16,

4. The Super Bowl is a game.
The game is important.
The game is matching the teams.
The teams are the two best.
Tne teams are in pro football.



Name:

'ste:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 11-A

1. Gandalf stood before the elves.
Nis long beard was t_lwing in the breeze. (,)

2. The elves gathered around him.
Their heads were down. (,)

Their spirits were broken. (AND)

3. The evil lord's soldiers prepared to attack.
Their horses were breathing fire. (,)

Their swords were 'listening in the moonlight. (AND)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE CON61NIN.S

Lesson 11-11

1. Yesterday we learned all about comets.
Colts are made up of frozen gases and dust. (, WUICH)

2. Comets have long tails.
1:11ktr tOkrs can stretch across space for millions of miles. (, WHICH)

3. One comet is named after Edmund Halley.
E4MOd HAKey dicovered that the comet appeared in the sky every
77 years. (, WHO)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lesson 11-C

1. Rose was happy to reach the top of the mountain. (. .,)

Rose stopped to rest.

2. She looked down st the val'ey.
The valley was so green and peaceful.

3. Overhead a hawk circled.
The hawk was wild and free above 0', peaks. (,)



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Lessons 1-11 Review

I. Monica walked on.
She walked through the darkness.
The darkness was freezing.
Her hands were jammed into her pockets. (.)

Her eyes were fixed on the path ahead.

She thought of SOMETHING. (AS)

She would say sonibillsihg. (WHAT)

She got home. (WHEN)

2. Alice ran.
ADO is the best roller-skater on our block. (, WHO . . .,)

Alice ran to the top of the hill.
Alige put on her skates. (,)

The skates were new.
ADO then took PT for the bottom. (, AND)
Her hair was flying. (,)

Her hair is long.
It few straight out behind her.



Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

3. David was curious about the noise. (. . .,)

The noise was in the attic.
David opened the door.
W040 discovered SOMETHING. (AND)

A bird had flown in the window. (THAT)

The bird was little.
The window was broken.
He had forgotten to fix r14 wrw. (, WHICH)

,=1=1=11011.
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Name:

Date:

SENTENCE COMBINING

Final Review

Directions: On a separate sheet of paper, combine these Si )tences to

make three paragraphs.

MOSQUITOES

Paragraph $ Mosquitoes are Insects.
The insects are tiny.
The insects are flying.
The insects can spread many diseases.
The diseases are spread among animals and humans.

Most mosquitoes live in areas.

The areas are warm.
They can also be found near the North Pole.

Paragraph 2 Mosquitoes feed on the blood.
The mosquitoes are female.
The blood is of other creatures.
The creatures include humans.

Did you know SOMETHING?
Mosquitoes can't really bite.

They actually poke through the skin of their victims.
They do this with a kind of tongue.
The tongue is sharp.

The tongue is hollow.
The tongue is like a straw.
The mosquito can suck blood through it.

Liquid P:auses the swelling.
The liquid is on the mosquito's tongue.
The swelling appears on the skin.



Paragraph 3 Mosquitoes usually lay their eggs.
The eggs are laid in pools of water.

People try SOMETHING by SOMETHING.
People control mosquiteos.
People spree.; oil.

They spread it over the surface of the water.
The eggs won't hatch.

Sprays are used (for) SOMETHING.
The sprays kill the mosquitoes.
The mosquitoes are adult.

Mosquitoes are not kept under control.
They can spread diseases.
The diseases are deadly.
The diseases are like yellow fever.
The diseases are like sleeping sickness.
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Lesson 1: Coordination within Sentences*

A. coordinate predicate phrases

1. Ana hit the ball.
,04(sent it soaring. (AND)

Ana hit the ball and sent it soaring.

2. fan fell to the ground.
ripped his uniform. (AND)

Tom fell to the ground and ripped his uni form.

3. Marra reached with her glove.
MO4 caught the ball. (AND)

Hari; reached with her glove and caught the ball.

B. coordinate direct objects and predicate nominatives

1. Pat ordered a hamburger.
)4,o0L.411 a coke. (ArID)

Pat ordered a hamburger and a coke.

2. Juan had a hot dog.
"m04: a milk shake. (AND)

Juan had a hot dog and a milk shake.

3. JuanA P ts friend.
P s neighbor. (AND)

Juan is Patts friend and neighbor.

C. coordinate adverbs and predicate adjectives

1. Ilene spoke clearly.
it eci 4.6 calmly. (AND)

Elena spoke clearly and calmly.

2. Her s ech was short.
s ch>lk Interesting. (AND)

iler speech was short and interesting.

3. Ilene always seems relaxed.
s.e0ek happy. (AND)

Jim always seem relaxed and

*The grammatical terns used her are f r teachers' information only.

The terms should not be used with stude



D. review of lesson 1

1. Magic leaped in the air.
pow< caught tie ball. (,)

'AO slammed it through the basket. (, AND)

hbgic leaped in the air, caught the ball, and slammed it
through the basket.

2. Kareem had 29 points.
KeilOg 12 rebounds. (,)

pkve 4 blocked shots. (, AND)

hareem had 29 points, 12 rebounds, odd blocked shots.

3. The crowd cheer happily.

kcyltch ed noisily. (AND)

/The maid cheered happily and noisily.

4. (no signals)
Magic is a good shooter.
Magic Is an excellent rebounder.
Magic is a great ball handler.

Magic i8 a goodshogter, an excellent rebounder, and a
great ball handler.

Although only one solution is shown here for the unsignaled exercise,
other responses are certainly possible. Students should be encouraged
to experiment with a variety of sentence-combining strategies in the
unsignaled problems. Comparison of several different student responses
can stimulate profitable class discussion. Students may be asked to
choose their "favorite" solution and to explain why their choice
"sounds better" than others. The criteria for Judging the acceptability
of a response should be that (1) the sentence is grammatical and (2)
the combined sentence contains all the information from the inserted
sentences.



Lesson 2: Movable Adverbial Clauses

A. time clauses in final position

1. Judy watched television.
She had finished her homework. (AFTER)

Judy watched television after she had finished her
homework.

2. She went to bed.
"Mork and Mindy" was over. (WHEN)

She went to bed when "Mork and Mindy" was o"er.

3. She dreamed about egg-shaped space ships.
She slept. (WHILE)

She dremned about egg-shaped space ships while she slept.

B. other adverbial clauses in final position

1. Isabel always watches the Rams play.
They are her favorite team. (BECAUSE)

!Sabel always watches the Rams play because they are her
favorite team.

2. She claps and cheers.
The Rams score a touchdown. (IF)

She claps and cheers if the Ramo score a touchdown.

3. Shc thinks the Rams will win the Super Bowl next year.
They have so many good players. (SINCE)

She thilks the Rams wilt 'win the Super, Bow' next year

s:nce flay have so many good players.

C. dverblal clauses in initial r,osition

1. I bought my roller skates. (BEFORE. . . ,)

I had to walk everywhere.

Before I bought my roller skates, I had to walk everywhere.

2. I fin,: got my skates. (WHEN. . ,)

I couldn't skate very well.

khan I ttrs: got my skates, I couldn't skate very well.

3. You know 4hat you're doing, (UNLESS. . . ,)

You shoulOr try roller-skating tricks.

Wass you know whoa you're doing, you enouldn't try
roller ikating tricks.
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D. review of lessons 1 and 2

1. Dave overslept this morning. (SINCE. .

He missed the bus.
)I4L had to walk to school. (AND)

Since Dave overslept this morning, he missed the bus and
had to walk to school.

)

2. The game was over. (WHEN. . ,)
The players hugged the coach.

11,4is lifted him up on their shoulders. (,)

p ;Ks carried him from the field. (, AND)

When the game was over, the players hugged the coach,
lifted him up on their shoulders, and carried him from
the field.

3. (no signals)
Luke dived toward the planet.
Luke fired the rocket.
Luke escaped.
The empire fighters could catch him.

Luke dived toward the planet, fired the rocket, and

111
escaped before the Dnpire fighters could catch him.



L(...son 3: Relative Clauses

A. who and that clauses modifying objects; the subject of the
second sentence is changed into a relative pronoun

1. Lisa caught a trout.
The trout weighed seven pounds. (THAT)

Lisa caught a trout that weighed seven pounds.

2. She showed the trout to the woman.
The woman owned the bait shop. (WHO)

She showed the trout to the woman who owned the bait shop.

3. She gave Lisa a prize.
The prize said "Biggest Fish of the Day." (THAT)

She gave Lisa a prize that said "Biggest Fish of the Day."

B. who and that clauses modifying subjects; the subject of the
second sentence is changed into a relative pronoun

1. The team will be the state champion.
The team wins this game. (THAT)

The team that wins this game will be the state champion.

2. The fans will see an exciting contest.
The fans come to the game. (WHO)

The 'fans who come to the game will see an exciting contest.

3. The player will get an award.
The player scores the most points. (WHO)

The player who scores the most points will get an award.

C. that and deleted-pronoun clauses modifying subjects and objects;
an object of the second sentence is changed into a relative
pronoun or is deleted

I. Tom and Jose went to the theater.
JosPs mother c.ns the theater. (THAT)

Tom and Josi went to the theater that Jose's mother owns.

2. The movie was funny.
They saw the movie. (JUST JOIN)

The movie they saw wus funny.

3. They ate all the popcorn.
Jos4ls mother gave them the popcorn. (THAT)

They ate at the popcorn that Jos's mother gave them.
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D. review of lessons 1-3

1. Our team won the game (AFTER. . .,)

Tht fans ran up to the players.
The fans had waited near the end tone. (WHO)

After our team won the game, the fans who had waited near
the end sone ran up to the players.

2. Lisa was very hungry. (SINCE. . . ,)

he cooked the trout.
gabhNO the catfish. (AND)

She had caught the trout and the catfish. (THAT)

Since Lisa was very hungry, she cooked the trout and the
catfish that she had caught.

3. (no signals)

Some of these problems are hard.
We are doing these problems.
They don't have any signals.
The signals tell you how to combine the sentences.

Some of these problems (that) we are doing are hard
because they don't have any signals that tell you how
to combine the sentences.



Lesson 4: Phrasal Modifiers rollowing_Nouns

A. present and past participle phrases

1. That man is berth Vader.
That man is wearing a cape.

That :sun wearing a cape is Darth Vader.

2. He rules over the planets.
The planets have been conquered by the Empire.

He rules over the planets conquered by the Empire.

3. The rebels are led by Luke Skywalker.
The rebels are fighting the Empire.

The rebels fighting the Ehpire are led by Luke Skywalker.

B. prepositional phrases

1. "Jaws" was a movie.
The movie was about a giant shark.

"Jaws" was movie about a giant shark.

2. The people were afraid of the shark.
The people were on the beach.

The people on the beach were afraid of the shark.

3. Three men tried to catch the shark.
The men were in a boat.

Three men in a boat tried to catch the shark.

C. appositives

1. My frie.4 won the spelling contest.
My friend Is Janice.

AV friend Janice won the spelling contest.

2. Our principal shook Janice's hand.
Our principal is Mrs. Jackson. (, . . .,)

Our principal, Ars Jackson, shook Janice's hand.

3. Janice won a terrific prize.
The prize was a trip to Disneyland. ()

Janice won a terrific prise, a trip to Disneyland



D. review of lessons 1-4

1. The people are fixing the houses.
The people live in the town. (WHO)
The houses werr burned by the fire.

The people who live in the town are fixing the houses burned
by the fire.

2. The storm had ended. (WHEN. $)

The animals came out of their hiding places.
The hi ing places were in the forest.
i ani s began to look for food. (AND)

When the storm had ended, the animals came out of their
hiding places in the forest and began to Zook for food.

3. Some day space travelers may discover life forms.
The space travelers will be exploring other planets.
The life forms are unknown today. (THAT)

Some day space travelers exploring other planets may
discover life forms that are unknown today.

4. The woman began to sing in a voice.
The woman was on the stage.
The voice was strong and clear. (THAT)

The woman on the stage began to sing in a voice that was
strong and clear.



Lesson 5: Single-word Modifiers Preceding Nouns

A. simple adjectives

1. Jack puts peanut butter on everything he eats.
The peanut butter is crunchy.

Jack puts crunchy peanut butter on everything he eats.

2. He makes peanut-butter salads.
The salads are lat.

He makes giant peanut-butter salads.

3. He even eats peanut-butter soup!
The soup is Nat.

He even eats hot peanut-butter soup:

B. present participles

1. A tomato was on television last night.
The tomato was singing.

A singing tomato was on television last night.

2. There was also a head of lettuce.
The head of lettuce was whistling.

There was also a whistling head of lettuce.

3. Have you ever seen a vegetable?
The vegetable is talking.

Have you ever Been a talking vegetable?

C. past participles

1. The house stood on a hill.
The house had been abandoned.

The abandoned house stood on a hill.

2. People said it was a house.
The house was haunted.

People said it was a haunted house.

3. Shutters hung from the empty windows.
The shutters were broken.

Broken shutters hung from the empty windows.



0, review of lessons 1-5

CR1SPUS ATTUCKS

Crispus Attucks was a sailor.
The sailor was Black.
The sailor was American.
The sailor lived in Boston in 1770. (WHO)

At that time, soldiers were stationed in Boston.
The soldiers had been sent by the King of England.

Colonists did not want the soldiers in their city.
There were may coIonists.
The soldiers were red-coated.

One day Crispus and crowd of colonists marched toward a group
of soldiers.

The colonists were angry.
The soldiers were in the town square.
CriSpek#010L c9Neits shouted at them to go back to England. (AND)

Suddenly, the soldiers began to fire Pt the colonists.
The soldiers were outnumbered.
314sotOti.rs yoloce frightened. (AND)

The colonists were unarmed.

The shooting had stopped. (WHEN. . .,)

Crispus Attucks lay dead on the ground.

Today there is a monument.
The mo ument is in Boston.
The mr went hon7,77777iFus Attucks. (THAT)

Lisp.. Attucks was an ex slave. (,)

The exSlave was ormOTITliTT7it Americans to die in the Boston
Massacre. (WHO)

Crispus Attucks was a Black American sailor who lived in
Boston in 1770. At that time, soldiers sent by the King of
England were stationed in Boston. MDy colonists did not want
the red-coated soldiers in their city. One day Crispus and a
crowd of angry colonists marched toward a group of soldiers in
the town square and shouted at them to go back to England.
Suddenly, the outnumbered and flighted soldiers began to r.re
at the unarmed colonists. When the shooting had stopped,
Crispus Attucks lay dead on the ground. Today there is a
monument in Boston that honors Crispus Attucks, an ex -slave who
was one of the first Americans to die in the Boston hhseacre.
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Lesson 6: Factive Noun Clauses

A. that clauses as objects

1. King Kong thought SOMETHING.

People liked to sit in his hand. (THAT)

King Kong thought that people Ziked to sit in his hand.

2. The people didn't know SOMETHING.
Kong was only trying to be friendly. (THAT)

The people didn't know that Kong was only trying to be
friendly.

3. They said SOMETHING.

King Kong was too big to be nice. (THAT)

They said that King Kong was too big to be nice.

B. deleted-that clauses as objects

1. Liz thinks SOMETHING.

Soccer is a great sport. (JUST JOIN)

Liz thinks soccer is a great sport.

7. She knows SOMETHING.

She will be a famous soccer ar someday. (JUST JOIN)

She knows she will be a famous soccer star someday.

3. Liz's friends say SOMETHING.

She thinks with her feet. (JUST JOIN)

Liz 's friends say she thinks with her feet.

C. the fact that clauses as subjects

1. SOMETHING bothered Teresa.
The little bird was kept in a cage. (THE FACT 'MAT)

The fact that the little bin.: was kept in a cage bothered

Teresa.

2. SOMETWNG made her sad.
The bird couldn't fly away anymore. (THE FACT THAT)

The fact that the bird couldn't fly away anymore made her sad.

3. SOMETHING didn't make Teresa feel any better.
The bird had plenty of food and water in the cage. (THE FACT THAT)

The fact that the bird had plenty of food and water in the
cage didn't make Teresa feel any better.
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D. review of lessons 16

1. SOMETHING doesn't mean SOMETHING.
You have running shoes. (THE FACT THAT)
The running shoes are new.
You can beat me in a race. (THAT)

The fact that you have new running shoes doesn't
mean that you can beat mf in a race.

2. Isabel says SOMETHING.

She can pass the test. (JUST JOIN)
The test is in math.
She doesn't study. (EVLN IF)

Isabel says she can pass the math test even if she doesn't
study.

3. Mork thinks SOMETHING.
The people have some customs. (THAT)

The people live on Earth. (WHO)

The customs are strange.

Mork thinka that the people who live on earth have some
strange custom,.

4. King Kong was bothered by SOMETHING.
The planes were shooting at him. (THE FACT THAT)
He climbed up the building. (AS)

The building was tali.

King Kong was bothered by the fact that the planes were
shoottng at him as he climbed up the tall building.



Lesson 7: Question Clauses as Nouns; Sentences Using "It" as the Subject

A. wh word clauses

1. SOMETHING is a mystery.
The pirates hid the treasure so ere. (WHERE)

Where the pirates hid the treasure is a mystery.

2. We're not even sura of SOMETHING.
They brought the treasure to this island soq ow. (HOW)

We're not even sure of how they brought the treasure to this
is land.

3. And we don't know SOMETHING.

The pirates never came back for their treasure :ple

,01,40. (WHY)
4,4

And we don't know why the pirates never came back for
their treasure.

B. how + adjective/adverb clauses

1. The explorers didn't know SOMETHING.
The cave was

.
,i(cfa<p. (HOW DEEP)

7114 explorers didn't know how deep the cave was.

2. They figured out SOMETHING.
Their ropes were. (HOW LONG)

They figured out how long their mpes were.

3. Then they knew OMETHING.

They could go into the cave. (HOW FAR)

Then they knew how far they could go ilto the cave.

c. sentences with it as the subject

1. SOMETHING amazed Sharon.
She could combine sentences so easily. (IT . . . THAT)

It amazed Sharon that she could combine sentences so easily.

2. SOMETHING wasn't clear at first.
SP was supposed to put the sentences together s
(iT . . . HOW)

It wasn't clear at first has she was supposed to put the

sentences together.
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3. Now SOMETHING seems possible.
She could combine a hundred sentences. (IT . . . THAT)

Now it seems possible that she could combine a hundred sentences.

4. And sometimes is really weird!
The sentences say s no. (IT . . . WHAT)

And sometimes it is really weird what the sentences say:

D. review of lessons 1-7

'. SOMETHING is no excuse.
Your dog ate your homework. (THE FACT THAT)
The homework was for math.
The excuse is for staying home from school.

The Act that your dog ate your math homework is no excuse
for staying home from school.

2. Sandy was surprised by SOMETHING.
Tracy Austin could play tennis).. (POW WELL)
She was so young. (, EVEN THOUGH)

Sandy was surprised by how well Tracy Austin could play
tennis, even though she was so young.

3. SOMETHING seems odd.
Darth Vader is such a person.
The person is well-known.
His face is hidden by a mask.
The mask looks like the front
The car is old.

(IT . . . THAT)

(, BECAUSE)
of a car. (THAT)

It seems odd that Darth Vader is such a weM.known person,
because his face is hidden by a mask that looks like the
front eon old car.

4. (no signals)

Juanita sat at her desk.
The desk was in science class.
She dreamed SOMETHING.
She was a famous doctor.
The doctor had found a cure for the common cold.

As Juanita sat at her desk in ecience class, she dreamed
that she was a famous doctor who had found a cure for the
common cold.
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Lesson 3: Gerunds as Nouns

A. -la phrases

1. Julie enjoys SOMETHING.

%Kcollects baseball cards. (ING)

Julie enjoys collecting baseball cards.

2. She started SOMETHING last year.
JONe saves cards (ING)

She started saving cards last year.

3. Now she enjoys SOMETHING.

/Now_

trades them with her firends. (ING)

Now she enjoys trading them with her friends.

B. possessive s -122.

1. SOMETHING is terrible.
Albert spells. ('S ING)

Albert's spelling is terrible.

2. He says that SOMETHING is a secret code.
He writes. (HIS MG)

He says that his writing is a secret code.

3. But SOMETHING would still make Our teacher very happy.
Albert pasnes a spelling test. ('S ING)

But Albert's passing a spelling test would still make our
teacher very happy.

C. -101.. of

1. The campers were scared by SOMETHING.

The wolves howled. (ING OF)

The campus were scared by the howling of the wolves.

2. SOMETHING kept them awake all night.
The wind moaned in the trees. (ING OF)

The moaning of the wind in the trees kept them awake all
night.

3. They were glad to lee SOMETHING.

The sun rose. (ING OF)

They were glad to see the rising of the sun.



O. review of lessons 1-8

THE MISSION OF VOYAGER 11

In 1977, a spacecraft was launched from Earth.
The spacecraft was called Voyager II.

SOMETHING meant SOMETHING.

Se launches the Voyager. (THE + ING OF)

People would soon get s view of Jupiter and Saturn. (THAT)

The view would be close-up.
Jupiter and Saturn are the two largest planets. (,)

The planets are orbiting the sun.

Scientists were excited about SOMETHING.
The spacecraft flies so close to these planets. ('S + ING)

The planets are mysterious.

Three years later, Voyager II sent back some information.
The information was amazing.
The information was about Saturn.

Pictures showed SOMETHING.

The pictures were taken by the spacecraft.
The rings are made up of pieces of ice and
The rings are around Saturn.
The pieces of ice and rock whirl about the
The speeds are =IL.

OtLer instruments measured a wind.
The wind was on the nianet's surface.
The wind blew at 00 17WWWWIT (THAT)

Voyager II completes its mission.
It will fly sway from Saturn.

;)(041 travel on to stars. (AND)

The stars are distant.

SOMETHING Is possible.
The spacecraft might meet beings.
The beings are ,Intelligent.

The beings are on other worlds.

Scientists have put a record on boa
Our neighbors will know SOMETHING.
Our neighbors are inks ace.
The spacecraft camefFaiT ere.

rock. (THAT)

planet at speeds. (THAT)

(AFTER . . .

(IT . . . THAT)

rd Voyager II.
(SO THAT)

(WHERE)

,)

The record contains greetings.
The greeting: are in Earth lan Lieges.
There are many different Earth anguages.



Beings play the record. (IF . . ..)

The beings are arLother paws.
Maybe they will Send a message.
The message wid go back to Earth.

In 7.9??, a spacecraft called Voyager II W48 launched from Earth.
The launching of the Voyager meant that people would soon get a close-
up view of Jupiter and Saturn, the two largest planets orbiting the
sun. SCieni ware excited about the spacecraft's flying so close
to these myst,rious planets.

Three years later, Voyager II sent back some amazing information
about Saturn. Pictures taken by the spacecraft showed that the rings
around Saturn are made up of pieces of ice and rock that whirl about
the planet at great speeds. Other instruments measured a wind on
the planet's surface that blew at 900 miles an hour!

After Voyager II completes its mission, it will fly away from
the sun and travel on to distant stars. It is possible that the
spacecraft might meet intelligent beings on other worlds. Scientists
have put a record 'PI board Voyager II so that our neighbors in space
will know where the spacecraft came from. The record contains
greetings in many different Earth languages. If beings on otl.er

planets play tie record, maybe they will send a message back to
Earth.
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Lesson 9: Infinitives as Nouns

A. infinitive phrases

1. Ken likes SOMETHING.
)00makes people laugh. (TO)

Ken likes to make people Laugh.

2. SOMETHING is his dream.
;Iskbecomes a famous comedian. (TO)

To become a famous comedian is his dream.

9. That's why he always wants SOMETHING.
)6( clowns around in class. (TO)

That's why he always wants to clown around in class.

B. wh word + infinitive

1. Do you want to learn SOMETHING?
(make friends with an octopus s . ('40W TO)

Da you want to learn how to make friends with an octopus?

2. First you have to figure out SOMETHING.
...;40cfind a friendly octopus soiriawe. (WHERE TO)

First you have to figure out where to find a friendly octopus.

3. You also have to know SOMETHING
,t0o(stop shaking hands with him son. (WHEN TO)

You also have to know to stop shaking hands with him.

C. for + infinitive

1. SOMETHINC is not impossible.
Monkeys learn sign language. (FOR . . . TO)

For monkeys to learn sign Language is not impossible.

2. Monkeys can wiggle their fingers as a sign (for) SOMETHING.
Someone tickles them. (FOR . . . TO)

Monkeys oan wiggle their fingers as a sign for someone to

tickle them.

3. Someday scientists hope (for) SOMETHING.

People and animals talk. (FOR . .TO)

Someday scientists hope for people and animals to talk.



D. infinitives Wth it as the subject

SOMETHING is Important.
Dracula sleeps during the day. (IT . . . FOR . . .TO)

it is important for Dracula to sleep during the day.

2. Out SOMETHING was difficult.
He gets his rest. (IT . . . FOR . . . TO)

But it was difficult for him to get his rest.

3. SOMETHING was not very nice.
Someone put a sunlamp in his bedroom. (IT . . . FOR . . . TO)

It was not very nice for someone to put a sunlamp in his
bedroom.

E. review of lessons 1-9

1. SOMETHING would be exciting.
We travel to planets. (1T . . . FOR . . . TO)

The planets are far -away.
Humans have never visited a planets before. (THAT)

It would be exciting for us to visit far-away planets that
humans have never visited before.

2. (no signals)
SOMETHING amazed the doctors.
A man changed into the Hulk.
The man was ordinary.
The Hulk was Incredible.

It amazed the doctors that an ordinary man changed into the
Incredible Hulk.

For an ordinary man to change into the Incredible Hulk
amazed the doctors.

3. (no signals)

Peter thinks SOMETHING.
He can learn to dance.
He watches "Dance Fever" every night.
"Dance Fever" is on television.

Peter thinks (that) he can learn to dance if he watches
"Dance Fever" on television every night.

Peter thinks (that) he can learn to dance by watching
"Dance Fever" eery night on television.
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4. SOMETHING would be terrific.
Josefina wins first prize.
The prize is given in the speech contest.

It would be terrific for Josefina to win first prize
in the speech contest.

For Josefina to win first prize in the speech contest
woutd be terrific.



Lesson 10: Adverbial Phrases

A. prepositional phrases

1. Gloria swung.
She swung at the ball.
She swung Wnrill her might.

Gloria swung at the ball with all her might.

2. Fran ran back.
She ran to the left-field wali.

Fran ran back to the left-field wall.

3. She leaped.

She leaped in the air.
pl* caught 15;o rr-7- (AND)

She caught it with G. hand.

She leaped in the air and caught the ball with one hand.

B. present participle phrases

1. Pablo sat in the theater.
He was wishing he hadn't come to the scary movie. (,)

Pablo sat in theater, wishing he hadn't come to the scary
movie.

2. He was squirming in his seat. (. . . ,)

He tried not to watch the screen.

Squirming in his seat, he tried not to watch the screen.

3. He ciQsed his eyes.
He was hoping the movie would end soon. (.)

He closed his eyes, hoping the movie would end soon.

C. past participle phrases

1. Frodo rlutched the ring in his hand.
Frodo was caught in its evil spell. (,)

Prodo clutched the ring in his hand, caught in its evil
spell.

2. He turned quickly.
He was startled by a noise behind him. (,)

He turned quickly, etartic.4 by a not r. hind him.

3. Collura was hidden behind a rock. (. . . ,)

Sollum waited to attack.

Bidden behind a rock, Gollum waited to attack.



D. review of lessons 1-10:

1. The captain was confused by the signals.
The signals were coming from the planet below. (. .

The captain told Mr Spock SOMETHING.
Sp14 beans down. (TO)

JOK: ;Oa finds out SOMETHING. (AND)

The music was coming from soO!-e. (WHERE)

The music was disco.

Confused by the signals coming from the planet below, the
captain told 16,. Spook to beam down and find out where the
disco music was coming from.

2. The mayor stood.
She was on the sta e.
She was smi ing at the crowd. (,)
She was waving to the cameras. (,)

She was hoping SOMETHING. (, AND)

Everyone would vote for her. (Ti!J.T)

The mayor stood on the stage, :Ailing at the crowd,
waving to the cameras, and hoping that everyone would
vote for her.

3. Ali said SOMETHING.
He could float.
He floated like a butterfly.
He could sting.
He stung like a bee.

Ali said (that) he could float like a butterfiy and sting
like a bee.

4. The Super Bowl is a game.
The game is important.
The gave is matching the teams.
The teams ore the two best.
The teams are in pro football.

The Srper Bowl is an Mportant game, matching the two best
teams in pro football.



Lesson 11: Free Aodifiers

A. nominative absolutes

1. Gandoif stood before the elves.
His long bend was blowing in the breeze. (,)

Gandlof stood tefore the elves, his long beard blowing in
the breeze.

2. The elves gathered around him.
Their heads were down. (,)

Their spirits were broken. (AND)

The elves gathered around him, their heads down and their
spirits broken.

3. The evil lord's soldiers prepared to attack.
Their horses were breathing fire. (,)

Their swords were glistening e moonlight.ht. (AND)

The evil lord's soldiers prepared to attack, their horses
breathing fire and their swords glistening in the moonlight.

B. non-restrictive relative clauses

1. Yesterday we learned all about comets.
Comets are made up of frozen gases and dust. (, WHICH)

Yesterday we learned all about comets, which are made up
of frozen gases and dust.

2. Comets have long tails.
The tails can stretch across space for millions of miles.
(, WHICH)

Comets have long tails, which can stretch across epale for
millions of miles.

3. One comet is named after Edmund Halley.
Edmund Halley discovered that the comet appeared in the
sky every 77 years. (, WHO)

One comet is named after Ethrund Halley, who discovered
that the comet appeared in the sky every 77 years.

C. adjective clusters

1. Rose was laputorlachttnountain. (. . . ,)

Rose stopped to rest.

Happy to reach the top of the mountain, Rose stopped to rest.



2. She looked down at the valley.
The valley was so green and peaceful. (,)

She looked down at the valley, so green and peaceful.

3. Overhead a hawk circled.
The hawk was wild and free above the peaks. (,)

Overhead a hawk circled, wild and free above the peaks.

D. revieK of lessons 1-11

i. Monica walked on.
She walked through the darkness.
The darkness was freezing.
Her hands were lammed into her pockets. (,)

Her eyes, were fixed on the path ahead. (0
She thought of ONE HIND. (AS)

She would say s ing. (WHAT)

She got hove. ( HE )

M. ic2 lualked on through the freezing darkneps, her hands
*cmmed into her pockets, her ey s fixed on the path ahead
as she thcught of what she would say when she got home.

2. Alice ran.
Alice is th best miler-skater on Our block. (, WHO. . .

Alice ran to the top of the hill.
.&t* put on her skates. (,)
Th* skates were new.
040 then took off for the bottom. (, AND)

Her hair was flying.
11;7V.77 is lota.
It flew straight out behind her.

Alloe, who is the beet roller-skater on our block, ran
to the top of the hill, put on her new skates, and then
took off for 02 bottom, her long hair flying straight out

behind her.

3. David was Curious about the noise. (. . .

The noise was in the attic.
David opened the door.
.041 discovered SOMETHING. (AND)

A bird had flown In the window. (THAT)

The bird was little.
The window was broken.
He had forgotte7TOTix the window. (, WHICH)

Glorious about the noise in the attic, David opened the
door and discovered that a little bird had flown in the
broken window, which he had forgotten to fix.



E. final review (no signals)

MOSQUITOES

Mosquitoes are insects.
The insects are tiny.
The insects are flying.
The insects can spread many diseases.
The diseases are spread among animals and humans.

Most mosquitoes live in areas.
The areas are warm.
They can also be found near the North Pole.

Mosquitoes feed on the blood.
The mosquitoes are female.
The blood is of other creatures.
The creatures include humans.

Did you know SOMETHING?

Mosquitoes can't really bite.

They actually poke through the skin of their victims.
They do this with a kind of tongue.
The tongue is sharp.

The tongue is hollow.
The tongue is like a straw.
The mosquito can suck blood through it.

Liquid causes the swelling.
The liquid is on the mosquito's tongue.
The swelling appears or' the skin.

Mosquitoes usually lay their eggs.
The eggs are led in pools of water.

People try SOMETHING by SOMETHING.

People control mosquitoes.
People spread oil.
They spread it over the surface of the water.
The eggs won't hatch.

Sprays are used (for) SOMETHING.

The sprays kill the mosquitoes.
The mosquitoes are adult.

MosqA toes are not kept under control.
They can spread diseases.
The diseases are deadly.
The diseases are like yellow fever.
The diseases are like sleeping sickness.
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Mosquitoes are tiny flying insects that can spread many
diseases among animals and humans. Although most mosquitoes
live in warm areas, they can also be found near the North Pole.

Female mosquitoes feed on the 10*.od of other creatures,
including hwmana. Did you know that mosquitoes can't really
bite? They actually poke through the skin of their victims
with a kind of sharp tongue. The tongue is hollow like
a straw, so that the mosquito can suck blood through it
L:quid on the mosquito's tongue causes the swelling that
appears on the skin.

Mosquitoes usually lay their egrq in pools of water.
People try to control mosquitoes by spreading oil over the
surface of the water so the eggs won't hatch. Sprays are
used to kill the adult mosquitoes. If mosquitoes are not
kept under control, they can spread deadly diseases like
yellow fever and sleeping sickness.



SENTENCE-CONDINING QUESTIONNAIRE

Please check below whether or not you used each sentence-combining
lesson. if you did use a lesson, we would appreciate your noting the
strengths and difficulties that you encountered. Your comments are
extremely valuable to our work with sentence-combining Instuction.

Used

Lesson 1:

Lesson 2:

Not Used Strengths 1 Difficulties

Lesson 3:

Lesson 4:

Lesson SI

lesson 6:



-------

Used Not Used Strerths Difficulties

Lesson 7:

Lesson 8:

Lesson 9:

Lesson 10:

Lesson 11:

Feel free to use the back of this sheet for any additional comments you wish
to make about the sentence-combining lessons. Please return the completed

questionnaire in the postage paid envelope to:

Joe Lawlor
SWRL Educational Research and Development
4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

Thank you for your assistance.
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PART III

INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT DIGESTS

One activity of the NIE-sponsored Schooling Practices and Effects
project is the preparation and diss^mination of Instructional Improve-
ment Digests. These Digests, editeu by Adrienne Escoe, are designed to
communicate advisory information about practical courses of action that
can be implemented by teachers and administrators to improve key areas
of school instruction. The Digests focus on matters of high priority
and concern in the ccrduct of current activities for instructional
improvement.

One area of great priority and concern for educators in SWRL's region
(and across the country) is writing instruction. Consequently, three
issues of the instructional Improvement Digest have informed teachers and
administrators about current knowledge of writing. These digests were
prepared by Communication Skills staff, based on Communication Skills
work. These three Digests illustrate how SWRL's work in various project
areas may be interwoven, allowing for more efficient expenditure of NIE
funds. NIE funded SWRL's research in writing; writing was an appropriate
topic for the Instructional Improvement Digests. Because composition
staff had already done the research in writing and were very aware and
competent in this field, they were readily available Digest authors,
This process was much more efficient and much less expensive than using

either SWRL staff from other projects (who were not working, on writing)
or outside consultants hired to write materials that SWRL staff were
extremely capable of writing.

The three Instructional Improvement Digests on writing are the
following:

No. 2: Write nowChange later: Teaching students to rovise. By
Larry Gentry. (Based on Technical Note NO7776/11: Textual
revision: A review of the research.)

No. 4: Teaching sentence structure and versatility. By Joseph
Lawlor. (Based on Technical Note No. 2-80/05: Improving
student writing through sentence combining: A literature

review.)

No. 5: Getting better writing and more writing from students without
increasing teachers' paper load. By Ann Humes. (Based on
eY7rInTFirWes No. 2-80/05: The composing process: A review

of the literature; and No. 2-80/21: Specifications for
comp0slilon instruct ion. )

Copies of these Instructional Improvement Digests are found on the following
pages.



INSTRUr.TIONAL IMPROVEMENT DIGEST

1981

WRITE NOW-CHANGE LATER: TEACHING STUDENTS TO REVISE

... ___
Good writing seldom comes to a first draft. Students
should expect toand learn torevise their writing.
Teachers can help them acquire the skills needed for effec-
tive revising.

"During the decade of the 705, there was no major
change in the writing abilities of most American students."
So begins a recent news release from the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress. On the surface, that doesn't
sound too bad. In fact, it sounds as if this is one area m here
education is holding its own. The trouble with the state-
ment is not in what it say., but in what it doesn't say. It
doesn't say, for instance, that the majority of students
mere poor %niters ten years ago; nor does it say that the
most recent national cur\ ey revealed that only 480'ir of
9-year-olds, 550'o of 13-)car-olds, and 420:o of 17-year-olds
can write acceptable essays.

Teachers, of course, don't need to be told that many of
their students can't m rite mell; they arc daily witnesses to a
fact that has only recently captured the interest (and
evoked the criticism) of the general public. What teachers
do want and need are practical and effective strategies that
will help bring about improvement in students' writing.

Recent research in writing indicates that there are steps
that we can takesteps that do not require more lessons in
grammar or more papers to evaluate. What we need to do
s to shift more attention from the "products" of milting
to the "process" of writing. Typically, instruction has
been concerned with only one aspect of m rilingthe final
product. This approach fails to recognize that hole
students write has a profound influence on what they
%Tim, So let's take a look at one of the how's of writing;
Ices look at revision.

The Many Faces cf Revision

When we consider the process of writing, we rcalile that
"res ision" n:an% different things to different writers. The
professional author may view revision ac a large-scale
resulting of an catire manuscript. Ti e nem Taper editor
may define revision as editing a story for consistency in
language and style. Students, in turn, may think of
revision as proofreading for errors in spelling and punctua-
tion. Revision is all of these and mope, and each has impor-
tant implications for writing instruction.

if we stop to think about it, even students in the primary
grades begin to revise es soon as they begin to write. They
erase ano adjust awkward letters. They erase and correct
misspelled words. And come students erase and replace
words that don't "sound right." Older students revise,
too, Unfortunately, their revisions arc usually limited to
the correction of mechanical and gramm"tical errors. So
the problem is not that students don't revise, but rather
that the types of revision they make are not productive.

Some types of revision are, in fact, counterproductive.
For exarnple, editing while writing often interferes with
fluency, Between the time we first think of the words to
write and the time these words finally come off the end of
the pencil, many of us manage to challenge our writing
fluency with complicated series of editings. Students seem
to be particular') obsessed with the "mistakes" they make
in writing. They are constantly thinking about spelling and
grammar as dr -y try to write (Elbow, 1973).

One of our responsibilities, then, is to help students
warn w hen to revise and when not to. As children first
learn to form letters, and later words, it is inevitable that
the) focus on each stroke of the pencil and each part of the
word. Many stidents retain and perpetuate these habits
%hen they begin writ.i.g sentences and stories. To teach
writing as a form of meaningful cyression, primary-grade
teachers need techniques that can free students from such
self-defeating practices.. The message should come first;
nustakes can be corrected later. Re% ision should not in-
terfere A ith the flow of ideas.

Write NowChange Later

One may of introducing primar)grade children to the
concept of "m rite no \ - -change later" is to present a two-.
day lesson that encourages delayed roikion. After students
ha \ e a topic, tell them to write on only ei. ell other line.
fell them often not to worry about ',yellow, "just rice the
spelling that looks or 'sounds' riebt for any ward you
don't know." I'm r1..-.7, students shouldn't erase. If they
nee(' to delete or change co nething they should cross it out
and make change, between the lines I i..11 thou not to be
afraid to "mess up the page"' they'll ha% e time to make
corrections later When the ;Indents hase finished these
"first-day drafts," base them put their papers away.
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The second day, students should reread their draf-s,
Now if they wish, they can make changes in the content
and organization of these drafts, This is the time for
students to take out a fresh sheet of paper. With the first-
day draft in front of them, students write a new draft. As
they rewrite, it's a good idea for you to circulate
throughout the room and furnish correct spellings for
those who ask.

As students begin to get the knack of revising their
writing, you can try a variation of the two-day procedure.
First, get some duplicating paper in severs! colors. Next.
draw parallel lines on a duplicating master and produce
enough lined copies of each color for the entire class. Set
aside one color for first drafts, another for second drafts,
and so on. As students work through two or more drafts,
they should save their old drafts in writing folders. These
folders help students, parents, and teachers evaluate
progress and provide material for bulletin-boards that
fearure the stages of revision in a highly visible form,

Freewriting

Elementary-school students are not the only ones who
need to get rid of the damaging habits of correcting- while-
writing and replace these habits with strategies for effective
writing. No one should allow their concern over such mat-
ters as vocabulary and grammar to slow down and
interfere with the generation of ideas. You can bring home
this point to students by using what Elbow callsfreewriring
exercises. At least three times a week students should write
for five to ten minutes without stopping. They can write
anything they think of, as long as they don't look back,
correct, or cross out, If students can't think of anything to
write about, they can simply write "1 can't think of
anything" over and over again. This strategy usually
moves even the most uninspired writer. The idea is to keep
goingfor five or ten minutes. Later, as students become
more fluent at putting their thoughts onto paper.
freewriting exercises can serve as beginning points for
stories and reports.

Productive Revision

So far, we have focused on (1) ridding students of the
"kinds of corrections" that interfere with fluent writing

and (2) introducing them to the idea of "revision"that a
"good" piece of writing often requires more than one
attempt. Thc most obvious next step, of course, is to teach
students how to carry out the types of revision that will
help their writing the most,

Proofreading and editing are two aspects of revisions
that are generally well covered in most language arts and
English textbooks. It is the higher-level revision
skillsthose involving the addition, deletion, and reorder-
ing of contentthat are not usually well-known, Students
at all le els can be introduced to these higher-level pro-
cesses by brief examples. You can use overhead
transparencies or teacher-prepared worksheets to show
students how content can be added, deleted, or rearranged.
Once students have been exposed to a strategy, however, it
is important that they practice it often in their own writing,
At this pointthe point of applicationstudents become
dependent on feedback from an audience in order to know
when revision is desirable or necessary.

Feedback

The importance of feedback cannot be overstressed. All
writers write for an audienceeven when that audience is
none other than the teacher (as it often is in many school
writing situations). If the audience ignores the ideas and
content in a piece of writing, the writer is apt to believe
that ideas and content are unimportant and not worth im-
proving. If, on the other hand, the audicnce is willing to
ask stimulating questions, pros ide needed information,
and suggest new ideas, the writer is more inclined to revise.

One way to provide feedback in revision is through
individual writing conferences Such conferences don't
have to be formal, nor do they have to be of any specified
length. The fact is they probably work best when the
teacher circulates around the room while the class is en-
gaged in writing. A conference occurs when the teacher
stops to answer a question, make a sugge!..ion, or respond
to a piece of writing. If the student is working on a first

sp. draft, the teacher should react only to ideas and content.
Mechanic; and other conventions shouldn't be addressed
until the student is ready to write a final draft,

The Instructional Improvement Digest communicates advisory information about practical courses of action that can
be implemented by teachers and administrators to improve key areas of school instruction. Thc series of Digest topics
draws upon inquiry associated s th SWRI.'s Proficiency Verification Systems and Services and other pertinent research.
The Digest seeks to focus on matters of high priority and conccrn in the conduct of current activities for iPstructionai
improvement.. Suggestions of topics for future inclusion in he Digest series are invited, and may be directed to Adrien .e
S. Escoe, Editor, Instructional Improvement Dige.st, Souilivest Regional I aboratory for Edueat.onal Research and
Development, 4665 Lampson Ay( nue, Los Alamitos, California 90720.

P.cparation of Instructional Improvement Digest is part of SWRL's inquiry into Schooling Practkes and Effects,
which is supported by a grant from thz National Institute of Education, Department of Education. 11Pwever, the
opinions expressed here do not necessarily reflect the posh ion or opinion of NIE, and no official endorsement by NIE
should be inferred, (The Digest may be duplicated and distributed Io interested educators.)
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Peer-Response Groups

A second method of providing feedback is through peer-
response groups- This strategy has the added advantage of
providing new audiences for tits.. writer. Such groups have
:men used successfully by teachers from the third grade
through college levels. The structure and functions of
various peer-response groups can vary from the simple to
the complex. In its simplest form, a small group of
students meets periodically to read their stories orally and
listen to comments aNI euggestions from other students.
Groups at the high school and college levels are sometimes
given extensive checklists with which they evaluate and
critique essays from their fellow students.

Crowhurst (1979) describes a peer-response technique
that has been used successfully in elementary school
classrooms and that seems to strike a happy medium be-
tween the simplest and most complex arrangements. Using
this technique, groups of four or five students meet about
once a week, with each student bringing a composition to
the session. The group sits in a circle and passes their drafts
around the circle. Every group member reads each com-
position and writes comments on a clean sheet of paper
each time. Thus, each student receives three or four sets of
comments at the end of the session.. Writers are free to ac-
cept or reje.3 the suggestions; the important thing is that
they are writing for a specific audience and receiving feed-
back about content and ideas. The following are sugges-
tions for using this technique.

1. Allow students to remain in the same groups for
several weeks before reassigning th m. Place each
pupil with at least one friend whenever possible_

2. Mix students with varied writing abilities within
each group. Those who haven't been writing well
can profit from exposure to those who are more
skilled..

3. Tell students to say something positive and to
make specific suggestions for improving the
composition.

4. Use examples of responses to show the difference
between useful reactions and those that are not so
useful,

5. Explain that peer responses are only opinions and
that they may or mad nc t be used in revising.

6. In early sessions, responses should be made only
in writing and not vocalized. This reduces the
possibility of argument or debates As students
become more skilled in giving and receiving feed-
back, responses may be even orally,

Publication

An important reason that many students don't revise ,
that they don't see their writing as having permanency.
Writing is assigned, accomplished, graded, and discarded.
It is often viewed by students as an unrewarding task to be
done quickly and then forgotten. Teachers at all levels can
help remedy this situation by providing for publication,
Like writing conferences and responses from other
students, the prospect of publication gives students an
audience and thus, a good reason to draft and rewrite.

At secondary levels, students can organize and publish a
class magazine or other publications High school and
junior high newspapers will often accept material from
non-staff members. Teachers can also encourage students
to express their opinions by writing to local : ttters-to-the-
editor columns.

In the elementary grades, students can publish a class
newspaper, write group or individual letters to prominent
people, and can even be encouraged tc write material for
magazines that publish children's writing. Teachers in the
primary grades give students a taste of pub;ication when
they post finished products on the classroom wall. A more
a-mbitious, but more motivating method of preserving and
displaying student writing is the creation of individual
"books." Students can be told that after they have written
and revised five stories. they may select one for typing and
publication. The story should be typed on a primary
typewriter and bound between heavy cardboard covers,
which may be covered with shelf-paper or decorated in
other ways. Display these books prominently in the
classroom library for others to read and enjoy. Stir up en-
thusiasm by reading these books aloud to students often.

Revision is on!), one aspect of writing, but it's an aspect
that is often overlooked in instruction. Students can and
will engage in productive revis:on if teachers help them to
approach writing as a process. When we allow writing to
evolve through productive revision, we are certain to see
improved finished products. We will also see more
students who enjoy writing and who take pride in their
newfound ability to communicate with the written word.,
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Mote on Teaching Students to Revise

It is important for teachers to know the
difference between the perspectises or assump
dons they have about writing and the tech-
niques of strategies they use to teach children
to write For exampk. to believe that "message
comes first" gives teachers a perspective in
teaching. but it *lone does not give them the
tech ntques or strategies needed for teaching
Other important points that can serve as
perspectivls from which to develop teaching
strategies are' (a) children as young as six
already know a lot about the written language
system, (b) children dodo this knowledge
through interaction with meaniogful print and
interested readers and writers i e.. much can-
not and should not ote:splicitly taught. and (c)
as children develop new knowledge and
stralnies, they may temporarily "regress' in
other areas My point here is that techniques
bhould not precede these perspectives or
assumptions. For instance, teachers who
believe form to be more important than the
message may use the techniques sug sled in
this article in such a way that they ma, become
detrimental rather than beneficial

Keeping this nottoi. in mind, I'd like to
suggest some other strategics for teaching
students to rs vise If teachers want to help
students become better writers, the first :,rere-
quisite is that teachers begin to write
themselves that they learn to resist (rather
than merely to edit), that they share carious
drafts of one piece with their students

Teach students how to mess up a page Show
them insertion marks, cross nuts, arrows, cut-
ting and pasting. etc

Comments...

If students are too immature as writers to be
held accountable for perfection on corrections.
the last step in resising ($ e., editing) and the
conference that goes along with it can focus on
}us a few items But the final published prod-
uct should be typed and perfectly spelled and
punctuated (so that other readers develop the
expectation that there are indeed standardised
conventions and that these are always used to
published work). That means the teacher acts
as an editor/typesetter and makes sure the final
cop) is correct (that does not extend to chang-
ing any words).

Carole Edelsky
Assistant Professor
Arizona State University
Tempe

. .. And Some Questions About the Digest

Huntington Beach Union High S4.1'..:wd

District has a very successful writing program
which is based on many of the principles which
Larry Gentry includes in his article, "Wrote
Now Charge l ater Teaching Students to
Revise " We do encourage that the teaching of
editing skills (grammar, punctua Jon. etc ) be
separated from pre writing. writing, and re-
writing In the revising stage our focus is on
teaching students techniques for adding,
delet a, substituting, nd rearranging what
they hasc written, as well as teaching them to
direct their writing to a variety of audiences,
not only the teacher csatitaior

I'd also like to suggest that what we riced to
make a case for 11t1V. Is where. when, and hsiv

we teach mechanics and punctuation without
having this concern take over the whole
program

As a reaction to the Direst itselfwhich
contains many fine practical ideas for the
classroom teacher I do have a few questions.
Is there *connecting theme to the Digest from
issue to issue, or does it spot in On a multitude
of instructional concerns' I am also curious to
know whether the Digest is designed for
teachers at all grade levels or Just specific
levels

Chris Rice, Supervisor
program Development
Iturtungtort Beach Union thigh

School California

Editor's Note;

The connect on between articles of each ISsOt
of the Digest is a fonctional rather than
thematic one Each Pages: shares a common
goal of presenting effective and prastieal
strategies of instruction that are drawn from
research findings However, the Comments
section of each issuc verses as a continuing
forum fr discussion of topical information,
The Ages. not directed toward teachers of
one particular grade level or range of levels.
Our experience has been that the mote central
concerns of instruction, which are the topics of
the Digest, have wide application among
carious ages and abilities of students.

Readers' toormentc are oluel't Neletone.
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',V. RI Ldusatirinal Resarc h and Development
4665 Lanipson Avenue
I us Alamitos. ( A 90720
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TEACHING SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND VERSATILITY

Teaching students how to be good writers requires direct
instruction and practice on a variety of complc- tasks. For
example. students must learn how to generate, select, and
arrange their ideas. They must learn how to transcribe
those ideas into written text, and they must learn how to
revise and edit their writing. One of the most difficult
aspects of this cumplex process is learning how to eon.
gruel effective, sersatile sentences. In any piece of writing,
sentences carry the substance of the writer's meaning.
They are critical to the success of a written piece. Yet direct
instruction on crafting versatile sentences is conspicuously
absent frum most classrooms. And it shows.

Teachers at all leselsfrom the primary grades to
collegereeognin a summon shortcoming in their
students' writing: a limited repertoire of sentence struc-
tures. In at*. timing to as oid errors, students try to stay on
sale groun 1. constructing srmtences with the bare
minimuma subject. a sorb, and an object. Such short
sentences are fine in company with other sentence struc-
(ores, but as a steady diet, they ma'.e dull reading, And
they are really not as structurally "safe" as they appear to
be. Because the idea ' ..ing commuaicatcd in a composi,
(ion are often difficult and cumbersome to convey in
subject -serb-obje.t sentencts, the probability of including
fragments. run-cm. and other common faults is greatly
intreased.

Now Can We Teach Versatile Sentence
Structures?

In the past we have tried to teach sentence structure
turough grarrmr exercises. We've introduced students to
a baffl.ag air of grammatical terms. We've asked
students to underline subjects. predicates, and preposi-
tional phrase). Weise had them draw circles around
adverbs, ach.ctives. and conjunctions. In short, we've
assigned countless exercises that required students to
analyze and di...ea sentences. The !mutation of this ap
pruach Is that it duesn't deal Will the real act of writing.
Vklien you write, you put sentences ogether. You don't
take them apart.

This is not to say that we shouldn teach grammar.
Obviously. if we're going to teach sentence structure. we're
going to be teaching grammar. But what we need is a kind
of "applied" grammara rrammar that doesn't get
bogged down in technical terms. We need a practical
means For showing students how to construct not
dissectsentences. At the same time we also need a
technique that teaches students to use the rich variety of
sentence structdres that is mailable in the English
language.

Fortunately, educational rese-reh has identified a way to
do this. The techrique is commonly known as "se-Hence
combining" although this term actually sells the. .

non short. Sentence combining teaches both sound
sentence structure and versatility.

What Is Sentence Combining?

The basic idea is very simple:. Students take a series of
short sentences and combine them into a longer and more
elaborate sentence. The point is to combine the sentences
in such a way that the important inforrn :tion from each
short sentence is retained. There arc several ways this case
be done.: For example. a poor w Hier night coinbinc the
following three sentences by simply stringing them
together with and;

Mosquitoes are insects Mosquitoes are insects
The inst:CIS are tiny .... an 1 they are tiny, end the,
The insects spread many sweat; »,:if1V etSeaSeS
deseaSes

However, a more competent w;iter wctild probab4 reduce
the second sentence to a simple adjective, and tole third
.entence to a rclatise ClatISC.

Mn.gilitries ;it ts inSects fiilvtquitc .are 1,.iy
The Insects dre tiny insi.cts that sp:cad many
The inSvcis spread many diseases
diseases
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The question is how do we get the poor writer to use the
saw kind of structures that the competent writer uses In
sentence-combining exercises, we provide a set of signals
That tell the student exactly what procedures to use *o put
the sentences together. Using the previous example, let's
examine how the signals work:

This is the example with
the sentence.combining
signals added.

First the student inserts
the underlined word list
into the sentence above it..
The rest of the second
sentence is discarded,

Next, the student moves
the word in parentheses
that to the beginning of

the line an which it
appears..

The student thcn deletes
the phrase the insects.
since insecti-ildr
appearTWTh.the first
.entente.

Finally, the student joins
the second line to :he
first sentence.

Mosquitoes are insects.
The insects are lid
The insects spread many
diseases (that)

Mosquitoes are tiny
insects

The insects spread many
diseases. (that)

Mosquitoes are tiny
insects

(that) the insects spread
many diseases

Mosquitoes are tiny
insects

that spread many diseases

Mosquitoes are tiny
insects that spread many
diseases

It isn't nece,,sary for students to write down each
inicimediate step in the combining process. These steps
can be expressed orally. It's also unnecessary for students
to label or describe the combining procedures. The signals
eliminate the need for grammatical terms, allowing
students to concentrate Oil building mature, complete
sentences--the kinds of sentences we would like to see
students using in their Ow n ruing.

The example mien: illustrates the use of another
sentence-combining signal, the captialtied word
SOMETHING. This signal is used as a "place-holder"
that marks the spot where a phrase or sentence is to be
inserted:

The divers knew SOMETHING
Inca, were sharks ,n the area (that)

Here's how this signal works:.

The student moves the
word in parentheses to the The divers knew
beginning of the second SOMETHING.

sentence. (Since there are
that there were sharkS in

second sentence, nothing the area
has to be delete .)

Then the student inserts
the second line into the
place marked by SOME-
THING in 'the first
sentence.

The divers kiew that there
were sharks in the area.

What Kind of Sentence Structures Can We
Teach?

Using the three signals explained aboveundeilining,
parentheses, and SOMEI HING sentence-combining
exercises can incorporate a wide variety of structures. The
examples below illustrate some of the possibilities.

Noun Modifiers

Jack likes peanut better
The peaut butter is
crunchy

J. :k likes crunchy peanut
butter

The girt is ny sister.
The girt standing on the1;ie girl is standing on thea

porch, porch is my sister.

The police caught the
burglar.
The burglar stole the
jewels. (who)

Noun Substitutes

The police caught the
burglar who stole the
jcweis

We knew SOMETHING '(new that we would
We would win (that) win

SOMETHING worries me.
The fact that we are almostWe are almost out of timefs

(The fact .hat) .out of 1:m worries me

SOMETHING is a mystery
Where the puates hid theThe pirates hid the
treasure is a mysterytreasure (Where)

274
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Adverbids

I finished the test
The bell rang (before)

You study hard (If)
You will pass the course.

Frodo clutched the ring
Frodo was caught in its
evil spell.

I finished the lest beforeow
the bell rang

If you study hard, you will
pass the course

Frodo clutched the ring,
caught in its evil st.nll

Although this outline is by no means comprehensive, it
should provide an idea of the range of structures that can
be taught through sentence-combining *nstruction.
However, if sentence combining depended solely on two-
sentence exercises, its effect would probably be small. The
point of sentence combining is to work up to exercises that
require several different types of combining techniques.
For example, the following exercise was used successfully
in a fourth-grade program:

The termer told ban
SOMETHING.
He found a chicken (that)
The chicke was magical.
The chicken la.d eggs N.
(that)
The eggs were ra.nbow-
colored
(Perron. 1974, p 2631

The farmer told him that he
found a magical chicken
that laid rainbowcolored
eggs

Why Does Sentence Combining Work?

Several reasons have been suggested for the success of
sentence combining. First, sentence combining is firmly
based t-In students' oral language abilities. Children ale
remarkable "language machines." Even very young
children are capable of comprehending and producing
some very sophisticated sentence structures in their oral
language. Through sentence-combining practice, we arc
simply asking students to apply this oral sentence sense to
their writing., As students work through sentence-
combiring exercises, they should be encouraged to say
their responses out loud. A practical test of whether or not
a response is acceptable is whether it "sounds right" to the
student rather than whether or not it conforms to some
abstract grammatical form.

Second, sentence combining does not depend upon
knowledge of grammatical termsthose same terms that
generations of students have labored user, groaned bout,
and ultimate)) failed to learn. The "grammar-free" signals
illustrated above release students from the burden of
memoriring lodu sing terms. In senti.ncc- combining exer-
cises, the emphasis is on producing good sentences, rather
than on describing them.
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Finally, sentence combining works because students
enjoy it.; Studies have shown that students approach
sentence combining with the same enthusiasm that they
have for puzzles and games. Students are motivated to
solve the exercises because there is an intrinsic challenge to
find out what the sentences say,

How Can We Use Sentence Combining in the
Classroom?

Although sentence combining is an effective technique
for teaching sentence structure ano versatility, it is not a
complete program for teaching writing. For example,
sentence-combining practice is not the best way to help
students with many important aspects of the composing
process such as defining audience and purpose, generating
ideas, or revising (see IIQ N , 2 "Write NowChange
Later: Teaching Students le Revise," 1981). In sort,
sentence combining is no substitute for independent
writing. With this limitation in mind, let's look at some
suggestions for using sentence combining in a writing class.

Sentence-combining practice should take up no
more than about 15 minutes of class time per day,
up to a maximum of 75 minutes per week. Never-
thel.tss, sentence combining should be a regular
part of instruction, not just a now-and-then activ-
ity. Exercises can be scheduled on a daily basis, or
perhaps three times a week, but they should be.
done regularly.

Sentence-combining exercises can be drawn from
many different sources. Although several
sentence-combining textbooks are available from
commercial publishers, a sentence-combining pro-
gram does not have to depend only on commeroal
materials. You might try designing some of your
own exercises, using topics that interest your
students: school events, holidays. television
shows, movies, or sports. The idea is to make the
exercises interesting so that students' will be
motivated to solve them. ror exa.iiple, you can in-
clude students' names in the exercises:

RI 3e, Todd, and Scoot ihink S01111:1111NG
Some lessons are weird. (that)
They talk about people in their room! (he ause)
(Perron, 1974,, p. 229)

Exercises -an also be adapted from literature, or
from newspaper and magazine articles. Students
can then compare their sentences to the original
sersion. Content from other stittiol suoject areas,
such as social studies or science, can eas.Iy be
transformed into sentence-witibinin;: eserias s.
Sentences taken from studems. compo,. ions cat



also be used. Some students might even want to
try writing their own exercises. which they can
then exchange with classmates.

Students should experience success with sentence
combining. The technique can be introduced with
simrsk 1%w-sentence exercises, gradually working
up tt, longer problems. Then several exercises can
be combined into a short paragraph, so that
students can explore the logical relationships
among sentences.. In the following examplr, short
sentences are grouped together, with each group
representing one sentence-combining exercise.
When each of the groups is combined, the
resulting sentences can be arranged in paragraph
form:

CRISPUS ATTUCKS

Crispus At lucks was a sailor
The sailor was Black
The sailor was American
The sailor lived in Boston in 1770 (who)

One day Crispus and a crowd of colonists marched
toward some soldiers

The colonists were angry
The soldiers were British

The soldiers thought SOMETHING
The colonists were going to attack them (that)

Sudderny the soldiers began to fire al the crowd
The soldiers were outnumbered
The crowd was hostile

The shooting had stopped tWhen1
Crispus ..plucks lay deal on the ground

CriSpus Attucks was a Black Anreouan sailor who
lived in Boston in 1770 One day Cr ispus ..nil 3 crowd of
angry colonists niarchtd roard some British soldiers
The soldiers thought trial the cotonrstS were going to
attack 'nem Suddenly, the outnumbered solders began
1., fire at lhe hostile crowd When the shooting had
stopped Cr 'sous At lucks Idy ee:rd on the ground

riragt.tph-length csetciscs can also he used as
"sior%-staricrs." Alter students I-8.8%c %mutinied
the serlICIICes,: 14% can %%rile additional
p;"..igranhs L.1 !heir o%% n to Lomplere 118.. siory,
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Although the signals outlined abme are easy to learn
and use, .ney are not the only method available for
structuring sentence-combining practice. Some
teachers prefer to use a modeling technique. For ex-
ample, if we wanted to tea-is relative clauses
(although we wouldn't use this technical term with
students), we cc Id orally model several exercises
similar 80 the following:

Jerry Owns a dog Jerry owns a dog that can
The dog can do tricks 1". do tricks

Students quickly catch on to the combining opera-
tions once they have heard and recited a few
examples, Then they are ready to practice the opera-
tions on their own, perhaps in conjunction with other
operations that have been introduced previously:*

Jerry owns a dog.
The dog is little Jerry owns a little dog that
The dog can do tricks. can do tricks

Structured exerciseswhether they are sigrt.:ed or
modeledform the core of sentence-combining in-
struction. However, students should also experiment
with "open," unsignaled problems. Such exercises
give students a chance to be creativea chance to
explore the stylistic effects of various sentence-
combining operations. For cuimple, the sentences
below can be coml' led in many different ways:

The ashtray Squats
The ashtray is fat
The ashtray is ugly
The ashtray is in me

mid-'le of the table
(Strong, 1973, p. 13)

Here are two possible solutions to this exercise.
Notice the stylistic differences between the two
solutions:

The lat. ugly ashl,ay
Squats in the middle of
the tpble

In the middle of the table,
the ashtray Squats. fat and
ugly

By wroput tug aheinat,%e solutions such as these,
students can begin to get a feel for the influetwe of
sentence structure on sr,ie. Class discussions can
focus on why one c0111bIllaii011 seems to %%ork better
than another 8n a certal.i situation. Again, the cm
phasis is not on which <entence is right, but en %%inch
sentence sounds better ill a gi%cii Lontext,
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We know that students enjoy sentence combining, and
that teachers find it easy to use. Mote important, we know
that sentence combining is a proven technique or helping
students develop versatile sentences. And, most important
of ad, we know that students who have acquired that
distinctive ability to use a ri:h variety of effective sentence
structures are well on their way to becoming good writers.
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SI"la Entactnonal Researsh and Development

On Teaching Sentence Structure and
Versatility

The concepts presented in "Teaching
Sentence Structure and Versatiiity" are
familiar and useful. Teachers often
presume that students know them. But, as
Lawlor points out, sentence structure and
xersatility remain common weak areas in
stude us' writing. This article presents

gest readers with a most important
review

Improvement in written expression is a
priority item In the Anaheim Union High
Schorr! District's English program. We
welcome and appreciate an) help which
v ill assist our teachers achieve ties goal. I
look forward to sharing the Digest wi a
my colleagues.

Manyu faisler. English
Curriculum Administrator

Anaheim Union High School
District, California

Wore cif Teaching Sentence Structure
and Versatility

Sentence combining is a creatisc and
imaginative way to motivate and improve
strident writing Grammar dogs not teach
writing. The way etymology of the word
(gramma, Greek for sostreihmg that is
written) indicates that we are putting the
can before the horse when we attempt to
teach writing by teaching grammar first.
Grammar, however, is so ,teat and in..a.r
lurable, so perfect for compete- y tests
that we can easily get curried away with
the idea that we are teaching something
very useful when we teach grammar. Well
we are--much as shop teachers are leach-
ing something eery useful when the) insist
that their students lahel the tools and the

Comments
machine parts they are to manipulate. But
shot teachers do not teach these labeling
skills in a vacuum. They have a hands-on
approach that gives all the labels im-
mediate relevance For their students. In
much the same way, writing teachers need
to give their students something to manip,
ulate.. That something is the writing that
students produce as a result of creative
techniques such as sentence combining.
clustering, and tisualitation exercises.

Do. I J. Corks
Instructional Specialist
Apartment of 7-12/Adult

instruction
Gurden Grove Duped School

DiStrWitCalifilrnio

Sentence combining has had an enor-
mous success a. the classroom. Teachers
have hailed its tistrul..es, both for writing
and for grammar instruction. However,
teachers she uld be aware that it is not a
complete program in itself. It has serious
problems that limit its usefulness. East,
sentence combining treats sentences out of
context. It is contest what determines
how a sentence should begin and end, and
whether it should be Jong or short. Sec-
ond., content, purpose, and audience are
all more importar in determining the
shape of sentences than any extrinsic
measure of length. Third. sentence com-
bining tends to produce lor.gcr sentences
and assumes that these are necessarily bet-
ter. Students who have been praised for
producing long sentences are baffled
when anis crsiiy teachers reward short,
crisp sentences. I mall), iliac is no
ctidence that prance with senicirces in
hooks has much eftect on the oscrall
quality of students' writing. Examples
should always he drawn from then on

-,........
worka guiding princ.ole for all revision
exercises in wntstin classes.

Ruth Mitchell
l'isling Professor in English
Office of Academic Inter

inuitutional Programs
University of California,

Los Angeles

.4 Question About the Digest

We art. caving the Instructional
Improve-mem -4gest and offer congratu-
lations on the pertinent, helpful content
of each issue. We would, however like to
learn how we are so fortunate to be on
your mailing list. Can you inform me
about frequency of publication, member.:
ship, and cost of the Digest?

Suzanne 1foward
Teacher Coordinator
If 'Ilion Elcincroare S . ool
ph14.),(i.srit ,1%i 7,:sizo,14 . .

Editor's ,'+'ote:

To reach a Al.h: audience of educator.
who cat, put Into practice the courses of
action describer! in the Digest, we have
tried le develop a mailing list which
represents a cross section of teachers and
admanst:ators in *he geographic region
we scree (Soutileir California. Aritona.
Clark County, Noada). Our plan has
b:cn to publish the Ages' on an occa-
sional basis, about four to six issues each
year Single copies arc free upon request,
and we encourage reproduction of the
Mom, distribution to other educators,
and inservice presentatron.

Readers'. comments are ohm i 8 n eh time.
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GETTING BETTER WRITING AND POPE WRIT!NG
WITHOUT INCREASING THE PAPER-GRADING LOAD

Teachers and researchers often describe the writing
process in three stages: planning, writing, and rewriting.
And these stages have subparts: When writers plan, they
must generate and arrange ideas; after they have *linen
their ideas on paper, they must rev's... revise, tind edit
their text. However, the process is not linear; it does not
move in a straight line from planning to writing to
rewriting. All planning is not done when ideas are wetten
on paper; all writing is not finished before writers review
and revise. all revising is not complete before any editing
begins. Writers move back and forth among these sub-
processes. For example, after text has been composed on
paper, the writer may notice a gap for which new content
must be planned.

Planning Writing Rewriting

This article discusses some ways to help students with
two of the important subprocesses of planning: generating
and arranging. Then it gives some tips on getting students
to %. rite more without increasing your paper load; in fact,
these suggestions may even help decrease your present
paper load.

Generating Ideas

Generating ideas is often a serious obstacle for students
(and for all writers for that matter) students don't know
how to get ideas for their compositions. Students com-
monly protest, "I can't think of anything t' say." Using
the techniques below can help them out of this dilemma.

Word Associating

An enjoyable way to generate ideas for composing is by
word associating. Students can do it alone, in pairs, in

small groups, or as a whole class. Word associating in
volves generating and recording words that are elicited by
an object, idea, or event. For example, if students are go-
ing to write about baseball, they think of words that relate
to the word "baseball" and write these words down. When
the whole class is word associating, the words can ve writ-
ten on the chalkboard. When students have generated
more associations than they need, they can then choose the
words that represent ideas to include in their compositions.
Choice can be determined by significance of the ideas and
by their tel ':on to each other. Students identify their
selections by circling the ideas/words they want to use.

Idea-Generating Questions

Another simple technique that helps students generate
ideas is self-questioning. Students ask themselves questions
about a topic or broad area of interest in order to probe
their own minds for ideas. Below are ttamples of idea-
generating questions qudents can be taught to ask
themselves. These questions ale listed by some types of
wilting that students commonly undertake.

Some of the questions are very simple, such as those that
students can ask themselves when they are going to
describe something. Questions for writing a story are also
relatively simple. The questions that students use when
they arc writing something factual are a little more dif-
ficult, but with practice, students can use these questions
tuccessfully. Even if they can't answer all the questions,
those questions iisat students can answer will produce
enough ideas ' - begin writing. The same qualification ap-
plies to the probes used for persuasive writing.

"72
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These sets of idea-generating questions are particularly
helpful when they are displayed on the chalkboard, on the
bulletin board, or cm charts posted around the classroom.
Then students can refer to the questions whenever they
need help in generating idea, for writing.

Ouestions for Generating Content

Christians That Can Be Asked When Describing
Something:

1. What does it look like?
What size is it?
What shape is it?
What color is it?

2. What does it smell like?
3. What does it sound like?
4. What does It feel like?
5. What does it taste like?

Questions That Can Be Asked When Writing a
Story:

1. What happenei first?
2. What happened next? Next?
3. What happened last?
4. When did it happen?
5 Where did it happen?
6 .Vho did it happen to?

Question, That Cora Be Asked When Writing
Something Factual:

1. What is the topic?
2. What part of the topic should I write about?
3. How can I illustrate the topic?
4. What questions can I ask about the topic?

What ar the answers to these questions?
5. Do I have any problems with this tonic?
6. What are the solutions to those problems?

Questions That Can Be Asked When Writing
Something Persuasive:

1. What opinion can a person have about this
topic?

2. Which of them is my opinion?
3. What reasons can others give to show that

my opinion is wrong?
4. What reasons can I give to show that my

opinion is right?
5. What can I say to prove that my reason is a

good reason?

Matrix Constructing

A matrix is a chart that students construct to generate
ideas. These ideas fit into cells at the intersections of the
horizontal and vertical categoties. A matrix can help
students generate content from re. es as well as
probe tizeir own minds for id.. ,n 6 .sting content
from reference sources, stude ,s record the information
about the same subtopic as it is found in each source.
Below are two examples of matrices: one is for generating
content from reference sources; the other is for comparing
the physical features of several characters in a story.

Zxample Matrix for Generating
Content from Sources

Source
Definition
of igloos

Furnishings
of Igloos

Seasons of the Eskimo
Bremmer, Fred

"Igloo"
World Book Encyclopedia

An Eskimo Family
SilverBerdett Company

(Adapted from McKenzie. 1979, p. 7851

Maui,' for Comparing Several Characters

Character Size Voice
Hair

Co',r
Eye

Calor

Most
Noticeable

Feature

Character 1

Character 2

Character 3

Arranging Ideas

Once .deas are genera ed, they can then be arranged in
appropriate presentation order. Arranging is important
because it contributes structure to the composition. A

The Instructional improvement Digest communicates ativisory information about practical courses of action that can
be i:nplemented by teachers and administrators to improve key areas of school instruction. The series of Digest tonirs
draws upon inquir) associated with SWR L's Proficiency Verification Systems and Services and othcr pertinent research.
The Digest seeks to focus on matters of high priority and concern in lb. conduct of current activities for instructional
improvement. Suggestions of topics for future inclusion in the Digest series arc invited, and may be direcied to Adrienne
S. Escoe, Editor, Instructional Imp ovement Digest, Southwest Regional L-rboratory for Educational Research and
Development, 466S Lam pson Avenue. Los Alamitos, California 90720.

Preparation of Instructional Improvement Digest is part of SWRL's inquiry ;tit° Schooling Practices and Effects,
which is supported by a grant from the 'National institute or Education, Deputmeut of education. 11.weva, the
opinions expressed here do not necessarily reflect the position or opinion of NIE, and no official endorsement by NIE
should be inferred. at e Digest may be duplicate', and distributed to interested edueatos.)
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structure facilitates the writer's task and the reader's com-
prehension. To develop this structure, students must see
ideas as part of a coherent whole; students must also
perceive and then create superordinate and subordinate
relationsi.ips. The strategies blow help students with these
cognitive processes.

Clustering

Clustering is a useful technique for ordering ideas that
are generated by word associating. (In fact. some people
use the term "clustering" to refer to both word associating
and its concomitant ordering.) When students have
generated many words, the related words are clustered into
groups by larger circles and then ordered within those
clusters. When few words have been generated, Itudents
may either draw arrows from one circled word to another
or number the wordc in presentation order.

Shuffling

One strategy that helps students learn how to arrange
their ideas is "card shuffling." Students write each idea on
a separate card or small piece of paper as they think of an
idea. Then they physically reorder the cards or papers,
moving them around to test differer arrangements until
closely related ideas are on adjacent cards, The cards can
even be arranged into groups of related ideas that deal with
subtopics in a composition.

This procedure gives student considerable practice in
arranging:* Rearranging the car s is so easy that students
need little urging to seek the best possible order for their
ideas. Students are not reluctant to reorder topics and sub-
topics repeatedly, as they may be when many ideas are
written consecutively on full pages.

Arrangement Plans

Students' ability to arrange is facilitated by knowledge
of specific arrangement plans. For example, students need
to use spatial ordering when they describe something; con-
sequently, writing is improved when students learn to

rrange their descriptive content into sidetoside
order"on the right side of the roost in the
corner in the middle of the room.... on the ether
side. , .," They should also learn that stories are arranged

in chronological order; even a flashback is arranged
chronologically within itself. Some factual writing is also
arranged in chronological order, but the content often re-
quires students to use other ordering. For example, news
stories are arranged so that the most important informa-
tion comes first; comparisons are arranged by the parts of
the two or more things being compared. Older students
need to know that persuasive writing is arranged by the ef-
fectiveness and importance of their argumentsusually
from least to most effective and important.

Information about arranging and connecting ideas for
some common kinds of student writing are presented
below. Other arrangements are possible, but those below
are ones frequently needed in school writing. After discuss-
ing this information with students, tnchers can post it in
the classroom for students' reference during composing.

Arranging Ideas for Describing

When you describe something, arrange the ideas In
space order, You can describe from

top to bottom, or bottom to top,
left to right, or right to left,
inside to outside, or outside to inside.

Connect your sentences and paragraphs with
words that show space order, like on lop of, next to,
beside, in the corner,

Arranging Ideas for Storytelling

When you write a story, arrange your ideas so that
you have a beginning, a middle, and an ending to the
story. Tell the events of your story in the order that
they happened. If you include a flashback, tell the
events in the flashback in the order that they happen.
Connect the sentences and paragraphs in your story
with words that show time order, like then, later that
day, the next morning.

Arranging ideas for Informing and Explaining

When you write information or write t. explain
something, arra.ige your ideas in an order that makes
the best sense for your tor :c.

For a comparison Write about the same part of
of two things: both things before you write

about a different part, or write
all your 'deas about one thing
and then all your ideas about
the other thing.

fora newspaper Arrange your ideas by how
report: important they areput the

most important ideas first.
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For directions: Write the directions in the order
that you do each step.

fora science Tell what you did and what the
report: results were.

Connect your sentences and paragraphs with words
like also, on the other hand, because. alter that, next.

Arranging Ideas for Persuading

When you want to persuade someone that your
opinion is right, arrange your ideas in order of how
important they are. You can also arrange them by
writing.

the reasor.s for and then the reasons against,

the reasons against and then the reasons for,

Connect your sentences and paragraphs with we:ls
like because. for that reason, also, next.

increasing Writing Practice Without increasing
the Paper Load

Teachers know and research confirms that students
write better if they write every day, However, teachers who
wish to provide more writing practice arc immediatel; con-
fronted with two problems:

1. Where to find time for writing in an already over-
scheduled day,

2. How to get students to write more, yet not have to
grade more papers,

One solution to the first problem is to reallocate a portion
of the time devoted to r..ading. Some teachers have made
this adjustment, and their students' reading scores have
gone upstudents' reading improved when their time
spent on writing increased (Graves & Murray, 1980. The
second problem may be solved by several techniques
presented below.

Freewriting

Freewriting is a good technique to give students regular
practice in writing, yet it does not burden the teacher with
additional paper grading (Elbow, 1973). Students are first
given two C. nstraints. Then they start writing, and they
keep moving . teir pencils until they arc told to stop, These
are the two constraints:

1. Do not stop moving your pencil to think about
spelling or punctuation or grammar or any of the
rules.

2. Do not stop moving your pencil even if you can't
think of anything to sayeither just keep writing,
"1 can't think of anything to say," or repeat your
last word over and over. Eventually you will find
something to write about.

Unlike other writing assignments, freewriting ie. not looked
at at all unless teachers have no other way to make sure
that students have done their freewriting. It would be a
mistake for a teacher ever to try to grade a freewriting
assignment or read it for correctness. The purposes are
simply to sive students writing practice and to convince
them that they do, indeed, have something to put down on
paper.

Journal Writing

Another appropriate technique for ungraded writing is
journal writing. Students write at least three sentences in a
special notebook or notebook section at any time during
each day. They write about something they see, think
about, are confused about, or want to complain about.
Some teachers collect the journals and write responses to
the students; they respond to the content (to what students
write about), not to the form (to the correctness of the
writing). However, teachers may choose not to read the
journals at all, allowing the students' writing to be private,
personal reflections.

Keeping a journal gives students both important writing
practice arrd first-hand experience with writing as a way of
communicating. Teachers have found and studies have
shown that students who keep journals and write in them
regularly improve their writing dramatically over the dura-
tion of a school year (St atom 1981)..

Sentence Combining

Sentence combining is an instructional technique to help
increase students' syntactic fluency: Students are given two
or more simple sentences and taught how to combine them
into one sentence. The sentence-combining technique and
ideas for developing ,entence-combining instruction are
described in detail in an earlier Instructional Improvement
Digest (No. 4).

This technique has an additional special appli stion
h c it can provide ungraded writing practice. Once
students understand the principles of sentence combining,
they can develop their own sentence-combining exercises,
They can find them in their reading, in books and
periodicals, or they can compose the exercises themselves.
These student - generates e: :ereises can then be distributed
to the class for other students' writing practice. Not only
will both problem-authors and problemsolvers get addi-
tional writing practice, but the prohlein-authors in par-
ticular will learn much about sentence structure as well.

Peer Critiquing

Peer critiquing is a strategy that reduces the teacher's
paper-grading load because students do some of the
reading of and commenting on other students' writing.
(Proeedin es for implementing peer critiquing ^re described
in Instructional Improvement Digest No. 2., -Write
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NowChange Later: Teaching Students to Revise.") Us-
ing peer responses does more than alleviate some of the
teacher's evaluation burden., This technique also provides
students with insights about their own writing, teaches
them new writing techniques by exposing th-in to the dif-
ferent writing strategies used by their peers, and helps
students become more perceptive about written language.

Summary

Students will write better if they understand how to
generate and arrange their ideas. Students will write more,
without increasing the paper-grading load, by doing
freeweang, keeping journals, devising sentence-combining
exercises, and critiquing their peers' work. And this is what
teachers, studcnts, and parents wantmore writing and
better writing.

Ann Humes
Member of she Professional Staff

SWRL Educational Research and Development

Note:. This article is an e:xboration of the filmstrip "Helping
Students Write Better and Write More" ISWRL Educa-
tional Research and Development, Los Alamitos i982).
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More Showing, Less Telling

One of the problems of student
writing is the lack of concrete details,
dear examples, or vivid description. Stu-
dent writing alert suffers from tco
man) generalities, too much "telling"
and not enough "showing." Fere is a
writing strategy trial directly i.,tacks this
problem. In addition, it generates more
student writing, with less paper work for
the teacher, and yet emphasizes evalua,
lion of student writing both from other
students and from the teacher. It is ap-
plicable to a wide range of grade levels.

This writing unit ought to last several
weeks, with assignments given just
about every day, Monday thioug:.
Thursday, for example. The daily
r'utine is an important part of the unit.

Begin by giving a "telling" sentence:
My sister is a brat, My room is a mess,
Math is hard The pizza tasted goods
The dragon's countenance was hideous.
These sentences may be found in student
writing, classroom literature, or can be
made up by the teacher. Ask students to
begin their writing with these sentences.
Their job is to "show" what the

sentences "tell." Use any prewriting
techniques that may be helpful at this

Comments

time. After awhile, sit. ems may ask if
they can move the " telling" sentences
around Jr omit them altogether. At this
point, the teacher may want to discuss
topic sentences since these are what the
students have been cued with.

On the following day, collect the
papers and read aloud three to seven of
them at random. Ask the students for
L qical remarks. You ,light begin with
only asking for positive comments. The
teacher records these comments on the
paper, adding comments only if
something good is missed. At this mint,
the teacher grades the paper. I usually
ut grades of only A through C, not

gr.:ding or rc...itog papers that arc below
C. Before the papers are handed back
the next day, the teacher may read more
papers .1 home for grades or to chc.k a
student's progress. I usually read five to
se . n papers, giving about ten total
graded papers. During the unit, I usually
allow students to choose two or three
papers not to be counted. They write
''Do Not Grade" at thc lop of the paper
to indicate they arc taking a bye on this
particular assignment.

Many specific wming skills can be
practiced, depending on the "ictiing"
sentences chosen. I use them to teach
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v-scabulary (Estella was a supercilious
Person). to practice comparison and
contrast (My mother is very different
from my father), and to help them write
about literature (Miss Havisham and
Abel Magwitch were both motivated by
vindictiveness). This writing approach is
especially effective in combining
literati"- and writing. When reading a
novel, for example, I give students some
"telling" sentences about the setting and
physical descriptions of characters.'
Then 1 give them sentences about
characters and their actions or motiva-
dot ' This is :Allowed by comparison
and contrast sentences,' and concluded
with sentences about theme or writing
techniques,'

'Lennie was different.

'George and Lennie had a dream.

'The relauonslup between George and
Lennie was similar to Mar of Candy
and his dog.

'The title Of Vice ane Alen wis an ex,
ample of forPshallowing

Part of thc siitsc,k of this writi:
approach is in the unins-mte response to
the studcnts' writing by both other
students and the teachei. It does not
have to be a response to .1 particular stu-



dent to be effective or affective. Con:
crete detail begins to increase, figurative
language grows, clarity is improved, and
all of this at no increase to the teacher's
reading load.

(adapted from Rebekah Caplan,
Teacher Consultant. Bay Area Writing
Project)

William Burns. Chairman
English Department
Sonora Nigh School
Fullerton Union High

School District
La Habra. California

Organkat tonal Patterns of Hiking

In addition to the writing ideas
presented in this issue of the Digest,
students also need instruction and pracs
lice with planning and writing longer
papers. Longer papers often require a
particular writing plan or organizational
pattern. The plan or pattern (or com-
bination of patterns) usi.ally develops
during the pre - writing stage as a natural
outgrowth of an author's purpose and
intended audience. For example, a

writer describing a technical process in
computer programming will use a pat-
tern different from one that a social
scientist will use in arguing a political

Comments (cont.)

theory. Readers must then detect the
writer's dominant patiern(s) of
organization as part of comprehending a
message. Becoming consciously aware of
the variety of organizational patterns as
part of reading instruction can form the
basis for guiding students' pre - writing
strategies. This reading/v.riting connec-
tion, if pursued by teachtzc, can present
students with additional purposes for
attending to patterns other than for
reading comprehension. One way to
help students become familiar with a
range of pattern options is to have them
write a paragraph about an idea in dif-
ferent patterns, for different purposes
and different audiences. Some of the
mo.e frequent organizational patterns
useful to readers/writers include:

HOW-TO instructions for perform-
ing a Particular ask or
process

l)ESCRIPT1ON describmg Inc features of

an exPertence, event. ob-

ject. or helms

PRORLI-M.S01 VING introduce a problem and

sperric ways so soave it

ARGUMENTATIVE presenting a pro.Con

discussion of an issue

with statements support-

CAUSEEFFECT

inn one %lc* in 1.6cir of

the mbar

.. llainmg the snierrtla
nonstop of two nr more

events

Consider how each writing pattern
can be used for a single top'.:, for exam-
ple "Participating in a Job Interview":
the HOW-TO pattern can include infor-
mation on what to wear and what to say;
the DESCRIPTION pattern can include
c:servations of the actual interview; and
other patterns can be used in the same
way. As students become familiar with
various organizational patterns, they
will benefit more from other instruction
and practice with planning and writing
longer papers.

Lyndon W., Searfoss
Associate Professor
Elementary Education
Arizona State University,
Tempe

Thomas W. Bean
.4 ssociate Professor
Reading Institute
California State University>
Fullerton

Readers' comments are always leekoare.
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PART IV

SPELLING

Introduction

For well over a decade, SWRL has been a major center for research
and development in spelling. Past work has included such activities as
the following: analysis of the English spelling system; studies of the
effects of dialect (Black English) on spelling performance; development
of elementary school spelling instruction. Although spelling is a sur-
face feature of writing, it is also an important feature of writing- -
not only because of public demands for correct spelling, but also because
correct spelling makes text easier to read and because students who have
better control of spelling can be more fluent writers.

The issue of regularity in English spelling is an important one,
both for theory and for practice. In the first section in this part,
Bruce Cronnell addresses "Regularity and irregularity in English Spelling
and in Spelling Instruction" (Technical Note No. 2-82/23).

SWRL's work with spelling during the present contract period has been
directed primarily towards a better understanding of current spelling
instruction In the elementary schools. Two sections in this part are
reports of such studies of spelling instruction in textbooks:

"The Occurrence of Selected Features in Elementary Spelling
Texts" (Technical Note No. 2-80/13). By Larry Gentry.

"Relative Frequency of Homophones in Children's Writing"
(Technical Note No. 2-82/21). By Larry Gentry.

Based on these and similar studies of current spelling instruction in the
elementary grades, Larry Gentry has developed prototype assessment
instruments that survey students' spelling progress from grade 1 through
grade 6. These assessments follow the pattern of the Proficiency
Verification Systems (PVS) that SWRL has developed previously (for
reading and mathematics) under N1E contracts. PVS Spelling is a set of
instrumentsthree for each grade (beginning, middle, and end of year)
that help teachers and administrators to assess students' regular spelling
development. The last section of this part of the report provides back-
ground on the development of these PVS surveys and includes copies of the
prototype materials.
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DATE: September 30, 1982

NO: TN 2-82/29

SOUTHWEST REGIONAL LABORATORY
TECHNICAL NOTE

REGULARITY AND IRREGULARITY IN ENGLISH SPELLING AND IN SPELLING INSTRUCTION

Bruce Cronnell

ABSTRACT

The nature of regularity in English spelling is reviewed, and three

categories of sound-to-spelling correspondences are linguistically defined:

predictable, frequent but unpredictable, and rare and unpredictable. It

Is noted, however, that regularity may be a more complex matter for

spelling instruction, for which at least eight categories are possible.

A revised version of the three-way classification oCregulsority, based

on learner behavior and encompassing linguistic and pedagogical categories,

is suggested for the design and development of spelling instruction.

This docomene is Lotoodod for locecos) seer! diectibuclo* and aor. Peralesioo co rootlet at ,voce froo this working

dolt as, wholly or is pare, amid be *bestowed tiros NAL, WS blames *moor, Las Alooecos, Celetorolo 90770
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REGULARITY AND IRREGULARITY IN ENGLISH SPELLING AND IN SPELLING INSTRUCTION

Bruce Cronnell

Considerable evidence is available indicating that English spelling

is, for the most port. regular and rule-governed (Russel,, 1575). However,

it is not completely regular. This paper is an attempt to categorize

regularity in a description of English spelling and to determine the

role of such categories in spelling instruction.

Because of the complex relations between sound and spelling in

English, defining regularity is not a straightforward matter. Venezky

(1570) has perhaps best categorized these relationships into three kinds

of p:'.terns: predictable, frequent but unpredictable, and rare and unpred-

ictable. (The present author independently set up three similar categories:

rules, semi-rules, and sight words ICronnell, 19701.)

Predictable patterns are, as expected, those spellings that can be

readily predicted from pronunciation. (Exceptions to these patterns are

minor and thus are ignored here, e.g., the spelling of /I/ in cello, of

/v/ in of.) Some predictable patterns are invariant; that is, the same

spelling is used for one sound in all cases. Invariant spellings are

rather rare and apply to only a few consonants and vowels, e.g., /v/

v; /49/ and /8/ + th, /a/ a. More commonly, predictable patterns

involve variant spellings that can, however. be predicted on the basis

of environment; e.g., /I/ is spelled ch except when after a short vowel,

where the spelling is tch. Predictable spellings can be learned by rule,

although the variant patterns may involve somewhat complex environments.
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When discussing frequent but unpredictable patterns, Venezky (1970,

p. 270) notes that "Many sounds have variant spellings which cannot be

predicted, but which occur frequently enough to merit special attention,"

e.g., final /0/ o, ow, oe. Such spellings must be learned in groups

of words.

Rare and unpredictable spellings are found only in a small set of

words (probably la or less of the vocabulary of English), e.g., /v/

f in of, /i/ o in women. Such spellings have very limited applicability,

although they often occur in frequently used words.

Venezky indicates the relationship between these categories and

learning to spell.

The value of this tripart classification in that it separates

spelling patterns according to the behaviors which we would expect
good spellers to acquire. Predictable patterns, while they may
require a concern for environment, are transferable to any word
containing the sounds involved. Variant-predictable patterns require

attention to such features as position, stress, or following sounds,
but can still be transferred once the appropriate features are known.
Unpredictable patterns cannot be transferred to new occurrences of
the same sounds, but while one anticipates seeing certain freq2ent,
unpredictable patterns in new words, one does not expect to see the
rare, unpredictable patterns there. The difference between the two
classes is, then, that the first occurs in an open-ended set of
words and the second occurs in a closed set. (1970,,p. 270)

However, the boundary between rare and frequent unpredictable patterns

is unc:ear. For example, is final /e/ IL "rare" or are Its seven or so

words frequent"? Since rarity has no absolute values, such distinctions

In instruction must be made on other grounds (e.g., usefulness of the

words).

The SRA spelling series (Day and Lightbody, 197D, p. Ti), for which

Venezky was the linguistic consultant, employs these three categorses of

spelling patterns, coded by color:
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"Words learned through regular spelling patterns" are printed

on green, "suggesting the go-ahead message of a green traffic

light."

"Words learned through pattern association" are taught in groups

"with a common but not regular pattern." These words are

printed on yellow, "indicating that caution should be used in

applying the pattern to new words."

"Words learned by sight" are "essential words with exceptional

spelling . . . taught individually." These words are printe,:

on red to indicate "that the spelling is so unusual that it can

hardly ever be transferred to another word with the same sound."

Included in the sight category are regular words for which the

patterns have not yet been taught.

However, consideration of the words in Book A (second grade) indicates

that these categories are not strictly adhered to in practice. The

reasons are pedagogical in nature and are generally explained clearly

in the teacher's notes.

While a three-part classification of sound-to-spelling correspondences

seems appropriate for linguistic descriptions, it is not so easily

applicable to spelling instruction. At least eight categories appear

to be relevant to learn,ng to spell.

1. Predictable spellings; e.g., /a/ 4. a. /k/ c. k. ck, etc.

2. Frequent but unpredictable spellings; e.g., /e/ a...e, al, 21..

etc.
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3. One frequent but unpredictable spelling introduced before other

spellings for the same sound are taught; e.g., a...e introduced

before other /e/ spellings.

4. One or two useful exemplars of predictable or frequent but

unpredictable spellings that have not been taught; e.g., saw

introduced before the aw spelling is taught.

5. Irregular words that are "regular" according to spellings already

taught; e.g., final /f/ after a short vowel is spelled ff, but

before that rt.le is taught, If is "regular" by the rule /f/ f.

6. Irregular but not unusual spellings, generally regular in terms

of spelling-to-sound correspondences, but not by sound-to-spelling

correspondences; e.g.. or 2:21, which have irregular final

double consonants.

7. Compounds and affixed words that include a previously taught

irregular base form; e.g., into and doing after to and do have

been taught.

8. Rare and unpredictable correspondences ("sight words"); e.g.,

who, 12g1?

All eight categories need to be recognized for the purposes of

Instructional design. It may also be useful for teachers to be aware

of these categories and of !-.ole all words and rules included in instruction

fit irto them. Such information for the teacher might be indicated

in appropriate notes accompanying instructional mat4rials.

However, an eigh.-way classification system is clearly too complex

for use with students. Nonetheless, it is important that students know

how to respond to various words and rules in order to make fullest use

of the regularities of English orthography (cf. Cronnell, 1971). And as
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Venezky (1970, see above) suggests, it may be most appropriate to use a

classification that indicates "the behaviors which we would expect good

spellers to acquire."

A three-way categorization, which parallels the linguistic

classification described above and which also includes the eight categories

relevant to learning to spell, is most suitable for the design and

develooment of spelling instruction.* These categories are based on the

type of learner behavior appropriate for different words and rules.

The first class ("predictable spellings") covers words that students should

be able to spell simply by listening to the sounds and applying rules

that have been taught. This class includes categories 1, 3, 5, and 7

above, where previous instruction provides the basis for spelling new

words; the spellings of such words are predictable for the learner.

The second class ("unpredictable and rare spellings") covers words that

must be memorized by sight. This class includes categories 4 and 8 above,

where previous instruction cannot or does not provide the basis for spelling

words; the spellings of such words are unpredictable and rare for the

learner. The third class ("unpredictable but common spellings") covers

words in which the sounds help students know how the words may be spelled,

but students must learn the words by memory or must check in a dictionary

in order to determine the exact spelling. This class includes categories

2 and 6 above, where previous instruction can provide some, but not a

*This categorization was suggested by Donna Schwab, who proposed
the labels "listen words," "look words," and "listen and look words,"
with visual cues of an ear, an eye, and an ear and an eye, respectively.
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complete, basis for spelling new words; the spellings of such words are

unpredictable, but frequent or not unusual for the learner.

These three classes, encompassing the eight categories related to

learning to spell, are useful in the design and development of spelling

instruction. In addition, they provide a framework for instructional

purposes, to guide teachers and students. Such a system accounts for

the regularity of English spelling, based on linguistic and pedagogical

considerations, and indicates the expected outcome of instruction.
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Larry A. Gentry

ABSTRACT

Seven spelina series were examined to identify the

relative emphasis accorded specific spelling skills. The scope and

sequence of major lastructional categories is presented and discussed.

Selected categories, given minimal treatment in an earlier study, are

subjected to critical analysis.
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THE OCCURRENCE OF SELECTED FEATURES IN ELEMENTARY SPELLING TEXTS

Larry A. Gentry

in their recent review of elementary school spelling practices,

Fitzsimmons and Loomer (1978) state, ". . . if spelling instruction is

to Improve in schools, it will be the direct result of efforts by authors,

publishers, researchers, teachers, and pupils" (preface). It is worth

noting that Fitzsimmons and Loomer list "authors" and "publishers"

before the other groups. This seems to suggest that the Producers of

commercial spelling materials wield more influence than scholars or

school personnel in determining the nature of spelling curricula.

Other authorities have made similar observations. Petty (1967)

notes that "actual procedures followed in the teaching of spelling

throughout the country are considerably influenced by the commercial

materials used" (p. 70). Tidyman, Smith, and Butterfield report that,

"In common practice, the program of work in spelling centers in a

spelling book" (p. 344).

The 1FrA between spelling instruction and commercial texts is

deeply rooted in American educational history. Towery (1979)

indicates that. from the colonial period until about 1820, "spellers

were the single, most important resource in the American educational

system" (p. 24). Early spellers contained lessons in reading,

arithmetic, and other subjects, as well as spelling. The use of

spellins books did not, however, decline with the publication of

texts in the other school subjects. The best example of their
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continuing influence was the popularity of Webster's famous "Blue-

backed Speller" (i.e., The America,' Spelling Book). First published

in 1783, it went through countless editions and reprintings, remaining

in use for more than a century. While estimates vary, as many as 100

million copies of the "Blue-back" may have been circulated (Na na,

Hodges, & Hanna, 1971).

The early part of the twentieth-century saw the concomitant

growth of the public schools and the American publishing industry.

With the spelling-book curricula now firmly established in virtually

every elementary classroom, the publishers had a ready market. In

the ensuing decades, while spelling instruction moved between cycles

of relative emphasis and de-emphasis, the text remained its primary

medium. The central role that commercial spelling books continue

to play in the curriculum is exemplified by the fact that the 1979

edition of El-Hi Textbooks in Print lists some 35 elementary spelling

series, the products of 24 different publishers.

DIVERSITY IN CONTENT

As might be expected when so many publishers are competing for

the attention of the education market, a considerable amount of

diversity exists in the content of the various series. The disparate

composition of different spelling texts has been noted by several

authorities. Betts (1949) examined the vocabularies in eight spelling

programs. He found a total of 8,652 words in the eight programs,

but only 483 words that were common to all series. Ames (1965)

conducted a vocabulary study of seven spelling series, and counted a

total of 6,043 words; 1,283 words were common to all seven.
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Cohen (1970) examined the structural analysis methods taught in

nine sixth-grade spelling books. He found a substantial difference

in the relative emphasis v'ven different skills. In one book, for

example, 46 percent of the content was devoted to affixes and inflec

tional endings. in another book, only 13.5 percent of the exercises

dealt with that topic. Similarly, he discovered that the content

devoted to "phonics" exercises ranged from a high of 58 percent in

one book to a low 18.5 percent in another.

Graves (1977) replicated Cohen's study to see if spelling content

had changed in the intervening years. While he perceived a general

trend toward the inclusion of more "language arts" skills, he found

that publishers still disagreed on specific areas of emphasis. The

investigation revealed, for example, that the relative emphasis

accorded affixes and inflectional endings ranged from 7.4 percent in

one book to 31.4 percent in another; attention given "phonics"

exercises ranged from 9.2 percent to 32.8 percent. Table 1 presents

the results of both the Cohen and Graves studies.



Table 1

Percentages of Word Study Exercises in the Cohen Study

Word Study Exercises
by Major Category

(Merrill) (Webster)

Textbooks and Copyright Dares
(Houghton (Silver (Lyons &
Mifflin) Burdett) Carnthan

(World

Book) (Ginn)

(McCormick-
Mathers)

(Row
Peterson)

1957 1960 1955 1957 1959 1960 1956 1958 1961

1. Affixes and Inflec-
tional endings

24.4 20.5 46.0 25.9 13.5 16,3 29.0 27.7 15.1

2. Syllabication I0.1 5.0 1.5 5.5 4.4 6.3 10.7 7.7 18.3

3. Phonics 18.5 47.7 24.4 30.5 42.4 58.0 25.4 38.0 22.2

4, Responding to the
Meaning of the Word

19.7 13.7 10.5 18.1 24.4 6.5 16.6 16.6 9.1

5. Language Arts Skills 27.3 13.1 17.6 20.0 15.3 12.9 18.3 10.0 350 3

Percentages of Word Study Exercises in the Graves Study

Word Study Exercises
by Major Category

(Rand
McNally)

(American
Book)

Textbooks
(Harper
Row/

and Copyright Dates
(McGraw (Harcourt

Hill) Brace)
(Lippin-

cott) (Noble) (SRA)

(Houghton
Mifflin)

1976 1976 1975 1976 1974 1973 1971 1970 1971

1. Affixes and Inflec-
tionel endings

18.4 22.8 15.3 7.4 25.0 24.8 24.5 31.4 12.8

2. Syllabication 1.3 5.0 4.7 3.3 5.4 3.6 3.8 7.8 5.1

3. Phonics 32.8 32.6 22.7 27.6 23.0 9.2 21.1 15.8 30,7

4. Responding to the 27.1 11.1 24.8 9.7 14.2 11.6 16.6 23.0 19.6
Meaning of the Word

5. Language Arts Skills 19.9 28.5 32.5 52.0 32.4 50.8 34.0 22.0 31.8
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PVS SPELLING INVENTORIES

The diverse nature of spe'ling texts poses problems for the design

of meaningful instruments for large-scale assessment. If more than

one spelling series is employed at the same grade level in a school or

a distric., it can be assumed that not all students are receiving the

same spelling instruction. Thus, large-group tests that do not adjust

for this factor cannot be considered valid measurements of the effects

of instruction. As Cronnoli and Humes (in press) say, "To test

students on what they have not been taught is unfair; analysis of the

content and nature of instruction is a necessary preliminary step to

designing tests that accurately assess learning."

One answer to this problem is the development of tests that

reflect those factors common to the various spelling materials being

used in a sc,.00l or a district. This is the approach taken by SWRL

in the design of its Proficiency Verification Systems (PVS) inventories.

These inventories, developed for use in grades 1-6, aee based on a

computer-assisted analysis of the skills
1

taught in seven popular

spelling series (see Appendix A).

The SWRL researchers subjected each text to a detailed, page-by-

page analysis of instructional content. Using the spelling skills

Indic ?s developed by Cronnell (1978), they coded each instructional

exercise according to content category (e.g., short vowel, inflectional

suffix) and, where appropriate, subcategory (e.g., /e/-e, -Ins).

T1'ese data were then processed by computer, resulting in a coc.tent-

specific analysis of instruction at each grade level. The next phase

As used in this paper, "spelling skills" refers to sound-to-spelling
correspondences, spelling rules and principles, and other spelling-related

content.
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of the project entailed identifying the skills that were commonly

taught in a majority of the series and determining the grade levels

at which most students have encountered the skills. This information

provided the oasis for the construction of test items for each of the

six PUS inventories. A more detailed description of the procedures

involved in the project is provided in an earlier report (Gentry,

1979).

In developing the PUS inventories, the SWRI researchers were

primarily concerned with two factors: (l) the classification of

content, and (2) the grade levels at which skills are normally

introduced. Minimal attention was given the relative emphasis of

broad instructional categories (e.g., consonants, affixes) at any

given level, or the number of exercises provided for specific skills.

Additionally, certain spelling categories were given broad treatment

in the study. Unlike more stable features, such as sound-tospelling

correspondences, these categories seem to reflect the individual

preferences of the authors and publishers. Thus, the original study

made no attempt to specify content relating to the following cate-

gories: (1) consonant clusters, (2) irregular words, (3) compound

words, (4) homophones, (5) abbreviations, (6) contractions, and (7)

syllabication processes.

The purpose of the present study is to focus on those features

of spelling textbook instruction that were not included in the original

Investigation. This paper wir present data gathered from further

analysis of the same seven commercial series used in the development

of the PUS inventories. The information gained from this analysis will
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provide a better understanding of elementary school spelling instruction

and will serve as a useful resource for the design of instruction-

referenced assessments.

AN OVERVIEW OF SPELLING INSTRUCTION

While publishers differ in the relative emphasis that they accord

the various skills, this investigation made it possible to discern

the general pattern and sequencing of Rojo!' skill areas as they occur

across the elementary grades (see Appendix b). It was found, for

example, that instructi,Nn in spelling consonants makes up an average

of 61% of first grade exercises, drops to nine percent in second-

grade, and remains relatively constant thereafter. An average of

12% of textbook content in both the second and third grades is devoted

to the teaching of specific affixes. This percentage doubles in the

fourth grade, remains constant in the fifth grade, and increases to

a mean of 33% in the sixth grade. These data, reflecting concern

with major categories of instruction, indicate that publishers are

generally consistent in the sequencing of major skill areas and in

balancing instruction in these elements from grade to grade.

The data presented in Appendices B-0 permit certain observations

regarding the scope and sequence of instruction. The first grade

curriculum, for enample, consists primarily of introducing thu s3und-

to-spelling correspondences of consonants and short voweis. On the

average, the seven spelling series devote Bit of their exercises to

these features. Most of the series also include instruction in

irregularly spelled words and the vowel-consonant-final e spelling
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pattern (e.g., name, home). Three series introduce consonant clusters

at this level.

Second grade texts present a great deal of new instruction.

Typically, almost 50 percent of the text is given to teaching a number

of long-vowel spellings, basic suffixes (e.g., -s, -Ins), and irregular

words. All of the series teach some consonant digraphs at this level,

and most give considerable attention to consonant clusters and

diphthongs.
2

After second grade, the introduction of new soundto-spelling

correspondences decreases markedly. The third grade texts introduce

an average of 10 specific spellings (as compared to a mean of 27 in

the second grade), but typically provide practice exercises for some

25 spellings that were taught previously. The review of long-vowel

spellings and affixes receives particular emphasis at this and all

higher levels (see Appendix 8). Third graders do, however, receive

an introduction to several new skills. All series include instruction

in the rules governing the addition of suffixes (e.g., dropping final

e, doubling final consonant). The spelling of some compound words,

homophones, and contractions is also present in all third grade texts.

Most books at this level include syllabication exercises and introduce

the more common vowel -r spellings.

Fourth ana fifth grade texts are similar in the types of content

they contain. At both levels, affixes and rules of affixation

2
There is some disagreement as to which phonemes should be

classified as diphthongs. As used in this paper, "dipthong" refers

only to the following spellings: /oi / -oi, sr, lout-ou, ow.



constitute about one-third of the content. While a numuer of new

spellings are ..ntroduced (an average of 12 in the fourth grade and 15

in the fifth grade), more than 70 percent of the exercises dealing with

specific spellings is review of material previously taught. Fourth

graders are introduced to abbreviations and pronunciation symbols,

while fifth graders receive some instruction in the spelling of

possessives.

Sixth graders receive little in the way of new spellings.

Typical);, five affixes, two long vowel spellings, and alternate

spellings for the schwa sound comprise most of the new instruction

at this level. Some series place a great deal of emphasis on syllabi-

cation in the sixth grade, but overall, the review of previously

learned affixes and affixation processes Is the most characteristic

feature of text'. at this level. On tila average, the seven series

devote more than 40 percent of their sixth grade exercises to these

last two elements.

SPECIFIC FEATURES

The previous section established the relative emphasis given

certain major instructional elements by textbook publishers. There

are, however, a number of features that, while found in virtual!y all

spelling texts, are usually accorded more incidental treatment. These

features include (1) consonant clusters, (2) Irregular words, (3) com-

pound words, (4) homophones, (5) abbreviations, (6) contractions, and

(7) syllabication skills. One aspect of the present investigation

involved an examination of each text to determine the precise content
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of Instruction in these areas. A compilation of the most common content

for each of these skills is found in Appendices is -K. The remainder of

this paper is concerned with a discussion of the treatment accorded

them in the various series.

Consonant clusters are gen3rally introduced in the second grade,

although three series include some clusters in their first grade

texts. One series presents final clusters in the first grade, but

doesn't teach initial clusters until the third grade. There is

little agreement as to which clusters should be taught or as to the

appropriate grade level for any specific spelling. Only two initial

clusters (i.e., sl and tr) and five final clusters (i.e., ft, LIE, nd, nt,

and st) are taught in all seven series. The lack of consensus as to

appropriate grade level is exemplified by the fact that one series

teaches the initial cluster sn in the first grade while another series

doesn't present it until the sixth grade. Hone of the 38 clusters

appearing in at least three of the series is introduced at the same

grade level by all series teaching that element (see Appendix E).

Six series give considerable attention to teachir.:. irregularly

spelled words, while the remaining series provides no explicit instruc-

tion for this element. Only two irregular words (i.e., said and Xgg)

are COMMO6 to the six. Ten irregular words are common to five series;

another twelve are found in four, and 31 irregular words are common to

three series. Several words that are taught as irregular are not

commonly considered as such. Words such as blob in, and mare often

taught as irregular in the first grade so that students may use them

in writing connected prose (see Appendix Fl.
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Compound words are given significant treatment in all seven

series, normally appearing initially in the second grade. Of the

many hundreds of compound words taught collectively from the second

through the sixth grades, only thirteen occur in all series. As with

most spelling elements, there is a considerable deviation in tne grade

levels at which publishers teach these words. The compound without,

for example, is introduced at four different grade levels. One series

teaches without in the second grade, while another doesn't teach it

until the sixth grace (see Appendix G).

Sixty homophone pales are common to at least three serves. No

homophones are common to all seven, and only two (i.e.. brake/break

and to/too/two) are taught in six series. Unlike most of the spelling

elements discussed in this section, homophones generally appear at

similar grade levels in the various series (see Appendix II).

Each of the series teaches some abbreviations, but publishers

vary widely in the treatment they give this element. Whlie some

publishers introduce a few of the more common abbreviations in the

second or third grades, most concentrate instruction in the upper

grades. One series teaches scores of abbreviations in the fourth

grade and very few at any other level. Others scatter abbreviation

exercises in a seemingly random fashion throughout their upper-grade

texts. Curiously, only six abbreviations are common to all seven

series: Ave., Dec" Feb., Nov., Oct., em (oea Appendix I).

Thirty-eight contractions are taught in three or more series, with

18 of these appearing in all seven. All publishers introduce some
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contractions in the third grade (e.g., can't and didn't are taught

by t'l of the seven at this level), and most spread additional

instruction throughout subsequent grader (see Appendix J).

The continuing controversy over the usefulness of instruction

in syllabication is reflected by the differential treatment accorded

this skill by the publishers. A few give syllabication a great deal

of attention, while others grant it minimal space in their texts.

None of the common syllabication techniques (e.g., dividing between

doubled consonants) appear in all seven series. The only exercises

common to all series pertained to (1) dividing three-syllable words,

(2) identifying stressed and unstressed syllables, and (3) identifying

the number of syllables by counting the number of vowel sounds (see

Appendix K).

CONCLUSION

An examination of the data collected for this study reinforces

the notion that, while publishers generally agree on the broad

parameters of spelling instruction, there is little agreement regard-

ing the specific content of instruction or the sequence in which

content should be presented.

Those responsible for adopting spelling texts for classroom

use should examine a variety of series carefully in order to assure

articulation with local curriculum guidelines and behavioral

objectives. Where the materials in use seem inadequate or incon-

sistent with preferred practice, it may be necessary for teachers

to supplement textbook instruction through other methods.
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Finally, those responsible for designing spelling assessments

Aust be certain that their assessments match actual classroom instruc-

tion. Studies such as this one can provide curriculum data that will

assist in the construction of meaningful and valid instruments.
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Appendix A

SPELLING SERIES ANALYZED

Benthul, H. F., Anderson, E. A., Utech, A. N., 6 Biggy, N. B. Spell

correctly. Morristown, NJ: Silver Burdett, 1971. (Only
cosmetically different from a more recent edition.)

GIm, T. E. 6 Manchester, F. S. Basic spelling. (Revised edition.)
Phiiadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1977.

Kottmeyer, W. 6 Claus, A. Basicgoals in spelling. (Fifth edition.)
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976T. -

Madden, R. 6 Carlson, T. Harbrace 5pelling program. New York:

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1974.

Novicky, W. N. Dorocak, S., raulhaber, N. C. Nimes, N., McNernery, K.,
Petruziello, R., 6 Wolfert, R. Growth in spelling. River
Forest, IL: Laidlaw, 1975.

Ort, L. L. 6 Wallace, E. E. Word book. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1976.

Thomas, O., Thomas, I. D., 6 Lutkus, A. The world of spelling.
Lexington, NA: D. C. Heath, 1978.
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Appendix B

GRADE LEVEL DISTRIBUTION
OF SPELLING ELEMENTS

IN SEVEN SPELLING SERIES

Number and Percentage of Exercises
J 1st Grade

442 61%

2nd Grade

141 9%

'3rd GradeJ40

124 8%

Grade

134 7%

l5th Gradelkth

138 7%

Grade

67 44Consonants

Consonant Clusters 78 5% 102 6% 65 4% 48 2% 50 3%

Consonant Digraphs 168 10% 69 4% 57 3% 68 3% 6 *

Short Vowels 184 26% 252 15% 21 1% 80 44 54 3% 76 4%

Long Vowels 38 5% 353 22% 298 19% 271 15% 253 12% :34 9%

r-Controlled Vowels 99 6% 42 I% 56 3% 15 *

Diphthongs 67 44 42 3% 32 2% 91 4%

Endings 114 7% 48 3% 28 2% 61 3% 47 3%

Affixes 205 12% 198 12% 425 23% 493 24% 593 33%

Irregular Words 57 8% 198 12% 102 6% 85 5% 71 3% 65 44

Compound Words 26 2% 96 6% 101 5% 85 44 125 7%

Special Sets of Words 28 2%

Homophones 80 5% 53 3% 72 3% 90 5%

Contractions 80 5% 36 2% 60 3% 58 3%

Possessives 23 1% 20 1%

Abbreviations 58 3% 66 3% 50 3%

Pronunciation Symbols 64 3% 63 3% 46 3%

Affixation Processes 123 8% 155 8% 201 10% 174 10%

Syllabication 57 4% 117 6% 188 9% 148 8%

Alphabetical Order 40 2% 43 3%

GuidA Words 24 1% 24 1% 8 *

TOTAL 721 100% 1642 100% 1606 100% 1855 100% 2099 100% 1784 100%

*
Less than one percent.
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Consonants

First Grade

App x C

INTRODUCTION AND REPETITION
OF SELECTED SPELLING ELEMENTS*

Second Grade Third rade Sixth Grade

0 0

Consonant
Digraphs

Short Vowels

Long Vowels

r-Controllea
Vowels

Diphthongs

Endings in
root words

Affixes

TOTAL

New
Old

New
Old

New
Old

New
Old

New
Old

New
Old

New
Old

New
Old

New
Old

19 442 100%

184 100%

38 100%

27 664 100%

3 82 63%
2 48 37%

168 100%

1 30 12$

5 222 88$

9 247 70t

3 106 30$

67 100%

114 100$

205 100$

27 913 71%
10 376 29%

2 42 53%

2 38 47%

1 24 35$

3 45 65%

1 21 100%

2 30 10%'

11 268 90%

99 100%

2 42 100%

2 48 100%

1 48 24%

4 150 76%

10 243 28%
25 612 72%

2 39 46%

45 54$

1 19 33%
2 38 67%

2 38 48%
42 52%

271 100%

1 20 48%

1 22 52%

32 100%

1 28 100%

5 147 35%
5 278 65%

12 291 29%
22 728 71%

Averaglined on occurrences in seven spelling series (see Appendix 0).

3 45 46$
2 47 51%

3 68 100%

1 21 39%
2 33 61$

1 20 8%

9 233 92%

1 37 66%
1 19 34%

2 34 37%

2 57 63%

1 19 31%

1 42 69%

6 99 22%
10 394 78%

15 275 24%
30 393 76%

67 100$

6 100%

19 100$

25 16%

129 84$

15 100$

47 100$

5 96 16$

14 497 84%

7 121 13$

28 780 87%

318
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Appendix D

FOCUS OF EXERCISES
IN FIVE OR MORE SERIES

Skill

First Grade

No. of
Series Exercises

Avg. per

Series

1. Irregular
words

5 57 11.40

2. /01-0 7 43 6.14

3. /a/-a 7 41 5.86

4. /e/4; 7 38 5.43

5. /u/-17 7 32 4.57

6. /0-2. 7 31 4.43

7. /1 / -i 7 30 4.29

8. /b/-17, 7 29 4.14

/g/-9. 7 29 4.14

/n/-n 7 29 4.14

11. /d /- 7 28 4.00

12. /h/ -Ti 7 27 3.86

13. /r/-7 7 26 3.71

/t/-t 7 26 3.71

15. /f/-f 7 25 3.57

/k/-c 7 25 3.57

17. /1/4 7 24 3.43

/m/-m 7 24 3.43

19. /v/47 5 16 3.20

20. /k/1, 7 22 3.14

/w/-w 7 22 3.14

22. 4/-a...e 5 15 3.00
23. fr/-777.7 5 14 2.80

24. /s/4---- 7 17 2.43

25. /z/-7 5 12 2.40

26. /.1/-,1 7 15 2.14

/y// 7 15 2.14

28. /6/-0...e 5 9 1.80



Appendix D (continued)

Second Grade

No. of Avg. per
Skill* Series Exercises Series

1. Irregular
words*

2. -s

3. Clusters
4. -er (root

words)

5. -Ls
6. /ii--Ta*

/e/-7*
8. /ouFou
9. /e/-x
10. /th-th
11. Alphabetical

order (1st)
12. f / -oo
13. /i/-7
14. /chl-ch
15. /0/-oo

/ou/:;'w
17. /3/-a...0

/;/47---
19. /1/-IT

/u/-u*
21. /0-o*
22. /sh/:sh
23. ing/-29

Compounds
25. /ii /-i...e*

/o / -_oa
28. /k/-ck
29. /hw/:746

T /-f-
/o/-o...e*

32. /6/-'57---

33. ial-a
34. /k/-k*

35. /e / -ea

36. /e/-e

37. /k/-E*
/a/-ai

39. /s/-ss
40. -es
41. /57-oa
42. CC/XV

7 198 28.29

7 113 16.14

6 78 13.00

5 41 8.20

6 47 7.83

7 52 7.43

7 52 7.43

5 37 7.40
6 43 7.17

7 49 7.00
6 40 6.67

6 39 6.50

7 44 6.29

5 31 6.20

5 30 6.00
5 30 6.00

7 41 5.86
7 41 5.86

7 40 5.71

7 40 5.71
6 34 5.67
6 32 5.33

5 26 5.20
5 26 5.20
7 35 5.00

35 5.00
6 30 5.00
5 23 4.60

7 30 4.29

7 30 4.29

7 30 4.29
6 gs 4.17

7 29 4.14

7 27 3.86

5 18 3.60

7 25 3.57
6 21 3.50
6 21 3.50
6 19 3.17

5 15 3.00
5 14 2.80

5 11 2.20

*Also emphasized in first grade.
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Appendix D (continued)

Third Grade

No. of
Skill* Series Exercises

Avg. per
Series

No. of

Skill* Series

Avg. per
Exercises Series

1. Irregular 6 102 17.00 26. /s/-c 5 21 4.20
words* /4/-36* 5 21 4.20

Clusters* 6 102 17.00 28. /074-ow* 7 29 4.14

3. Compounds* 7 96 13.71 29. /ch/-tch 6 24 4.00

4. Homophones 7 80 11.43 /ou/-ou* 6 24 4.00

Contractions 7 80 11.43 31. Alphaialcal 7 27 3.86
6. Syllabication 6 57 9.50 order (1st)*
7. e dropped 7 63 9.00 32. 6 23 3.83

8. Doubling (1) 7 60 8.57 33. /iri.77-- 6 21 3.50

9. -s* 6 48 8.00 34. /sh/411* 5 17 3.40

10. -er affix 7 48 6.86 5 17 3.40

11. /5/-1! 6 :18 6.33 36. 5 16 3.20

13.
-.1ge
/ar/-ar

6

5

38
29

6.33

5.80
37.

/T/47..e **
7

7

22 3.14
22 3.14

14. a/-ea* 7 40 5.71 39. /m0/;;;f7- 6 8 3.00

15. Misc. doubled 6 34 5.67 40. /ch/4171, 6 7 2.83

16.

consonants
/45r/-or 5 27 5.40 42.

AV-147
**

6
6

7 2.83

5 2.50

17. /-ed* 6 32 5.33 43. AlphiMical 7 6 2.29

18. /o7'o* 5 25 5.00 order (2nd)
19. Guioe words 5 24 4.80 44. /th/-th* 5 1 2.2n

20.

21.

-es*
-oo*

7

6

32

27

4.57
4.50

45. CC/V
tu.irt

5

5

0 2.00
0 2.00

22. /e/-ee* 7 31 4.43 47. /Ti-le 5 8 1.60

23. /1/-11-* 5 22 4.40 48. Alphabetical 7 1
1.57

/7/.1211 5 22 4.40 order (3rd)

/er/-ir 5 22 4.40

*
The number of asterisks indicate the number of grade levels at which a skill has previously been emphasized.
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Appendix 0 (continued)

Fourth Grade

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

16.

17.

18.

19.
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

No.

Skill* Series

Syllabica-

tion*
Compounds**
Irregular
words***

Clusters**

"Se
Abbreviations
Pro, symbols
-ad**

-1422**

es **

fi/-ee**
Homo ones*
e dropped*

1-to
/i/-ea**
-s**--
Contractions*

.11.
/64.1/-9*.1*

Doubling
(1 syl.)*

le

7471/-oo**

Silent cons.
/;/-ow**
ab.a...e***

of

7

7

6

6

5

6

6

7

5

7

7

6

7

7

7

6

7

5
6

5

5

5

6

5
6

6

Exercises

117

101

85

65
54
64

58
64

44

60
59
50

53

53
55
44

51

36
42

32
29

28
32

26
29

28

Avg. :er
Series

16.71

14.43

14.17

10.33
10.80
10.67

9.67

:.14
8.80
8.57
8.43
8.33

7.57
7.57
7.57
7.33
7.29

7.20
7.00
6.40

5.80

5.60
5.33
5.20
4.83
4.67

27.

29.
30.

31.

36.

37.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

47.

48.

49.
5c1.

51.

Skill*

/7.;/-00**

un-

hir/7.1-r*

Misc. doubled
consonants*

/o/-oa**
Guide words*
/er/-are

No. of
Series

5

5

6

5

6

6

6

5

5

6

5

5

5

5
6

7

6

6

6

6

5

6

5

6

6

Avg. per
Exercises Series

23 4.60
23 4.60
27 4.50
22 4.40

24 4.00

24 4.00
24 4.00
20 4.00
20 4.00
23 3.83

19 3.80
19 3.80
19 3.80 14

19 3.80 '
22 3.67
25 3.57
21 3.50
20 3.33

9 3.17

9 3.17

5 3.00

7 2.83

3 2.60
1 1.83

0 1.67

f(e) to ves
?rank*
/ch;:a**
/sh/-sh**
i:/-ea
/u/-o
/k/-Z**
/17-102*
/17-i...e***
/.)/-2e

/kw/-sa
/n/-kn
re-

Months (set)
-en

Days (set)
/a/-a**

The number of asterisks indicated the number of grade levels at which a skill has previously been emphasized.
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Appendix 0 (continued)

No. of

Skill* Series Exercises
Avg. per
Series

Fifth Grade

I. Syllabica-
tion**

6 188 31.33 32.

2. e dropped** 7 92 13.14 34.

3. Compounds*** 7 85 12.14 35.
4. Homophones** 6 72 12.00 36.

Contractions**5 60 12.00 37.
6. Abbreviations*6 66 11.00
7. -er** 6 65 10.83
8. Pronuncia- 6 63 10.50 40.

tion symbols*
9. Irregular 7

words****
71 10.14

10. Clusters*** 5 48 9.60
II. Yto i* 7 60 8.57 45.
12. -s*** 7 54 7.71
13. -ZI*** 5 38 7.60

15.

'129.*** 6
6
6

43

42

42

7.17

7.00
7.00

48.

49.'1Y!
-L*

17. Silent

consonants*
7 46 6.57

19.

-es*** 7

6
46

37

6.57
6.17

53.
54.Ar/-er

20. le* 7 42 6.00
55.

21. un-* 5 28 5.60 56.
22. 7 h /-ch*** 6 30 5.00 57.
23. /i/-ea*** 7 34 4.86 58.

24. fou/:Zw** 6 29 4.83 59.
25. /s/-c* 5 24 4.80 60.

26. /ou/-ou*** 6 28 4.67 61.

27. /j / -2E* 5 23 4.60
Possessives 5 23 4.60
-ion 5 23 4.60

30. /17=ai*** 7 31 4.43
Doubling 7 31 4.43

(1 Syl.)**

No. of

Skill* Series

/;/-aw
%u / a * ** 5

5

/8/a...e****
/171...e****
a/41;ra
/ch/-tch* 5

/64-/-111Fr 5
-81 5
/kw/-32, 6

/t/-s 6

/5/;w*** 6
el ending 6

re-* 6

731o...e*** 5

/oiFoi 5

5

f(e) to ves* 5
-fu1

/MI
/o/-o**

7

5

5

A/4 a*** 5

5

5

-en*--

//17131".*.*.e 7

/7/ a7; 6
ex- 5

7714/-01 6

-or 5

/7 -mb 5
Guide words** 5
-ar 5

Exercises
Avg. per

Series

21 4.20
21 4.20
29 4.14
20 4.00
27 3.86
19 3.80
19 3.80
19 3.80
19 3.67
19 3.67
19 9.61
14 3.67
19 3.67
18 3.60
18 3.60
18 3.60
24 3.43
17 3.40
17 3.40
17 3.40
17 3.40
16 3.20
20 2.86
17 2.83
14 2.80
16 2.67
12 2.40

9 1.80

8 1.60

7 1.20

3 2tibe number of asterisks indicate the number of grade levels at which a skill has previously been emphasized.:126



No. of
Skill* Series

1. Syllabica- 6

tion***
2. Compound 7

words****
3. Homophones*** 7
4. -ion* 7

5. e dropped*** 6

6. Contrac- 5

tions***

7. lr to i** 7

8. Irregular 6

words*****
9. Clusters**** 5

Abbrevia- 5

tlons **

11. Schwa (/8/) 6

12. -al* 7

13. -er*** 7

14. -le* 6

15. Pronuncia- 6

tion symbols**
16. ** 7

17. Misc. silent 6

consonants**
18. -0*** 6
19. .es**** 6

20. 47-ea**** 5

21. un-** 5

-able 5

23. le** 6
24. 71.0* 7

25. Possessives* 5

-or* 5

Appendix D (continued)

Sixth Grade

No. of
Skill* SeriesExercises

Avg. per
Series

48 24.67

125 17.86

90 12.86

85 12.14

71 11.83

58 11.60

76 11.29

65 10.83

50 10.00

50 10.00

57 9.50

59 8.43

57 8.40
49 8.17
46 7.67

53 7.57

39 6.50

35 5.83
32 5.33
24 4.80
22 4.40
22 4.40
26 4.33
29 4.14
20 4.00
20 4.00

27. -ill 5

28. -ate 6

29. /1776...e*****5
/;/-oe*** 5

/0-u...e* 5

-ille*** 5

33. el* 6

34. -ness 5

35. /07:;W* 6

36. -ment 5

Doubling 5

(1 syl.)***

38. /e/-ea* 6

39. /s/-7:* 5

/a/-ai**** 6

41. 4-/-14; 6

-ar* 6

43. /117-1(n* 5

/e/-ee**** 5

re-** 5

46. gr/-er* 6

47. en *" 5

Doubling 5

(2 syt)
49. /17/-ue 6
50. /ch/-ch*** 5

Exercises
Avg. per
Series

19 3.80
22 3.67
18 3.60
18 3.60

18 3.60
18 3.60
21 3.50
17 3.40

20 3.33
16 3.20
16 3.20

19 3.17
15 3.00
18 3.00
16 2.67
16 2.67

13 2.60
13 2.60
13 2.60
15 2.50
11 2.20
11 2.20

9 1.50

6 1.2P

The number of asterisks indicate the number of grade levels at which a skill has previously been emphasized.
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Appendix F (continued)

SERIES AND GRADE LEVEL
lord A:8,C D,E F G

Sure 4 2 3 3
the 1 1 1

their 2 3 1

there
4

2 1 2

t hey 2 1 1 I

though 5 3

5throng 4 3
1

i

5to 1
i

2
,

1 I
1

was 1 1 1 2 1

were f 2 2
-. J

what
.

2 2 1
..

I

where 2 2
.

you 2 1 2 1 1 1

your 2 2 2 2 _, 1
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Appendix G

COMPOUND WORDS TAUGHT IN
FIVE OR MORE SPELLING SERIES

SERIES AND GRADE LEVEL
Compound Word CDEF
afternoon 4 3

aircraft 3 5

airplane 3 5 2 4 3

airport 3 5 3 2 It Ti

anybody 5 4 3 3 3 4
anyone 3 3 3 2 4
anything 4 3 _3 2

anyway it

5

3 3 4 It

anywhere 5 3 3
baseball 4 3

basketball 4 3 5 4

bedroom 3 3 li 4 2

birthday 2 3 3 3 3 3

cowbo 5
downstairs 3 lirnMIMa's

1E111ever bod
ever one 11111
everything 3 3 2

everywhere 5 3 3 3
fireplace 4 4 5 4 5
football 3 4 3 3 3 3 2

grandfather 4 3 5 3 3 3 2

grandmother it 3 A 3 1 3 2

himself A 6 4 3 4

inside ?

moonli.ht 5 111211
newspaper
outdoors

Nil

IIIII

outline MMIRMIMMIMM.M
IIMIIILMINIMMIEM

5 5 5

outside
o corn
post office
railroad 5 4

sidewalk

3 3 5 3somebod 2

somehow 2

I II III 110111IIsomeone

11111 INI IIElsomethin
some t s me M-MWMIIISMIMM NM

III

somewhere 2 3

sunshine 4

upstairs 4 5

without )
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Appendix H

WORDS TAUGHT AS HOMOPHONES
IN THREE OR MORE SPELLING SERIES

SERIES AND GRA E LEVEL
Homophone B j C 0 E

ate - eight 2 3
rr

2

beat - beet
berry bury
berth - birth 6 6 6
blew - blue 3

brake -break
buy by 3
capital - capitol 5 5
cent sent 3 # 3 3
creak creek 5 5

dear - deer 4 4

desert - dessert 5
die -de 5 5
fair are 5

flour - flower 4

forth - fourth 6 6
hall haul

------..

heal heel

hear here 2 2 2

heard herd S 3 6
hole whole 3 3
hour - our 4 3 3
knew - new 3 1 !I

3 . Ti

-
2

2

.,

3know - no

made - maid 5 1 4 3 S 3
mall male
main mane 3 S 3
meat meet

2

liglilifflillill
pain - pane

3
3

pair - pear 3 4 3
peace - piece 5 5 3

edal peddle 6
I

4 4

eer - .ler 6 III 5 6

plain plane
right - write
ring_ wring 4 5
road rode 3
root route 4 5 5

sail sale 3 3

sea see
SOW so S 6

shone shown
soar '' sore 6
sole soul 6 5

son - sun 4 3

stake - steak 6 4g-steal - steel 5 --I
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Appendix N (continued)

SERIES AND GRADE LEVEL

..___EriME INN MilLuairwrzcamMINI WM MAR =MIthrew - throu MOiltal
h ELMNMI 11111EMILIIIRM IIMIto - too - two NM IIII.Mel MNMIN MIN IMOtoe tow iliiiiiilliliallialiiiiiiliiiiiillilliiiMai.=NM ELBENM AMMIN.._____I WIN MillMIN 111011NMI NMI IIIIIIIa wILIMInnimek NMI NMMa NA-MMI IMOMUweather whet Cr MIMMIIiIMINIMMILINIMMININ

wood wou d NalIMUNIMEMIIIIMINMWM
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Appendix I

ABBREVIATIONS TAUGHT IN
THREE OR MORE SPELLING SERIES

SERIES AND GRADE LEVEL
Abbreviation A B C D E F

a.m. ante meridiem) 6 IN 11111 MI 6
ad'. ad'ective 11141111[111 1113111101 111E111
adv. advert
ant. (anton m)
Apr. (April IIIIIUIIIIII

1111111 11111 11411111411111LE

Au . Au ust 4
Ave. Avenue

111111111.1111111ffia
Mil

Co. C an
O.C. Dist. 0 C010mAlliiiialill121111111111illiIIIIIIIILINMEMMEMO
Oec. December
doz. dozen

111E11Jr. Doctor 11111.1111

111111111111111111111111111111111111

etc. et cetera
Feb. (FebFridaruary)
Fri . (

t. (foot

11111111111HM11111
5 11411111.31111L111111311111111

Immo
11111111111111111111k11111E111
1111111131111111111[11

IlL31111L11/11111111E111
111.31111L11111E111111111

2 IIIVIIIIILIII

1. allon

Jr. Junior

111111111111111111111111111111111111111

11111111M1.1
111P11
111111
111011
1110111112111

lb. pound
Mar. (March)
me. 'mile
Mon. Monda
Mr. (Mister
Mrs. Mistress

Ms. 17Wnine tit e
Mt. Mount
n. noun
pm. number 1110111112111
Nov. November
Oct. (October 11=11111111111
oz. ounce
.m. st meridiem 4- 6 MOM= 6

P.S. postscript
.t. wart

6 5

4

4Sat. Saturday
Sept. (Septembcr)

111111

i 4St. (Street ;44 6

Sun. Sunda 6 4

Thurs. Thursday

111111111111111111111111111111111
111011 11311iI7IIIIMILIIIIIII

Tues. (Tuesday)
U.S. (United States)

v. verb)
Wed. Wednesda
yd. yard
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Appendix J

CONTRACTIONS TAUGHT IN
THREE OR MORE SPELLING SERIES

SERI S AND GRADE L VEL
Contraction A B C D E F

aren't MEI
111111111111

5 4 4 6
can

didn't
doesn't

11111111111111111111111111111111

MAIEWM

111111111,1111111111211111111
5 1112111111111111MB 1112111111111211

don't

Rig1111L31

1161L11111111
haven't
here's

10111111r31

i

NrOMLUMEMMIN

IHINHUBMIHRI
NUMINIBMMWRiMiViIMMI
NEMINIUMMEDMIffiiMILMMIM=MAIMOZZWU

4MNNEEMBILIN
5

5

5 iillitIIIMIIIIKiiiiiiii
5

MiNIMMENRIMinti

3

111111

5 1111X11141111U111111111
5 111111

5

EIMMILAW11=11

5 MN' WM
1112111E11

I'm

isn't

it's

I've

let's

o'clock
3she'll

s e's
shouldn't
that's

the. is

5

ttEY're
waSnit MWMWMMNOM _...__IMIIMINUMI

MilIMEMIEIMIwe it
%1 re

5 IMMEOMMAMMii=i0
iNiMMEMIlliNiii 5

weren t 5

wvive 3 3

ways 5 5

who's

II
5 5

111111111111

WOn 4 1 3

Aluldn't 5 T
You'll 5

you're 6 5MIMI=ou've 5
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Appendix K

SYLLABICATION SKILLS TAUGHT IN
THREE OR MORE SPELLING SERIES

SERIES AND GRADE LEVEL
Syllabication Skill B C E F G

Dividing C
I
/C

1
(e.g., rab-bit 3 5 5 3 3 4

Dividing C
I

/C
2

(e.g., pic-nic) 3 5 3 3 4

Dividing V/CV (e.g., mu-sic) 4 5 3 3 4 4

Dividing VC/V (e.g., fin-ish) 3
k

3 3
A

Dividing /Cle (e.g., ta-ble) 3 3 4

Dividing compounds (e.g., sidew) 4 6 3

Dividing after prefix (e.g., re-tur0) 5 4 3 3

Dividing before suffix (e.p.,
iii=im)

S 4 6 6

Dividing three-syllable words 5 5 4 4 4 4 5

Dividing four-syllable words 6 6 5 5

Vowel sounds equal syllables 2 4 2
a

2 2 3 3

Stressed/unstressed syllables 2 6 3 3 3 3 4
-.

Dictionary syllabication
i.

-
4 4

a

4 4 3
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SOUTHWEST REGIONAL LABORATORY
TECHNICAL NOTE

RELATIVE FREQUENCY DF HOMOPHONES IN CHILDREN'S WRITING

Larry Gentry

ABSTRACT

The relative frequency of homophones in children's writing is

examined. A composite listing of the most commonly used homophones in

Grades 2-8 is provided. as are listings of the most common homophones

at selected grade levels.
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RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF HOMOPHONES IN CIIILOREN'S WRITING

Larry Gentry

Studies of children's spelling errors indicate that the correct

spelling of homophones (words with the sane pronunciation, but different

meanings and spellings) is a difficult task for many students.

Johnson (1950) listed 28 homophones among the 100 words most

frequently misspelled by students in Grades 3-8, and seven among the

first twelve (i.e., their, too, there, our, through, you're, clothes).

Fitzgerald (1952) found similar results in his study of misspellings in

Grades 2-6, with 26 homophones among the 100 most difficult words.

Although most spelling texts devote some attention to instruction

in homophones, there are considerable differences between programs in

the specific homophones selected for instruction. In an examination of

seven elementary spelling series, the author found no homophones

common to all seven, and only two pair common to six series. Some homo-

phones that are infrequently used in children's writing (e.g., heal/heel,

toe/tow) appeared in the majority of series, while some frequently ust.J

homophones (e.g., for/four, its/it's) appeared in only one or two (Gentry,

1980).

The present study identifies the homophones most commonly used in

children's writing in Grades 2-8 and shows how the relative use of

specific homophones changes as writing skill develops. Such data should

prove useful in designing ap?ropriate homophone instruction for students.
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The study is based on the homophone units (groups of two or more

homophones) appearing in Rinsland's A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary

School Children (1945). The Rinsland list, compiled from a national

sample 01 children's writing in Grades 2-8 (and oral vocabulary at Grade

1), contains 14,571 words that were used three or more times in some six

million running words.

Homophones appearing in the Rinsland list were identified by cross-

matching the Rinsland vocabulary with the extensive lists of homophones

compiled by Whitford (1966) and Cronnell (1970). This procedure extracted

217 homophone units consisting of 491 words.

A tabulation was made of the grade-level frequency of each homophone

occurring in Grades 2-8. "Common" homophones were defined as those in

which at least two members of a homophone unit occurred ten or more times

at five different grade levels. A total of 49 homophone units met this

criterion.

These remaining homophone units were then placed in rank order from

most common to least common by listing each individual homophone by

umber of occurrences. The highest rank was assigned to the homophone

unit in which the "weaker" (least frequent) member of a pair occurs more

frequently than the weaker members of other pairs. For example, although

the word 1 is the most frequently used member of any homophone unit, its

homophonous correspondent, the word ea, is relatively infrequent. The

!/ere unit thus ranks behind those units in which both members of a unit

occur more frequently (e.g., there/their).

By applying these procedures to the total occurrences of 49 homophone

units in Grades 2-8, the rank order shown in Table 1 was established.
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Table 1

Composite Rank Order of Homophones in Grades 2-8

1. there/their 26. we'll/wheel**
2. to/two/too 27. piece/peace
3. know/no 28. blue/blew
4. write/right 29. be/bee
5. for/four 30. nose/knows
6. here/hear 31. flower/flour
7. by/buy 32. merry/marry***
8. its/It's 33. fourth/forth
9. new/knew 34. your/you're

10. would/wood 35. seen/scene
11. ate/eight 36. wait/weight
12. our/hour* 37. sail/sale
13. see/sea 38. plane/plain
14. road/rode 39. sent/cent
15. where/wear* 40. way/weigh
16. one/won 41. aunt/ant***
17. hole/whole 42. week/weak
18. through/threw 43. which/witch**

19. meat/meet 44. made/maid
20. dear/deer 45. rose/rows
21. sun/son 46. axe/acts****
22. passtd/past 47. bear/bare
23. weather/whether** 48. heard/herd
24. 1/eye 49. capital/capitol

25. so/sew

*Our and hour are homophones when our is in a stressed position in
a sentence. When our is unstressed, icr; homophonous with are.

**These words are homophones only for those speakers who do not
distinguish between /w/ and /ha.

***Some English speakers distinguish between the vowel sounds in
;mria and may, and/or aunt and ant.

* ** *Most English speakers do not pronounce the t in acts.



As a composite listing, Table I reveals those homophone units that

are most useful across grade levels. Since students in the higher grade

levels provided more running words for the Rinsland study than those in

lower grades, it is somewhat biased in the direction of older writers.

It is revealing to note, however, that certain homophones are dominant

at every grade level. Two homophone units, there/their and to/two/too,

exhibit the greatest utility at every grade level. Certain other units

vary slightly in their utility from grade to grade, but maintain a high

degree of usefulness throughout the elementary.years. An example of this

stability is seen in Table 2, a listing of the 15 most common homophone

units in Grades 2, 5, and 8. Ten homophones are common to all three

lists; these ten are among the first eleven in the composite ranking.

In both tables, the more frequent member of a homophone unit (or

most frequent in some cases) is listed first (e.g., in there/their,

there occurs more often than :heir). As Table 2 shows, this "stronger/

weaker" relat unship remains the sane across grade levels for most

homophones. In a few instances, however, changes in relative strength

do occur. For example, while no is more frequent than know at Grade 2

(indicated as no/know), the reverse is true at Grades 5 and 8 (indicated

as know/no). Other units that exhibit reversals in relative strength

include too/two, its/it's, and rode/road.

An important implication of these findings is that many homophone

units that are generally considered the province of primary-grade instruc-

tion should be reviewed and practiced throughout elementary school

spelling instruction. This view is reinforced by Furness and Boyd's
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Table 2

Rank Order of Homophones at Selected Grade Levels

Grade 2 Grade 5

1. to/too/two 1. to/too/two
2. the 2. there/their
3. for/four 3. know/no
4. no/know 4. write/right
5. write / right 5. here/hear
6. by/buy 6. for /foul

7. where/wear 7. by/buy
8. ate/eight 8. new /knew

9. dear/deer 9, would/wood
10. here/hear 10. one/won
11. would/wood 11. ate /eight

12. be/bee 12. it's/its
13. its/it's 13. through/threw
14. rode/road 14. our/hour
15. meat/meet 15. whole/hole

Grade 6

1. there/their
2. to/two/too
3. know/no
4. write/right

5. for/four
6. new/knew
7. our/hour
8. see/sea
9. its/it's

10. ate/eight
11. here/hear
12. would/wood
13. by/buy
14. road/rode
15. one/won



study of high school spelling (1958); the homophones their, there, they're,

to, too, two, its, and it's, ail prominently mentioned in the preceding

tbles, were all found in their list of "real demons" for high school

writers.

Vnce spelling books differ widely in their treatment of homophones,

it is important for teachers to be aware of the instructional needs of

their students and to provide exposure and practice with the homophones

that they need in everyday writing.
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PROFICIENCY VERIFICATION SYSTEMS FOR SPELLING

Despite many new developments in writing instruction during the

lest decade, certain elements of the composition curriculum remain

fundamentally unmelleable. Among these elements is the teaching of

spelling in elementary schools. Although language arts programs often

differ in specific content or implied philosophy, all provide for some

type of instruction in transcribing language from speech to print.

In most schools, spelling Instruction is based on the content of

commercially prepared textbooks. These materials are most frequently

adopted as a graded series of consumable workbooks to be used

independently of other language arts or reading materials. Since a

number of major publishers produce elementary spelling texts, it is not

unusual for several different series to be employed by different

teachers in the same school district or even in the same school.

Even a cursory examination of various spelling books reveals

substantial differences in organization and instructional design, even

among those written for students at the same grade levels. Texts differ

in such particulars as methodology (e.g., code-emehasis vs. vocabulary-

emphasis), the inclusion or exclusion of spelling rules, and the scope

and sequence of sound-to-spelling correspondences (Cronnell t Humes,

1980).

This diversity poses problems for the design of meaningful

instruments for the large-scale assessment of spelling competence. If

more than one series is employed at the same grade level In ai.school or

a district, it can be assumed that not all students are reediting the

same instruction. Thus, large-group tees that do not adjust for this



factor cannot be considered valid measurements of the effects of

instruction.

SWRL responded to this problem by developing the Proficiency

Verification Systems (PVS) Spelling inventories, a series of carefully

sequenced tests that reflect those factors most common to contemporary

spelling instruction. These inventories, developed for use in grades

1-6, are based on a computer-assisted analysis of the skills taught in

seven popular spelling series.

In order to identify the specific skills taught, each text was

subjected to a detailed, page-by-page analysis of instructional content.

Using indices developed by Cronnell (1978), each instructional exercise

was coded according to content category (e.g., short vowel, Inflectional

suffix) and, where appropriate, subcategory (e.g., /e/-a, .122). These

data were then processed by computer, resulting In a content-specific

analysis of instruction at each grade level. The next phase of the

project entailed identifying the skills that were commonly taught in a

majority of series and determining the grade levels and the semesters at

which most students have encountered the skills (Gentry, 1979, 1980).

This information provided content for the development of three

inventories at each grade level: a Beginning Inventory, a Mid-Year

Inventory, and End-of-Year Inventory. The content of the inventories is

specified in the Appendix; copies of the actual inventories and

- directions for their use follow this paper.
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The inventories are of variable length, ranging from 21 Items for

the Beginning Inventory at Level One' to 40 items for inventories at

Levels Five and Six. The majority of assessment items in each Inventory

Sr. multiple-choice, but all Inventories contain a constructed-response

section. For r! Beginning Inventory at Level One, the constructed-

response section assesses handwriting; for all other inventories, this

section requires students to generate the spellings of dictated words.

The inventories for Levels 1-3 are designed to be used as

consumable, machine-scannable booklets. This feature enables primary-

grade students to mark directly in the booklets. Inventories at Levels

4-6 are printed as reusable booklets and are accompanied by machine-

scannable answer sheets. Directions for administration were prepared

and printed as separate booklets. At Levels 1-2, these directions (and

appropriate distracters) are read aloud to students.

The Beginning Inventories for all six grades were field - tested In

August, 1982. A suburban, all-year school in Orange County, California,

was selected as the test site. The student population consists largely

of children from low- to middle-income families. While the majority of

children are white, first-language speakers of English, a representative

number are from Latin America and Southeast Asia. Black students

constitute a very small segment of the school population.

Inventories were administered to 197 students. Teachers

administered the Inventories to their own classes during the regular

1
"Level" corresponds to the like-numbered grade (e.g., ilvel One

corresponds to Grade One). The term "level" is employed to provide for

individual assessment across grades.



school day. There were no reported difficulties In administration end

no anecdotal reports of student problems in following directions. After

the test, ell booklets and answer sheets were returned to SAL for

scoring and evaluation.

Computer analysis of the results indicates that the inventories

provide reliable data for evaluation end planning. Kuder-Richardson -20

reliability coefficients for the inventories it Levels Two through Six

ranged from .83 to .91. The reliability coefficient for the Level One

Inventory was only .52. This fetter Inventory was essentially a pre-

spelling assessment of reedin.ss skills and consisted of only 16

multiple-choice items. Since the mean score on the Level One Inventory

was high (14.2), and only three items elicited error rates of more than

20%, the low reliability coefficient appears to be in artifact of the

smell number of items.

Item analysis, including point-biserlel correlations for all Items

on the six inventories, provided information on the suitability of items

for students it the various grade levels. The point-biseriel

correlations were uniformly posit1-., end only a fsw items appear to

need revision for future administrations.

The Mid -Year and Endof-Yeer inventories have not yet been

administered. It is probable that both inventories will be field-tested

it the same school it the appropriate times during the current school

year.
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APPENDIX: CONTENT OF PVS SPELLING INVENTORIES

LEVEL 1

Mid-YearBeginnin

SOUND DISCRIMINATION:
Initial consonants - /b/, /k/

Final consonants - /n/, /t/
Medial vowels - /a/. /u/

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION (matching
letters): b, c, h, j, u

LETTER RECOGNITION (visual
recall): d, g, m, s, w

HANDWRITING (copying):
d, e, k, m, s

CONSONANTS:
Initial - /b/-b, /f/-f, /h/-h,

;1/-1, /r/-r, /s/-s
Final - /d/-d, /g/-g, /n/-n,
/p/-p, /t/-t

VOWELS:

Short - /a/-a, /e/-e, /1/-1,
/o/-o, /u/-u

DICTATION: big, fun, job, ran, wet

End-of-Year

CONSONANTS:
initial /b/-b, /f/-f, /k/-c,

/r/-r,
Final - /g/-g, /n/-n, /p/-p. /t/-t

VOWELS:
Short - I+ / -a. /e/-e, /1/-1, /o/,o,

/u/-u
Long - /3/-a..e, it/-1..e, /6/-o..e

DICTATIDN: cut, dig, fed, home, hot,
like, sat, save

Beginning

CONSONANTS:
Initial - /b/-b, /f/,f, /h/-h,

/k/-c, /k/-k, /1/-1,
/r/-r, /s/-s, /w/-w

Final - /d/-d. /g/-g, /m/-014

/n/-n, /p/-p

VOWELS:
Shoit"- /a/-a, /e/-e, /1/-1,
/0/-0, /u/-u

DICTATION: had, pet, run, top,
win
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LEVEL 2

Mid-Year

CONSONANTS:
Initial - /f/-f, /h/-h, /k/-c,
/r/-r, /s/-s, /w/-w

Final - /b/-b, /g/-g, /ks/-x,
/1/-11, /n/-n, /p/-P, /t/-t

Digraphs - ing/-ng. /sh/-sh

VOWELS:

Short - /e / -e, /i / -1, /o/-o,

/u / -u

Long - /5/ -a..e, /i/ -ee, /T/-1..e,

/a/ -o..e

DICTATION: bake, feed, gum, hill,
joke, pop, ride, sad,
web

End-of-Year

CONSONANTS:
Final - /k/-ck, /ks/-x, /1/-11, /s/-ss
Digraphs - /hw/-wh, /ng/-ng, /sh/-sh,

/th/-th
Clusters - dr, nd, sp

VOWELS:
Short - -oo

Long - f5/-4..nt /i/-ai, /i/-ea,
-ee, /1/-y, /5/ -oa,

/B1-0o
r -controlled - /or/-er
Diphthong - /ou/-ow

DICTATION: broom, cook, drive, rain,
read, soap, sweet, town
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PVS SPELLING INVENTORIES

Beginning

CONSONANTS:
Final - /k/-ck, /ks/-x, /s/-ss
Digraphs - /hw/-wh, /ng/-ng,

/sh/-sh, /th/-th
Clusters - cl, mp, st

VOWELS:
Short - /6/-oo
Long - /N/-a4.e, /3/ -al, /1/-ee
Diphthong - /ou/-ov.

STRUCTURE:
Alphabetization - first letter
Irregular words - been, does,
give

DICTATION: bath, bring, lunch,
prize, rain, why,
wood
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LEVEL 3

Mid-Year

CONSONANTS:

Final - /f/-ff
Digraph - /ch/-tch
Clusters - br, mp, n,, sn

VOWELS:
Short - /6/-a
Long - /T/-ie

r-controlled /fir / -ar, /ir/-er,

/6r/-ur, /6r/-or

AFFIXES:

No spelling change + -er, -es
e-dropping + -ed, -ing

STRUCTURE:
Homophces - hear/here, new/knew,

right/write, to /too /two

DICTATION: burn, die, march, pitch,
send, shirt, small,
stiff

End-of-Year

CONSONANTS:
Initial /s/-c
Medial - /1/-11, /t/-tt
Final /s/-ce

VOWELS:
Short /8/-aw, /4/-u
Long - /1/-igh, /17/-ue
r-controlled /er/-air, /er/-ear,
/ir/-ear

AFFIXES:

Doubling + -ed, -ing
e-dropping + -ed, -ing

STRUCTURE:
Contractions - can't, she'll
Compound words - everyone, sidewalk

DICTATION: cents, chance, clear, hair,
lawn, pull, tear, tight
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PVS SPELLING INVENTORIES

Beginning

CONSONANTS:

Initial - /s/-c
Medial - /b/-bb, /d/-dd
Final - /s/-ss
Digraph - /ch/-ch

VOWELS:

Short - /11/-oo

Long - /T/-ie, /T/-igh, /5/-o,
/u/-ue

r-controlled - /14/-ar, /er/-ur
Diphthong - /ou/-ow

AFFIXES:
No spelling change + -ed, -er,

-es, -y

Doubling + -ed
e-dropping 4 -ing

STRUCTURC:
Alphabetization - 2nd a 3rd

lIttors
Homophones new/knew, week/weak
Contractions - vOre
Compound words - a(terAoon.
outside

DICTATION: bright, city, ground,
match, near, nice,
scare, storm
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LEVEL 4

Mid-Year

CONSONANTS:

Initial /s/-c
Medial - /t/-tt
Final - /s/-ce
Digraphs - /ch / -tch, /ng/-n

VOWELS:

Short - /e/-ea
Long - /1/-ie, /T/-1
r-controlled ler/-or, hir/-ear

AFFIXES:
Doubling + -ed
e-dropping + -ing
f to v + -es
y to 1 + -er, -est

STRUCTURE:

Pronunciation symbols - /bala,
/1(614/, /fel /, /Ilk/

DICTATION: bounce, child, earn,
fault, health, scratch,
sink, thief, third,
world

End-of-Year

CONSONANTS:

- /kw/-qu, /n/-kn, /r/-wr
Medial - /z/-s
Final - /j/-dge, /j/ge, /m/-mb,
/z/-se, /z/-ze

VOWELS:

Short - /;/-augh, /a/-ough
Long - /17/-ew

r-controlled - /Or/-ore
Diphthongs - /oi / -ol, loi/-oy

AFFIXES:
e-dropping + -est
f to v + -es
y to 1 + -ly
Prefixes - a-, un-

STRUCTURE:
Abbreviations - Dr., Sat.
Contraction - I've
Possessive - mother's

D".TATION: bomb, brought, charge,
fudge, knit, point, quake,
shore, taugh', wrist
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PVS SPELLING INVENTORIES

Beginning,

CONSONANTS:
Initial - /kw/-qu, /n/-kn,

/r/-wr
Final - /j/-dge, /z/-se

VOWELS:

Short - /e/-ea, /6/-augh,
/u/-o..e

Long - IT /-i, /11/-ew

r-controlled - hir/-or
Oiphthongs /oi/-oi, /o1/-oy

AFFIXES:
No spelling change + -er, -est
y to I + -es, -ly
Orefix - un-

STRUCTURE:
Pronunciation symbols - /at/
/taks/

Abbreviations - lb., Oct., yd.
Special Sets of Words - twelve,

Christmas, February, Wednesday,
Contractions - here's, she'll,

they've

DICTATION: brought, cities,
drank, huge, knife,
lately, leaves, share

" ' shortest, worry
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LEVEL 5

Mid-Year

CONSONANTS
Initial - /s/sc
Medial - /f/-ph
Final - /f/-gh, /k/-1k, /n/-gn

VOWELS:

Short - /u/-o
Long - /1/-ie, /11/-ou, /U/-u..e
r -controlled - /ir/-ear

AFFIXES:
Endings - al, el, le
Prefix - re-

STRUCTURE:

Abbreviations - Ave., Mon.
Homophones hour/our/are,
male/mail, meet/meat,
passed/past

DICTATION: crowd, earn, jewel,
medical, nothing, refill,
rule, soup, sprinkle,
trophy

End-of-Year

CONSONANTS:

Initial - /g/-gh, /j/-g
Medial - /s/-sw
Final - /f/-1f, /v/-ve

VOWELS:

Short - /6/-au, /u/-ou
Long - /17/-ui

r-controlled - /ir/-ear, /6r/-ore

AFFIXES:
No spelling change + -ed, -ion,

-less
Doubling + -er
e-dropping + -y
I to y + -ful

STRUCTURE:
Compound words - moonlight, popcorn
Pronunciation symbols - /noiz /,
/skil/

DICTATION: believe, careful, cause,
champion, clue, dismiss,
priceless, suggest, thirsty,
touch
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MIS SPELLING INVENTORIES

Beginning

CONSONANTS:
Medial - /ch/-ch, /ch/-tch,

/f / -ph

Final - /m/-mb, /s/-ce, /z/-se,
/z/-ze

VOWELS:

Short - /a/-au, /u/-ou
Long - /17/-u..e,./17/-ui

r-controlled /er/-ear, Ark-er,
/8r / -ore

AFFIXES:
No spelling change + -ful
e-dropping + -ion
f to v + -es
y to I + -est
Prefixes - dis-, un-

STRUCTURE:
Homophones - pail/pale,
peace/piece, threw/through

Pronunciation symbols - /m11/,

/siin/

Irregular words - again, aunt,
fr:end, mlnutt, ocean

DICTATION: bruise, fearless,
energy, healthy, honev
kennel, search, tune,
trouble, wonderful

1 I I
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LEVEL 6

Mid -Year

CONSONANTS:
Medial - /r/-wr
Final - /f/-gh, /j/ge, /n/-gn,
/s/se

VOWELS:
Short - /6/-augh, /11/-o
Long - /u / -rt

r-controlleu /er/-are, /er/-er

AFFIXES:
No spelling change + -ty
Doubling + -ed
e-dropping + -ion
f to v + -es
y to + -est

STRUCTURE:

Abbreviations: Co., oz.
Homophones - flew/flu/flue,

their/there/they're,
write/right

DICTATION: approve, coupon, disloyal,
election, laundry,
national, nephew, ounce,
renresent, rough

End-of-Year

CONSONANTS:
Medial /k/-ch, /s/-st, /sh/ch,

/sh/-ti
Final - /z/-se

VOWELS:
Short - schwa
Long - Ii / -a, /i/-01, /5/-eigh,

/15/.0u, /11/-u

AFFIXES:
No spelling change + -age, -ante,

-once
Doubling + -ed
e-dropping + -able, or, -ure
I to y + -ness
Ending -ar
Prefix - In-

STRUCTURE:
Homophones - dough/doe, so /sew /sow,

through/threw
Irregular words - calm, height

DICTATION: boulder, chemist, concrete,
freight, musical, parachute,
patient, station, vein,
whistle
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PROFICIENCY VERIFICATION SYSTEMS IN SPELLING

DIRECTIONS FOR LEVEL I

General Information

This booklet contains directions for the following pvs Spelling Inventories:

Beginning InventoryLevel I: for students who are just beginning Grade One spelling instruction.

Mid-Year InventoryLevel I: for students who have completed the first semester of Grade One
spelling instruction.

End-of-Year InventoryLevel I: for students who have completed Grade One spelling instruction.

Students should be given the inventory that matches the level of spelling materials they are using for in-
struction, regardless of their grade in school. For example, if Grade Two students are using materials
normally used at Grade One, they should take the appropriate Level One inventories.

Preparation for Administration

Give all students in a test group identical PVS booklets since each inventory is administered orally
by a teacher or an aide.

Make sure each student has a numPer 2 lead pencil and an eraser. Pens or crayons cannot be used.

Have students write their first and last names and their teacher's name on the appropriate lines at
the top of the first page. (Some teachers may prefer to complete this information before handing
out the booklets.)

Help students Min the identification circles at the top of the first page. This information is critical
if students' answers are to be stored and reported properly. It is recommend I that Grade One
teachers complete this information themselves.

I. Have students fill in the circle for their grade in school., (if the school is ungraded, leave this
space blank.)

2. Have students fill in the circles for their first and last initials. (Students shottid ignore the op-
tional student nwnber. This is provided for teacher convenience and is described below.)

Tell students that you will read the directions aloud. (Directions begin on page 3.) They will answer
each item by filling in thc correct answer. Remind them to fill in the entire circle.

Tell students to erase any answer that they want to changeThey must erase it completely since two
responses are counted as an incorrect answer.

Give students ample time to mark their answers, Re-read any item if a student asks you to do so.

If desired, provide practice items on the board or on ditto sheets prior to administering the inven-
tory. The objective of a practice session is to assist students in following directions.
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Checking Students' Materials for Machine Scoring

Teachers should spend a few minutes skimming the materials to see that they are correctly marked.

Be sure that the thaw marker was used. If some students have not used a number 2 pencil, have
them recopy their answers.

Be sure that the identification inionnadon Oh the front page was completed properly. Students are
identified by their initials only. If several students have the same initials, assign numbers to all
pupils. Student numbers may be assigned in addition to initials even where there is no problem
with pupils having the same initials.

There is a section on the front page to marks student number. Two digits must be used. For exam-
ple, if the student'? number is 2, code the number "02," by marking a "0" in the first column and
a "2" in the second column. (Optional student numbers are usually taken directly from the
teacher's classroom roster.)

Be sure that no stray marks are on the pages. Stray marks can interfere with machine scoring and
can result in lower scores. If possible, erase all stray marks.

Be sure that the Handwriting or Dictation Section has been scored. Each inventory includes a
Handwriting or Dictation Section. Space is provided in each booklet for student response-. Upon
completion of the inventory, the teacher must check the items and mirk the appropriate scoring
circle. Specific scoring directions are provided for each inventory.

Completing the Classroom Identification Sheet

Read and follow directions on the Classroom Identification Sheet, No materials can be scored or sum-
marized without the proper classroom identification.

Teachers should already know their permanent District, School, and Teacher Numbers. If they are
not known, principals can provide this information. In the course of the school year, teachers are
assigned many numbers. Only PVS-assigned codes should be used.

The example below shows how teachers should mark their Classroom Identification Sheets:

Mr. Davis has 25 students In his class. His District Number is 10. His School Number is 209. His
Teacher Number is 41. Mr. Davis completes the number code portion of his Classroom Iden-
tification Sheet accordingly:

You should already know your District. School. and Teacher Numbers. If yoti do not know them,
sour principal can gale you this information.

Write in the numbers here.--....
Write just one digit in each box.

Then mark the digit in the circle below.

OlttNel
!holm'

WAI
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

SI00

000
0000000
0P0000000

o
0

Count the number of students' materials that you re mailing with this Classroom Identification
Sheet Mark the circle for the nearest number.

5 10 t5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 &u 85 90 95 1000000 000000000000000
2
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If Mr. Davis submitted this Classroom Identification Sheet with his students' materials, he
would receive 25 individual student St.M0181141$ and a Classroom Profile which summarizes the
performance of the entire class.

Mark the number of students' materials to the nearest S. (For example, Mr. Davis is submitting 2S
students' materials, so the circle under the number 2S is filled in. A teacher who submits 33
students' materials marks the circle under the number 3S.)

Some teachers prefer to receive separate reports for each instructional group. This can be done by
simply submitting a separate Classroom Identification Sheet with each group. No special record-
ing is necessary. For example, Ms. Jones has three instructional groups. She fills out three iden-
tical Classroom Identification Sheets and places one with each group's materials. Ms. Jones will
receive three separate reports. Each report will provide individual student summaries and an
overall group profile. By looking at students' initials (and optional student numbers, if used), Ms.
Jones can easily associate each report with the proper group.

Always place the completed classroom identification sheet on top of the stack of students' materials.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE BEGINNING INVENTORY-LEVEL 1

TEACHER:

Look st Number 1.

Look at Number 2.

Look at the picture of the cup. Think of the sound that you hear at the
beginning of cup. Now look at the two pictures next to it. Which picture
begins with the same sound that you hear at the beginning of cup? Fill in the
circle under the picture.

Look at the picture of the bed. Think of the sound that you hear at the
beginning of bcd. Now look at the two pictures next to it. Which picture
begins with the same sound that you hear at the beginning of bed? Fill in the
circle under the picture.

Now we will listen to the sounds at the ends of words.

Look at Number 3. Look at the picture of the sun. Think of the sound that you hear at the end
of sun. Now look at the two pictures next to it. Which picture ends with the
same sound that you hear at the end of sun? Fill in the circle under the
picture.

Look at Number 4. Look at the picture of the nut. Think of the sound that you hear at the end
of nut. Now look at the two pictures next to it. Which picture ends with the
same sound that you hear at the end of nut? Fill in the circle under the
picture.

Now we are going to match some rhyming words.

Look at Number 5. Look at the picture of the hat. Now look at the two pictures next to it.
Which picture rhymes with hat? Fill in the circle under the picture.

Look at Number 6. Look at the picture of the rug. Now look at the two pictures next to it.
Which picture rhymes with rug? Fill in the circle under the picture.,



Now turn to the next page.

Loos at Number 7. Look at the first letter. Now look at the letters next to it. Which one is the
same as thz first letter? Fill in the circle under the letter.

Look at Number S. Look at the first letter. Now look at the letters next to it. Which one is the
same as the first letter? Fill in the circle under the letter.

Look at iMunsber 9. Look at the first letter. Now look at the letters next to it. Which one is the
same as the first letter? Fill in the circle under the letter.

Look at Number 10. Look at the first letter. Now look at the letters next to it. Which one is the
same as the first letter? Fill in the circle under the letter.

Look at Number 11. Look at the first letter. Now look at the letters next to it. Which one is the
same as the first letter? Fill in the circle under the letter.

Look at Number 12. Look at the lettas. Which one is the letter s? Fill in the circle under the s.

Look it Number 13. Look at the letters. Which one is the letter w? Fill in the circle under thew.

Look at Number 14. Look at the letters. Which one is the letter g? Fill in the circle under the g.

Now tun to the next page.

Look at Number 15. Look at the letters. Which one is the letter on? Fill in the circle under the in.

Look at Number 16. Lock at the letters. Which one is the letter d? Fill in the circle under the 4.

Now turn to the next page.

Look st Number 17. Look at the letter s. Next to the letter s you will see a place for you to copy
this letter. Use your best printing to copy the letter.

Now look at the rest of the letters on this page. Next to each letter is a place
for you to copy that letter. Use your best printing to copy each letter. Take
your time and do a good job. When you are finished, put ?our pencil down
and I will collect your booklet. You may begin.

Directions for Scoring the Handwriting Section

The Handwriting section must be scored by the teacher. Each item {numbers 17-21) is followed by three
scoring circles, labeled Good, Acceptable, and Unacceptable. Using a number 2 lead pencil, fill in the
appropriate circle for each item;

Good The response approximates the model in size and in stroke formation.

Acceptable Thl. response is legible, but differs from the model in size or stroke formation.

Unacceptable it e response is illegible or difficult to read, or no response was attripted.



DIRECTIONS FOR THE MID-YEAR INVENTORYLEVEL

TEACHER:

Look at Number 1. Which letter begins the word? Fill in the circle under the answer.,

Now do the rest of the page by yourself. Fill in the circle under the letter
that begins each word. When you see the stop sign. put your pencil down.

(Circulate around the class to snake sure that students understand the directions.)

Now turn the page.

Look at Number 8. Which letter finishes the word? Fill in the circle under the answer.

Now do the rest of the page by yourself. Fill in the circle under the letter
that finishes each word. When you see the stop sign, put your pencil down.

Now two the page.

Look at Number 13. Which letter goes in the mitIdP of the word? Fill in the circle under the
answer.

Do the rest of the page by yourself. F1 11 in the circle under the letter that
goes in the middle of each word. When you see the stop sign, put your pen-
cil down.

You may turn the page.

Now you are going to write some words. I will say the word and use it in a sentence. Write only the word
that I tell you to write.

On line 18, write the word fun. The children had fun at the park. Fun.

On line 19, write the word big. The giant was very big. Big.

On line 20, write the word wet. When i. rained, Bill got wet. Wet.

On line 21, write the word job. Mother works hard at her job. Job.

On line 22, write the word ran. The girl ran very fast. Ran.

Directions for Scoring the Dictation Section

The Dictation Section must be scored by the teacher. Each item (numbers 18-22) is followed by two scor-
ing circles, labeled Correct and Incorrect. Using a number 2 lead pencil, fill in the appropriate circle for
each item:

Correct The word is spelled correctly. (Do not penalize students for the use of capital letters.)

Incorrect The word is spelled incorrectly. or no response was attempted.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE FND-OF-YEAR INVENTORYLEVEL I

TEACHER:

Look it Number 1. Which letter begins the word? Fill in the circle under the answer.

Now do the rest of the page by yourself. Pill in the circle under the letta
that begins each word. When you see the stop pt, put your pencil down.

faradatearound the class to make sure that students understand the directions.)

Now loin the page.

Look at Number 1. Which letter finishes the word? Pill in the circle under the answer.

Now Zo numbers 8, 9, and 10 by yourself. Fill in the circle undo the letter
that finishes each word. When you see the stop sign, put your pencil down.

Look at Number 11. Which letter goes in the middle of the word? Pill in the circle under the
answer.

Do numbers 12, 13, IA and IS by yourself. Fill in the circle under the letter
that goes in the middle of the word. When you see the stop sip, put your
pencil down.

Look at Number 16. Which letters finish the word? Fill in the circle under th_ r ewer.

Now do numbers 17 and 18 by yourself. Ft!! in the circle under the letters
that finish each word. When you see the stop sign, put your pate down.

Turn the page.

Now you are going to write some words. I will say the word and use it in a sentence. Write only the word
that I tell you to write

On line 19. write the word sat. Linda sat on the chair. Sat.

On line 20, write the word like. Most children like ice cream. Like.

On line 21. write the word dig. We will need a shovel to dig a hole. Dig.

On tine 22, write the word home. Does your sister live at home? Home.

On line 23, write the word cut. Use the knife to cut the case. Cut.

On line 24, write the word save. John wants to save his money. Sam.

On line 25, write the word fed. Mary fed the dog last night. Fed.

On line 26, write the word hot. The sun is very bog. Hot.



Directions for Scoring the Dictation Section

The Dictation Section must be scored by the teacher. Each item (numbers 19-X) is followed by two scor-
ing circliz., labeled Correct and incorrect. Using a number 2 lead pencil , fill in the appropriate circle for
each item:

Correct The word is spelled correctly. (Do not penalize students for the use of capital letters.)

incorrect The word is spelled incorrectly, or no response was attempted.
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PROFICIENCY VERIFICATION SYSTEMS IN SPELLING

DIRECTIONS FOR LEVEL 2

General Information

This booklet contains directions for the following PVS Spelling Inventories:

Beginning InventoryLevel 2: for students who are just beginning Grade Two spelling instruction.

Mid-Year InventorylLe4e1 2; for students who have completed the first semester of Grade Two
spelling instruction.

End-of-Year InventoryLeve: 2: for students w'do have completed Grade Twc spelling instruction,

Students should be given the inventory that matches the level of spelling materials they are using for in-
struction, regardless of their grade in school. For example, if Grade Twc, students are using materials
normally used at Grade One, they should take the appropriate Level One inventories.

Preparation for Administration

Give all students in a test group identical PVS booklets since each inventory is administered orally
by a teacher or an aide.

Make sure each student has a number 2 lead pencil and an eraser. Pens or crayons cannot be used.

Have students write their first and last names and their teacher's name on the appropriate lines at
the tcp of the first page. (Some teachers may prefer to complete this information before handing
out the booklets.)

Help students no in the identification circles at the top of the first page. This information is critical
if students' answers are to be scored and reported properly. It is recommended that Grade One
teachers complete this information themselves.

I. Have students fill in the circle for their grade in school. (If the school is ungraded, leave this
space blank.)

2. Have students fell in the circles for their first and last initials.. (Students sheik] Wt.'s e the op-
tional student number, This is provided for teacher convenience and is described below.)

Tell students that you will read the directions aloud. (Directions begin on page .S.)They will answer
each item by filling in the correct answer. Remind them to fill in the entire circle.

Tell students to erase any answer that they want to change. They must erase it completely since two
responses are counted as an incorrect answer,

Give students ample time to m -.1( their answers. Re-read any item if a student asks you to do so.

if desired, provide practice items on the board or on ditto sheets prior tc administering the inven-
tory. The objective of a practice session is to assist students in following directions,
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Checking Students' Materials for Machine Scoring

Teachers should spend a few minutes skimming the materials to see that they are correctly marked.

Be sure !bat the proper marker was used. If some students have not used a number 2 have
them recopy their answers.

De sure that the Identification information on the front page was coml.' .Jed properly. Students are
identified by their initials only. If several students have the same initials. assign numbers to all
pupils. Stbdent numbers may be assigned in addition to initials even where there is no problem
with pupils having the same initials.

There is a section on the front page to mark a student number. Two digits must be used. For exam-
ple, if the student's number is 2, code the number "02," by marking a "0" in the first column and
a "2" in the second column. (Optional student numbers are usually taken directly from the
teacher's classroom roster.)

Be sure that no stray marks are on the pages. Stray marks can interfere with machine scoring and
can result in lower scores. If possible, erase all stray marks.

Be sure that the Dictation Section has been scored. Each inventory includes a list of words to be
dictated to the students. Space provided in each booklet for student responses. Upon completion
of the inventory, the teacher must check the dictated items and mark the appropriate scoring cir-
cle. Specific scoring directions are provided for each inventory.

Completing the Classroom Identification Sheet

Read and Pllow directions on the Classroom Identification Sheet. No materials can be scored or sum-
marized without the proper classroom identification.

Teachers should already know their permanent District, Sche'. and Teacher Numbers. if they are
not known, principals can provide this information. in the course of the school year. teachers are
assigned malty numbers. Only PVS-assigned codes should be used.

The example below shows how teachers should mark their Ciassro.im Identification Sheets:

Mr. Davis has 25 students in his class. His District Number is 10. His School Number is 209. His
Teacher Number is 41. Mr. Davis completes the number code portion of his Classroom Iden
tification Sheet accordingly:

You Ohould already know your District. School. and Teacher Numbers It you dO not know them.
your'prinCrOal can qwe you this information

Mae in the numbers here --Ir.
Write Just one digit in each bcx.

Then mark the digul in the circle below

DOWN
Number

'1/101
000000000000000000
00.

000
0000000
00

888
0400o

Count the number of students' materials that you arc mailing with
Sheet Mark the circle for the nearest number

this Classroom Identification

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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If Mr. Davis submitted this Classroom Identification Sheet with his students' materials, he
would receive 25 individual student summaries and a Classroom Profile which summarizes the
Performance of the entire class.

Marl' the number of students' materials to the nearest S (For example, Mr. Davis is submitting 25
students' materials, so the circle under the number 25 is filled in. A teacher who submits 33
students' materials marks the circle under the number 35.)

Some teachers prefer to receive separate reports for each instructional group. This can be done by
simply submitting a separate Classroom Identification Sheet with each group. No special record-
ing is necessary. For example, Ms. Jones has three instructional groups. She fills out three iden-
tical Classroom Identification Sheets and places one wits each group's materials. Ms. Jones will
receive three separate reports. Each report will provide individual student summaries and an
overall group profile. By looking at students' initials (and optional student numbers, if used), Ms.
Jones can easily associate each report with the pro, e. group.

Always place the completed clasiroom identification sheet on top of tie stack of students' materials.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE BEGINNING INVENTORYLEVEL 2

TEACHER:

took at Number I. Which letter begins Lac word? Fill in the circle under the answer.

Now do the next nine items by yourselves. Fill in the circle under the letter
that begins each word. When you see the stop sign, put your pencil down.

(Circulate around the class to make sure ti r students understand the directions.)

Look at Number 11. Which letter finishes the word? Fill in the circle under the answers

Now do the rest of the page by yoursels es. Fill in the circle under the letter
that finishes each word, When yon see the stop sign, put your pencil down.

Tara the page,

;Look at Nu er.16.

Turn lie page.

Which letter goes in the middle of the word? Fill in the circle under the
answer.

Now do the rest of the page by yourselves, Fill in the circle under the letter
that goes in the middle of each word, When you see the stop sign, put yot.r
pencil down.

Now you are going to write some words. I will say the word and use it in a serttnce. Write only the word
that I tell you to write.

On line 21, write the word run. How fast can you run? Run,

On line 22, write the word pet.. John has a pet rabbit, Pet.



On line 23, write th, word top. The glass is on the top shelf. Top.

On line 24, write the word had. The children had a good time. Had.

On line 25, write the word win. Our team will win the game. Wis.

Directions for Scoring the Dictation Section

The Dictation Section must be scored by the teacher. Each item (numbers 21-25) in this section is fol-
lowed by two scoring circles. The circles are labeled Cornet and Incorrect. Using a number 2 lead pencil,
fill in the appropriate circle for each item by applying the following criteria:

Cowset The word is spelled correctly. (Do not penalize students for the use of capital letters.)

inceffect The word is spelled incorrectly, or no response was attempted.

4
p

4
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DIRECTIONS FOR 1HE MID-YEAR INVENTORY-LEVEL 2

TEACIIER:

Look at Number 1. Which letter begins the word? Fill in the circle under the answer.

Now do the rest of these items by yourselves. Each word is missing one or
more letters. In some words, the first letter is missing. In some other words,
the middle of the word or the end of the word is missing. Look at each word
carefully and then fill in the circle under the answer. Keep working until you
see the stop sign; then put your pencil down.

(Circulate around the class to make sure that students understand tort directions. students are ro
continue working until they complete item 23.)

Now tura the page.

Now you are going to write some words. I will say the word and use it in a sentence. Write only the word
that I tc$1 you to write.

On line 24, write the word gum, Alice bought some gum at the store. Gum.

On line 25, write the word bill. We walked 10 the top of the hill> Hill.

On line 26, write the word joke. I laughed when Alex told a joke, joke.

On line 27, write the word feed. Ralph likes to feed the birds. Feed.

On line 28, write the word pop. I didn't mean to pop the balloon. Pop.

On line 29, write the word ride. Would you like to ride my bike? Ride.

On line 30, write the word sad, Mary told us a sad story. Sad.

On line 31, write the word web, The spider is :pinning a web. Web.

On line 32, write the woo d bake, Shall we bake some cookies? Bake.

Di tfor Scoring the Dictation Section

11Th, 11 Won Section must be scored by the teacher. Each item (numbers 24.32) in this section is fol-
lowl41 gy" two scoring circles ,The circles are labeled Correct and Incorrect, Using a number 2 lead pencil,
fill ih the appropriate eirse for each item by applying the follom ins criteria:

1' Correct The word is spelled correctly. (Do not penalize students for the use of capital letters.)

Incorrect The word is spelled incorrectly, or no response was attempted,

5
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE END-OF-YEAR INVENTORYLEVEL 2

TEACHER:

Look ik: Number 1. Which letter or letters complete the word? Fill in th ...... a the
answer.

Now do the rest of the items by yourselves. Each word is missing one or
more letters. In some words, the missing part is at the end of the word; in
other words, the missing pan is at the beginning of the word. Look at each
word or-fully and fill in the circle under the answer. Keep working until
you see the stop sty; then put your pencil down. You may begin.

(Circulate around the class to make sure that students understand the directions. Students are to
continue working until they complete item 22.)

Now turn the page.

Now you are going to write some words. I will say the word and use it in a sentence. Write only the word
that I tell you to write.

On line 23, write the word rain. I think it will rain today. Rain.

On line ,A, write the word town.. John is moving to another town. Town.

On line 25, write the word broom. Use the broom to sweep the floor. Broom.

On line 26, write the word drive. My brother can drive a car. Drive.

On line 21, write the word cook. What shot. wr cook for dinner? Cook.

On line 28, write the word read. Elena likes to read animal storks. Read.

On line 29. write the word soap. Wash your hands with soap and water. Soap.

On line 30, write the word sweet. This candy is vy sweet, Sweet.

Directions for Scoring the Dictation Section

The Dictation Section must be scored by the teacher. Each hem (numbers 23-30) in this section is fol-
lowed by two scoring circles., The circles are labeled Correct and Ineorreet. Using a number 2 lead pencil,
fill in the appropriate circle for each item by applying the following criteria:

Correct The word is spelled correctly. (Do not penalize students for the use of capital letters.)

Mermen The word is spelled incorrectly, or no response was attempted.

6
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PROFICIENCY VERIFICATION SYSTEMS IN SPELLING

DIRECTIONS FOR LEVEL 3

Genera! Information

This booklet contains directions for the following PVS Spelling Inventories:

Beginning InventoryLevel 3: for students who are just beginning Grade Three spelling instruction.

Mid-Year InventoryLevel 3: for students who have completed the first semester of Grade Three
spelling instruction.

En4-of-Year Inventory Level 3: for students who have completed Grade Three spelling instruction.

Students should be given the inventory that matches the level of spelling materials they are using for in-
struction, regardless of their grade in school. For ex 'Triple, if Grade Three students are using materials
normally used at Grade Two, they should take the appropriate Grade Two inventories.

Faparation for Administration

Give all students in a test group identical PVS booklets.

Make sure each student has a number 2 lead pencil and an eraser. Pens or crayons cannot be used.

Have students write their fast and last names and their teacher's name on the appropriate lines at
the top of the first page. (Some teachers may prefer to complete this information before handing
out the booklets.)

Help students fill in the identification circles at the top of the first page. This information is critical
if students' answers are to be scored and reported properly.. Again, some teachers may wish to
complete this information themselves.

1. Have students fill in the circle for their grade in school (If the school is ungraded, leave t
space blank.)

2. Have students fill in the clicks for their first and last initials. (Students should ignore t
tional student number. This is provided for teacher convenience and is described belo

Tcll students that they are to read the directions for e,..ch item and then fill in the circle for the gor-
red answer.

Tell students to erase any answer that they want to change. They must erase it completely since two
responses are counted as an incorrect answer.

Give students ample time to mark their answers.

If desired, provide practice hems on the board or on ditto sheds prior to administering the inven-
tory.. t objective of a practice session is to assist students in following dirations.

Cemonobt 511111. Uncanniest Reimer. And Development
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Checking Student? Materials for Machine Sewing

Teachers should spend a few minutes skimmil,g the materials to see that they are correctly marked.

Be sure that the proper marker was used. If some students have not used a number 2 pencil, have
them recopy their answers.

Be sure that the Identification information on the front page was completed properly. Students are
identified by their initials only. If several students have the same initials, assign numbers to all
pupils. Student numbers may be assigned in addition to initials even where there is nc problem
with pupils having the same initials.

There is a section on the front page to mark a student number. Two digits must be used. For exam-
ple, if the student's number is 2, code the number "02," by marking a "0" in the first column and
a "2" in the second tolumn. (Optional student numbers are usually taken directly from the
teacher's classroom roster.)

Be sore that no stray marks are on the pages. Stray marks can interfere with machine scoring and
can result in lower scores. If possible, erase all stray marks.

Be sure that the Dictation Section has been scored. Each inventory includes a list of words to be
dictated to the students. Space is provided in each booklet for student responses. Upon completion
of the inventory, the teacher must check the dictated items and mark the appropriate scoring cir-
cle. Specific scoring directions are provided for each inventory.

Completing the Classroom Identification Sheet

Read and follow directions on the Classroom identification Sheet, No materials can be scored or sum
marked without the proper classroom identification.

Teachers should already know their permanent District, School, and Teacher Numbers. If they are
not known, principals can provide this information. In the COWSe of the school year, teachers are
assigned many numbers. Only PVS-assigned codes should be used.

The example below shows how teachers should mark their Classroom Identification Sheets:

Mr. Davis has 25 students in his class. His District Number is 10. HIS School Number is 209. His
Teacher Number is 41. Mr. Davis completes the number code portion of his ssroom Wen.
tifiCatign Sheet accordingly:--ft' ie.
You should already know your District. School. and Teacher Numbers. It yori do n ow them,
your pfincorial can give you this information.

Write in the numbers here. --..
Wrote just one digit in each box.

Then mark the digit in the circle below.

Olslo let
tiwooloor

1 r 1010
?A

0o
000

0 00000

0
0
co

Coin, the number of students' materials that you are mailing with this Classroom Ideraificatoon
Sheet Mark the circle for the nearest number

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 1000000000000000000000
2
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If Mr. Davis submitteo this Classroom Identification Sheet with his students' materials, he
would receive 25 individual student summaries and a Clamoom Profile -vhich summarizes the
performance of the entire class.

Mark the number of students' materials to the nearest 5. (For example:, Mr. Davis is submitting 25
students' materials, so the circle under the number 25 is filled in. A teacher who submits 33
students' materials marks the circle under the number 35.)

Some teachers prefer to receive separate reports for each instructic sal group. This can be done by
simply submitting a separate Classroom Identirication Sheet with each group. No special record-
ing is necessary. For example, Ms. Jones has three instructio-al Lroup.i. She fills out three iden-
tical Classroom Identification Sheets and placs one with each group's materials. Ms. Jones will
receive three separate reports. Each report will provide individual student summaries and an
overall group profile. By looking at students' initiall (and optional student numbers, if used), Ms.
Jones can easily associate each report with the pioper group.

4heays place the completed classroom Identification sheet on top of the stack of students' materials.

Directions for Administering the Dictation Section

When al: students have completed the multiple-choice sections of the .:. ,entory, have them turn to the
Dictation Section ...n page 4. Dictate the applicable words as indicated below:

DictationBeginning Inventory

TEACPIER:

On line 21, write the 7..., d rain. Mike is welkin; in the rain. Rain.

On line 22, write the word lunch. Man's will eat her lunch. Lunch.

On line 23, write the word wood. Put some wood on the lire. Wood.

On line 24, write the word bath. John will give the dog a bath. Bath.

On line 25, write the word why, I wonder why Alice isn't here. Why.

On 6, write %he weird prize. Patricia won the first prize. Prize.
.e.

0114,14ine 27, write the woe.] bring. What did you bringo the picnic? Bring.

DictationMid-Ve.r Inventory
A

Oi. '..iie 21, write :he word pitch. Gloria will pitch the ball. Pitch.

On line 2 ?, write the word stiff, My arm is sore and stiff. Stiff.

On line 23, write the word march The band will march in the parade. March.

On li to 24, write the word burn. Do you think this wood will burn?
Burn.

On line 25, write the word small. One cat is large. The other is small.
Small.
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On line 26, write the word shirt. Tom is wearing a new shirt. Shirt.

On line 27, write the word die. Water the flowers before they die. Die.

On line 28. write the word send. Did you send the package? Send.

DictationEnd-of-Year Inventory

On line 20, write the word pull. Help me pea the saggoin. Pull.

On line 21, write the word cents. John has ten cents to spend. Cents.

On line 22, write the word law. Did you mow the front lawn? Lawn.

On line 23, write the word tight. These shoes are too tight. Tight.

On line 24, write the word hair. Comb your hair before you lave. Hair.

On line 25, write the word chance. Linda has a chance to win. Chine..

On line 26. write the word dear. The water was cool and clear. Gear.

On line 27. write the word tear. Do not tear the paper. Tear.

Directions for Scoring the Dictation Section

The Dictation Section must be scored by the teacher. Each item in this section is followed by two scoring
cirdes. The circles are labeled Correct and Incorrect. Using a number 2 lead pencil, fill in the ap-
propriate circle for each item by applying the following criteria:

Correct The word is spelled correctly. (Do not penake student. for the use of capital letters.)

Incorrect The word is spelled incorrectly. or no response was attempted.



PROFICIENCY VERIFICATION SYSTEMS IN SPELLING

DIRECTIONS FOR LEVELS 4, St AND 6

General Isformados

This booklet contain- directions for all PVS Spelling inventories at Levels 4, 5, and 6. Each level has a
Beginning Inventory, a MidYear Inventory, and an End-ofYear Inventory.

Students should be given the inventory that matches the level of spelling materials that they are using for
instruction, regardless of their grade in school. For example, if Grade Five stye...Its are using materials
normally used at Grade Four, they should take the appropriate Level Four inventories.

Preparados for Adadsistodos

Give each student a PVS booklet and an answer sheet.

Make sure each student has a number 2 lead pencil and an eraser. Pens cannot be used.

Have students write their first and last names and their teacher's name on the appropriate lines at
the top of the answer sheet.

Help students fill in the identification circles at the top of the answer sheet. This information is
critical if student? answers are to be scored and reported properly.

1. Have students MI in the circle for their grade in school. (If tb: school is ungraded, leave this
space blank.)

2. Have students fill in the circle for the levy number of the PVS Inventory th are about to take.

3. Have students MI in the circle that indicates the type inventory they are about to take (i.e.,
Beginning, MidYear, or End-ofYear).

4. Have students au in the circles for their first and last initials. (Students should *non the op-
tional student number. This is provklerl for teacher convenience and is described below.)

Tell students that all answers must be
mark their answers in the right pi

40 ak the answer sheet. They should b :araul to
op/fp sheet. Remind than to fin in the entire circle.

Tell students to erase any answer to
responses are counted as an inconedl

t"
change. They must erase iticompletely since two

Give students ample time to marls their answers.

If desired, provide practice items on the board or on ditto sheets prior to administering the inven-
tory. However, be careful to avoid the actual content of the inventory. The objective of a practike
session is to assist students in following directions.
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Checking Students' Materials for Machine Scoring

Teachers should spend a few minutes skimming the materials to see that they are cc reedy marked.

Be sure that the proper marker was seed. If some students have not used a number 2 pencil, have
them recopy their answers.

Be sure that the Identification information was completed r ropedy. Students are identified by
their initials only. If several students have the same bidets, assign numbers to all pupils. Student
numbers may be assigned in addition to initials even where there is no problem with pupils having
the same initials.

There is a section on the answer sheet to mark a student number. Two digits must be used. For ex-
ample, if the student's number is 2, code the number "0.t." by marking a "0" in the first column
aid a "2" in the second column. (Optional student numbers are usually taken directly from the
teacher's classroom roster.)

Be sate that no Mtn marks are on the answer sheet. Stray marks can interfere with machine scor-
ing and can result in lower scores. if possible, erase all stray marks.

Be sure that the Dictation Section has been scored. Each inventory includes a list of words to be
dictated to the students. Space is provided on the answer sheet for student responses. Upon com-
pletion of the inventory, the teacher must check the dictated items and mark the appropriate scor-
ing circle. Specific scoring directions are provided for each inventory.

Completing the Classroom Identification Sheet

Read and follow directions on the Classroom Identification Sheet. No answer sheets can be scored or
summarized without the proper classroom identification.

Teachers should already know their permanent District, School, and Teacher Numbers. If they are
not known, principals can provide this information. In the course of the school year. teachers are
assigned many numbers. Only PVS-assigned codes should be used.

The example below shows how teachers should mark their Classroom Identification Sheets:

Mr. Davis has 25 students in his class. His District Number is 10. His School Number Is 209. His
Teacher Number Is 41. Mr. Davis completes the number code portion of his Classroom iden-
tification Sheet according

You should already know tr istriet. School. and Teacher Numbers. If you them
your principal can give yo information.

WritAin the numbers here.1.
Whit lugtone digit in each box.

Then mark the: digit in the circle below.

Count the number of students' materials that you are mailing wita this Classroom Identification
Sheet. Mark the circle for the nearest number

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 SS 60 65 70 75 u 85 90 95 100000000000000000 )000
2
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a

ii Mr. Davis submitted this Classroom Identification Sheet with his students' answer sheets, he
would receive 25 indivieusi student summaries and a Classroom Profile which summarizes the
perionnenct of the Who class.

Mark the number of answer sheets te, the nearut 3 ;For example, Mr. Davis is submitting 23
answer sheets, so the circle under the number 23 is films in. A teacher who submits 33 answer
Ards marks the circle under the number 33.)

Some teachers prefer to receive separate reports for each instructional group. This can be done by
simply submitting a separate Clarsroom Identification Sheet with each yogis. No special record-
ing is necessary. Pot example, Ms. Jones has three instructional groups. She fills out three iden-
tical Classroom Identification Sheets and places one with each group's answer sheets. Ms. Jones
will receive three separate reports. each report will provide individual student summaries and an
overall group profile. By looking at students' initials (and optional student numbers, if used), Ms.
Jones can easily associate each report with the proper group.

Always place the completed classroom Idendflcallon sheet gm top of the stack of students' an-wer
sheets.

Directions for Administering the Dktrtion Section

When all students have corr.oleted the multiple choice sections of the inventory, help their :.mate the
Dictation section on their answer sheets. The diaated words are to be written on the appropriate,
alphabetically ordered lines. Dictate the apoliable words as indicated below:

Deafening Inventory (Level 4)

TEACINR:

LEVEL 4

On line A, write bright. The ; un is very bright. Bright.

On line B, write match.. Use a m...tch to light the fire. Match.

On line C, write nice. Isabel has a nice mice. Nice.

On line D, write storm. It rained duril the storm. Storm.

On 'Cm E, write dty. Los Angeles is a large city. City.

On line F, write ground, The seeds fell to the g.oent. Ground.

On line G, write near, Don't stand near the edge. Near.

On line II, write scare, DM the movie scare you? Scare.

hildYear lnvehtory (Level 4)

TEACHER:

On line A, write world, Th: space craft flew around the world. Wodt;

Oil line B, write health. Exercise is important to your health. Health.



On line C, write thief. The officers caught the thief. Thief.

On line D, write sink. A heavy object will sink in water. Sink.

On line E, write child. Mr. and Mrs. Brown have one child. Child.

On line F, write third. My brother is in the third grade. Third.

On line 0, write fait. The accident wasn't anyone's fault. Fedi.

On line H, write bottom. This ball won't bounce. name.

On line I, write ears. How much money did you earn? Earn.

On line J, write scratch. A cat can scratch with its claws. Scratch.

End-of.Year Inventory (Level 4)

TEACHER:

On line A, write fudge. Ralph loves to eat chocolate ledge. Fudge.

On line B, write wrist. Your wrist is part of your arm. Wrist.

On line C, write quake. Did you feel the ground quake? Quake.

On line D, knit. I would like to knit a sweater. Snit.

On She E, write bomb. The army tested a large bomb in the desert.
B omb.

On line F, write charge. General Lee led the charge. Charge.

On line 0, write taught. My sister taught me how to swim. Taught.

On line H, write shore. The sea gulls landed oa the shore. Shore.

On line I, write point. A needle has a sharp point. Point.

On line J, write bought. Amy bought a gift with her own money.
B ought.

LEVEL 5

Beginning inventory (Level 5)

TEACHER:

On line A, write huge. An elephant is a huge animal. Huge.

On line B, write drank. The thirsty dog drank some water. Drank.

On line C, write knife. Use a knife to cu; the cake. Knife.

On line D, write brought. Daniel brought his lunch with him.
Brought.

4
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k On line E, write worry. Try not to wary about the game. Worry.

On line F, write lawn. The leaves fell off the tree. Leaves.

On line U, write (Ades. We visited three different dlies. Odes.

On line H, write shortest. Jim is the darted boy in his dass. Shortest.

On line I, write lately. Have you been to the show lately? Lately.

On line J, write sham. The children will shore the candy. Share.

MidYear Inventory (Level 5)

TEACHER:

On line A, write crowd. A large crowd of people watched the show.
Crowd.

On line B, write trophy. The winner will receive a large trophy.
Trophy.

On line C, write nothing. Eddie was sure that nothing would happen.
Nothing.

On line D, write rule. How long did they rule the country? Rule.

On line E. write soup. Let's have some soup for lunch. Soup.

On line F, write earn. How much money did you tern? Earn.

On line G, write refill. Please refill my glass with water. Refill.

On line H, write jewel. This jewel is worth a lot of money. Jewel.

On line I, write medical. Sick people often need medical treatment.
Medical.

On line J, write sprinkle. Did you feel a sprinkle of rain? Sprinkle.

rad-of-Year Inventory (Level 5) _ .

TEACHER:

On line A, write suggest. I suggest that you do your best. Suggest.

On line B, write cause. Emily always supports a worthy cause. Cause.

On line C, write touch. The runner must touch every base. Touch.

On line D, write else. The detectives are searching for a clue. Clue.

On line E, write dismiss. The teacher will dismiss the class. Dhmiss.

On line F, write awful. Be careful when you cross the street. Careful.

On line 0, write champion. Citation was a champion race-horse.
Champion.

On line H, write priceless. Mr. Jones has a priceless diamond.
Priceless.

5

..or
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On line I, write thirsty. All the players were tired and thirsty. Thirsty.

On line J, write believe. Miguel doesn't believe in ghosts. Believe.

Beginning Inventory (Level )

TEACHER:

Mid -Year Inventory (Level 6)

TEACHER:

LEVEL 6

On line A, nag honey. Most bears like to eat honey. Honey.

On line B, write tune. Do you know the words to that tune? Tune.

On line C, write search. Help me search for my missing watch.
Search.

On lie D, write kennel. The kennel has many dogs and cats. Kennel.

On line B, write trouble. Did you have trouble with your homework?
Trouble.

On line F, write energy. The sun is a good source of eaerp. Faergy

On line G, write bruise. I have a bruise where I bumped my kne.
Bruhn.

On line H, write wonderful. Everyone had a wonderful time.
Wonderful.

On line I, write fearless. The lion is a brave and fearless animal.
Fearless.

On line J, write healthy. Exercise helps us stay healthy. Healthy.

On line A, write ounce. The recipe calls for one ounce of milk.
Ounce.

On line B, write nephew. Mrs. Gar& has a niece and nephew.
Nephew.

On line C, write coupon. Joyce has a coupon for a free hamburger.
Coupon.

On line D, write represent. Will you represent our school? Represent.

On line E, write .rational. George Washington was a national hero.
National.

On line F, write laundry. Tomorrow we must wash the laundry.
Laundry.

On line G, write rough. The wood was too rough to carve. Rough.

On line H, mite disloyal. The spy was disloyal to his country.
Disloyal.
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On line 1, write election. Did you vote in the class election? Election.

On line 3, write approve. I hope you approve of my choice. Approve.

End-of-Year Inventory (Level 4)

TEACHER:

On line A, write chemist. John's mocker is a chemist. Cbendst.

On line 8, write whistle. Dogs can hear a very shrill whistle. Whistle.

On line C, write parachute. The parachute floated to the ground.
Parachute.

On line D, write patient. The doctor took care of the patient. Patient.

On line E, write station. Do you have a favorite radio station?
Stades.

On line F, write vein. A vein carries blood through your body. Vein.

On line 0, write freight. The truck was loaded with freight. FVeigitt.

On line H, write concrete. Most sidewalks are made of concrete.
Concrete.

On line 1, write boulder. A large boulder rolled down the mountain.
Boulder.

On line J. write musical. Teresa has a lot of musical talent. Musical.

Directions for Scoring the Dictation Secdon

The Dictation Section must be scored by the teacher. Each item in this section is fcllowed by two scoring
circles. The circles are labeled R for Right and W for Wrong. Usmig a number 2 lead pencil, fill in the ap-
propriate circle for each item by applying the following criteria:

Meta (n) The word is spelled correctly. (Do not penalize students for the use of capital letters.)

mellow) The word is spelled incorrectly, or no response was attempted.
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NAME

TEACHER

What grade am you in? Mark the grade number here. 00 00 0000
Look at the level number at the top of your test booklet. Mark the level hoe. 000

DegInoing 0
Mark the type of inventory you are taking here. MIYear 0

EndofYear 0

PVS SPELLING INVENTORY
Answer Sheet

Mark your first initial. ocnooeoceocislooecieseciociefigoeco

Mark your last MAIM. occieloosomemeloolsocioecoown

Mark your test answers below. Bo sum you
mark your answers from top to bottom. Just
mark one answer for each question.V i
10000 17000(0

20000 m0004
30000 19000(0

40004 200004

500001 21(3®®@

60008 220004
70000 n0000
800GO 240004

90000 260000

190004 260004

110000 ne0W0
120000 290004

130000 290000

140008 m0004
150C)00 310000

160004 920004
I

CaPPIIIN IOU SWIRL Fietstioad Mewl' aid Orel.pest
. .

DICTATION
TEACHER

ONLY

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

(5)0

387

OPYKINAL
Pima NO.---4

0 00000
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0



Teacher

School

District

CLASSROOM IDENTIFICATION SHEET

No materia2s can be scored or summarized without a Classroom IdonUfication Sheet

Do vely careful to provide the correct identification numbers. If a classroom is identified incorrectly,
a teacher may not receive a classroom report

Place a completed identification sheet on TOP OF ALL PUPIL MATERIALS THAT ARE MAILED.

if you are not sure how to mark the number codes, see the PVS directions pamphlet

USE A NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY

You should already know your district, school, and teacher numbers. If you do not know
them, your principal can Ow you this information. See the PVS directions pamphlet
for the instructional program code numboro.

Write in the numbers here.
Write just one digit In each box.

Then mark the digit in the circle below.

Count the number of pupils' materials that you are mailing with this Classroom Identifi-
cation Sheet Mark the circle for the nearest number.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

7.

C

Y
4

S.

h

9.

U

= 10.

.11*

.1M6

J

b

ra

=

=
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LETTER RECOGNITION

12.

13.

14.
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2* HANDWRITING

= 17.

IMawl.

1 X 18.

=

.1=lw.=

= 19.

= 20.

=

= 21.

I =
1

win=1

..* es .w. maw
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..m. .1.
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PVS SPELLING --- MIDYEAR INVENTORY: LEVEL I

NAME TEACHER

CONSONANTS

C=31
circro+OA

..1.111111

2.

at

O 0 0

a

O 0 0

3.

_et

O 0 0

4.

_ug r w

0

1

0

5.

6.

_an V

O 0 0

_eg

7.

_at d

0

b

0
p

0

393



eto

I

E
 00

a 0

orb
0

P 0

-a 00

4.'
0

1I

Q
 0

a. 0

a
1

of
'V

ai
cli

N
II

U
II

410
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VOWELS

13.

in _.p u o a

0 0 0

14.

b__g e

0

O a Wale
WIPP

O 0 =

US.

u

0 O 0 =

16.

17.

Pg

b__ll

1

0

a e IMMC.

O 0 . 1. 1

a e i -,

0 0 0 IMI.IA.

395

IMI,
41.11.11

OMNI

am.
IMI,

.11.

.111

.MI.

.011
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DICTATION

18.

19.

20.

OP 46

21. ...___
46

22.

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 1

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0



PSIS SPELLING-END-OFYEAR INVENTORY: LEVEL 1
I

NAME TEACHER

CONSONANTS

Grade
rOTOCi
0.0.0

1.

5 _ive

2.

ell

3. Li:TEMPI
1 I 11111162W
IZIMPT1E:11KIN

_ap

4.

5.

6.

_up

397

V f p

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

d

0

b

0

p

0

0 0 0

.Lt. r. f Big _Clret rdiu.Alama 11.sa
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14.

w.....4 e

0

i

0

o

0

16.

17.

k_ ite

0

op

0

it

0

ope

0

399

...,....
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DICTATION

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

a Mp MN M. am.. - =. -

=

4m Ow .m. ad.

25.

26.
Mo M . us 411

ye

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Comet Incorrect

O 0

Coned Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Coned Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Coneci Incorrect

O 0



PVS SPELLING-BEGINNING INVENTORY: LEVEL 2

NAME TEACHER

CONSONANTS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Grade

_an

O 0 0

_ope 1

_eg

O 0 0

w 1

O 0 0

_ike

_eb

d p b

O 0 0

v r w

O 0 0

_ake

O 0 0

7.

8.

at

_et

401

O 0 0

0 0 0

r C II firemirml ibisme hid Denhomil-
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VOWELS

16.

Page 3

17.

18.

19.

20.
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tr. DICTATION

= 21.

Ms
=10.

O...M.I

22.

= 23.

=

= 24.

.=, 40

4E"

00

= 25.
OW

Comet Intoned

O 0

Coned meted

O 0

Cones! Ineetred

O 0

Cared Income!

O 0

Cuffed Ingot/set

O 0



PVS SPELLING -- MIDYEAR INVENTORY: LEVEL 2 0
NAME TEACHER

CONSONANTS

1.

_ell m w r

2.

_up

O 0 0

c k g =

O 0 0 =

3.

_ix
O 0 0

4.

_and a r h ON.

O 0 0
5.

_ug I w emlaim

O 0 0 ai m

6.

7.

8.

_ire
O 0 0

b t d

0 0 0

O 0 0

405

mu,
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VOWELS

18.
1

Page 3

0 0 0
17.

18.

P-3 a

0

a

0 0

m

19.

20.

it_t

21.

22.

23.



Cowed loomed

0 0

Comet Moaned

0 0

Colon Wowed

0 0

Cowed Wowed

0 0

Cowed lweenod

0 0

*mot Moaned

0 0

Cowed keened

0 0

Cored loomed

0 0

Comm Meowed

0 0
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= 9.

-00r1

as 10.

_um

= 11.

=

s p sp

O 0 0

dr d br

O 0 0

n nd d

O 0 0

= VOWELS

= 12.

= 13.

= 14.

411.
WM..

= 15.

L

at_

ote owt oat

O 0 0

ak aik

O 0

of eaf eef

O 0 0

oav ove ov

O 0 0

on une oon

O 0

ake

0

0

410
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DICTATION

23.
=

=

M. OOP ala 11

= 30.

MO

Cermet Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Cannot Incorrect

O 0

Coeval Incorrect

O 0

Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0



PVS SPELLINGBEGINNING INVENTORY: LEVEL 3

NAME. TEACHER

0

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters finish the word?

1.

_umb h th t
0 0 0

2.

ki.... ng

0

n

0
g

0

3.

_ip s ch sh

0 0 0

4.

wh

0

w

0

hw

0

5.

tru_ ck

0

k

0

c

0

6.

ea_ se

0

ea

0

s

0

7.

be_ ks sk x

0 0 0

413
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Which letter or letters finish the word?

8.

9.

10.

sty....

Own

VOWELS

Which letter or letters finish the word?

11.

6_

13.

14

15.

11.



STRUCTURE

Answer the questions.

16.
Which word comes first
in a dictionary?

17.
Which word come last
in a dictionary?

Which word finishes the sentence?

18.
Where have you_ all day?

19.
Please _ me
the book.

20.
When _ the
bell ring?

Page 3

M
MP&

sun

c
car pan --

fast

0

bike

0

tree

0 =

4.=

MIM
Oa=

been bin ben 1211

0 0 0

giv geve give 011111,
Oa=

0 0 0 .6*

dux does dos 1111=
Oa=

0 0 0

415

ni

41.01.

Mole

411110.MIS



DICTATION

21.

22.

23.

Op

24.

25.

26.

27.

416

Cermet Incorrect

O 0

Comet incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct forswore

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct incorrect

O 0

Correct h1C001144

O 0



PVS SPELLINGMID-YEAR INVENTORY: LEVEL 3

NAME TEACHER

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters finish the word?

00M

2.

_ake

as

Z:

=

=

dr br b =

0 0 0 =

8I1 s 8M =

0 0 0

4.

te_ nt t n

O 0 0

Read the sentence.
Which letter or letters finish the word?

5.

John fell a._ the bike. f ft ff

O 0 0

6.
Try to ca.__ the ball
with one hand. sh tch ch

O 0 0

417

Mt

.1I.
gMb

=

It

=

V:
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VOWELS

Read the sentence.
Which letter or letters finish the word?

7.

Put some s_lt on the eggs.

8.

Please L.. your shoe.

I

9.

The cows are in the b_..n.

10.

11.

Sue goes to this ch_ch.

Which runner will be f_st?

12.

Marra helped IL.. brother.



Page 3

AFFIXES

Which spelling is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

13.

fast + elf faster fastter fastr

O 0 0

14.

make + ing

15.

glass + es

makeing rucking making

O 0 0

glares glasses glassees

O 0 0

16.

live + ed livd lived liveed

O 0 0

STRUCTURE

Which word finishes the sentence?

17.

Did you the dog bark? hear here

O 0

18.

Jose has books. too to two

0 0 0

19.
Pat will a letter
to her friend. right write

O 0

20.
Everyone the
man's name. new knew

O 0

419



DICTATION

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

28.

27.

28.

00.

II Mr

eV.

---

410 OP.

811.

---

. mwo allNr

420
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PVS SPELLING-END-OFYEAR INVENTORY: LEVEL 3 0
NAME. TEACHER.

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters finish the word?

1.

Joe lives in a large ity. s

0

a

0

011IMMIMINEW

c

0
2.

Let's fo_ow Amy
up the hill.

II

0

I

0

w

0

3.

Look at the bo_om
of the picture.

dd

0

tt

0

t

0
4.

Do you like to dan__? ss

0

ce

0

s

0

VOWELS

Which letter or letters finish the word?

5.

Please sit on the ch___. air

0

- ar

0

are

0

6.

The gl__ is very sticky. oo u ue

0 0 0

421
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Which letter or letters finish the word?

7.

Miguel lives n_ eer ear it
the school

O 0 0
S.

Did Jill dr_ that picture? au o aw

O 0 0
9.

Help me ix di the wagon. 00 o u

O 0 0
10.

You can w my hat, ear air ere

O 0 0
11.

The sun is too br___. ite ight

O 0

it

0

AFFIXES

Which spelling is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

12.

race + ed raced raceed racd

0 0 0
13.

rub + ed rubbed rubd rubd

0 0 0

422



i.

No 3

Which spelling is correct? Remember the rules
you ham learned about adding endings to words.

14.

bite + big bitting bitting biting

0 0 0

15.

dig + ing digging digeing diging

O 0 0

STRUCTURE

Which word completes the sentence?

16.

Jeff go with us. cant can't ca'nt

O 0 0

17.

Liz said that help. shell shell she'll

O 0 0

Which word completes the compound word?

18.

every room one part

O 0 0

19.

__walk side any his

O 0 0

t- 42:1
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DICTATION

=

11".

=

di.

=

.0.
WIMP

r--

M.M.

=

MIllbOM

=

=

=

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

O. Mb

. Mb

4
dim MM. * . 11111. IN.

m.

VS, .

At* Ow

.1.

. . .. .. M. mk ww M. . mw M. m. . . ftm .

=
424

Correct Incorrect

O 0

Correct Incorrect

o 0

Cornet Incorrect

o 0

Correct Incorrect

o 0

Correct Incornct

O 0

Compel Incorrect

O 0

Correct mooned!

O 0

Correct Incorrect

O 0



PVS SPELLING
Beginning InventoryLevel 4

CONSONANIS

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

1. We saw a clown at the _inns.

®
®
®
0

Sc

.

C

2. The car stopped in the mi_le of
the street

C) dd

0 tt
® d
® t

3. Did you mi_ the bus?

.
SB

cc.
4. Isabel ate an apple for lun._.

0 sk
O ck
0 tch
0 ck

5. My pet reit is black and white.

®b
O PP
® bb
O p

VOWELS

425

0
Which letter or letters complete
the word?

6. Dad t_. us to the show.

0 uk
0 ook
0 uk
0 oke

7. Julie has a g__ ring.

O ad*
® owid

0 culd
O old

8. Tony's dog likes to b_k at cats.

+0 ar
O a
@ er
0 vr

9. The baby can Cr_ on the floor.

O an
O oll
® aul
O awl

10. The old man told us a tr_ story.

u

co

ue

ew



Pig* 2

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

11. Did you b_n all of the wood?

o
o
o

ur
or

it

12. We are moving to a new tom.

0

SU

OW

ou

13. Ricardo _ come to the party.

0 ite
@ it
0 let
0 igh t

14. The flowers will d_ if they
don't get -Niter.

®y
0 ie
©1

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words.

15. hike + ing

0 hikeing
0 hiking
0 hikking

16. stop + ed

® stoRd
@ stoped

® stoPPed

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

11. Susan is tall_ than Jenny.

0 er
0 ur
O sr
@ or

18. This shirt is too dirt-

0 eY
0 ie
® e
® y

19. Toni stay_ in the house.

0 d
O ed

20. Let's wash the dish_.

426
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STRUCTURE

21. Which word comes first in a
dictionary?

O bring
O best
® bump
O both

22. Which word comes last in a
dictionary?

0 splash
® ort
0 spring
® spoke

Which word ccmpktcs the sentence?

23. Our class will go to the zoo
next_.
® week
O weak

24. I wish that I_ how to dance.

0 new
® knew

25. Hurry! _ going to be late.

® Were'
® Were
() We're
O Were

26. They

® don't
® dent
0 done
O dont

know my name.

Which word completes the
compound word?

27. after_
O school
O noon,
O this
O today

28. __side
® right
O our
O best
® out.
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PVS SPELLING
MiclYear InventoryLevel 4

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters complete the
wont?

1. David put his money in the
ba_k.

2. SU. your arms above your
heed.

0 A
0 ch
0 tch
4a

3. Did you noti_ Isabers new
bike?

oe

s

se

as

li. We need to buy a bo...le of milk.

Ott
of
©d
® dd

5. Danny bought some peanuts for
'only ten _eats.

0 .
0 c
0 z

VOWELS

Which letter or letters complete tte
word?

6. My sister is five y_s old today.

eer
ir
ear
er

7. The farmer grows corn in this
fld.
0 ie
0 e
® ea
0 "

S. Mike can play after he does his
w_k.

ir
ur
or

er

9. Your hat won't fit on my h_d.

a
.
ee

ea

10. The zoo has many wed animals.

0 ie
0 i
® igh

428
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AFFIXES

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words.

11. busy + est

@ busiest

0 boeYoot
0 bissest

12. wolf 4- to

0 wolfs
0 wolves
@ woive

13. slide + big

® slicking
0 slidding
® sliding

14. bug + ed

® huged

® hugged
® *Id

16. easy + er

0 easY"
0 enter
() easier

STRUCIVRE

Which word is the one written in
pronunciation symbols?

18. &ski

@ bike
O bake
@ book
® bac%

11. ikrgai

0 called
0 cold
@ killed
® could

18. Nell

@ fell
O full
® fill
@ feel

19. al
0 lake
0 look
@ lick
@ like

429



PVS SPELLING
End-ofYear InventoryLevel 4

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

1. Most rabbits like to eat cabba_.

je

® ge

0 dge

2. Eric was too tired to cli_ the
tree.

mm

me

mb

3. Winter is the coldest sea_on of
the year.

0 C

® B
BB0 Z

4. Ann heard a loud ..._ock at the
door.

ka

n

k

gn

,-,N%

5. A soft bree_ blew through the
Pines.

a

as

ze

6. We used a blue ribbon to .,map
the gift.

0 r
wr

7. The bird flew away _ickly.

® q
kw

(Pi

cw

8. The guard was wearing a bk.,.
on his shirt.

0 dge

0 ge
dg

9. Do you rel._ carrots in your
garden?

430
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VOWELS

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

10. Greg threw the hat and Julie
it.

® ough
0 aw
® au
0 augh

11. A dime is a small silver C-11.

®
® 0l

@
5 0

12. Elena will be home bet._
six o'clock.

@ ore
O oar
® "ur
@ or

1$. Danny likes to eh__ gum.

ue

® °
ew

°°

14. The ship is leaving for a long
v_age across the sea.

® 0i

"
@ (0'

15. Sharon th_t she knew the
right answer.

0 augh
@ ow

® °ugh

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words.

16. safe + eat

® safest
saffest

@ sal est

17. thief + s

0 thieve
thiefs

0 thieves

18. happy + ly

® happyly
happily

O hapily



Which letter or letters complete the
word?

19. Those two are twins.

They look _like.

@ die
@ re
O pre
@ a

20. We will get hungry _Jess we
eat something.

@ a
O an
@ die
@ Pre

STRUCTURE

Which abbreviation is correct?

21. Doctor

o Dtr.
® Dor.
® Doct.

® Dr.

22. Saturday

o Sat.
O Sa-
@ SrlY
® Sad.

Which word completes the sentence?

23. That is my _ car.
0 mothers
® mothe'rs
® mother's

-

24. _ already read that book.

® I've
® Ive'
® lye
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PVS SPELLING
Beginning InventoryLevel 5

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

1. Alex took a __art of milk out
of the refrigerator.

0 kw

CD cu

O tin

CD q

2. Patricia __ows where I live.

O n
® k
CD gn
(3 kn

3. The ca. _urned the __ong way
at the corner.

O wr
® rh
® r
O w

4. Which book did you choo___?

i.

se

ze

s

5. Mr. Brown will jii___ the contest.

® ge
® dge

O i
® dg

VOWELS

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

6. I will need some br_d for my
sandwich.

o
o

ea

e

a
ee

7. Mrs. Hill took her d___ter to
school.

@ au
® ough
® aw
® augh

8. The bird tried to catch a w._ m.

ur
er
or
it

9. Did you hear a loud n_se?

O °Y
® of
O "
® ou

10. Gloria gr__ two inches last year.

0
0

. CD

0
433
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Page 2

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

11. N____ of us liked the story.

12. She is always k_nd to animals.

® i
® igh
@ y
@ ie

13. Do you enj_ swimming?

® °Y
® °e
® IlY
© o1

AFFIXES

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you hive learned
about adding endings to words.

14. carry + a

@ carrys
@ carries
@ carres

15. play + er

0 player
@ ',bier
@ plair

16. lucky + ley

® luckyly
O luckly
0 luckily

Which letters complete the word?

17. It was a very strange bird.
It was the most _usual bird
I've ever seen.

O dia
® un
® pre

18. Today is the warm__ day of
the yew..

@ eat

® es
@ 1st

STRUCTURE

Which word is the one written
in pronunciation symbols?

19. /sit/

O seat
@ sight
@ set
@ sit

20. /take/

@ talks
0 lakes
@ tax
@ Texas
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Which abbreviation is correct?

21. October

0 Otbr.
@ Oct
O Ocr.
O Oc.

22. pound

0 Pa-
O Pd.
0 lb.
® cri.

23. yard

O y
® it
® Yrd
® yd.

Whien spelling is correct?

24. The store will be closed on
Day.

0 Chrismus
0 Christmas
® Christmis
0 Cristmas

23. Our homework is due on .

0 WededaY
® Wensday
0 Wendsday
® Wednesday

Page t

26 There are_ months in a year.

0 bvelv
0 twelf
0 twelfe
® twelve

2 ?. _ is often a very cold month.

0 Feburary

OF
0 Feb:vary
0 Febrary

29. _ been working very hard.

@ They've
O They're
0 Theyve'
® Theyv'e

29. Elena said that _ come
to visit us.

0 shell
® shell'
0 shell
0 shell

30. some candy for you.

® Here?
® Her'es
0 Heres
0 Here's



PVS SPELLING
Mid-Year Inventory Level 5

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

1. That joke made all of us btu

® f
® Ph
® gh
o ff

2. We learned about the different
planets in our ._fence class.

® ee
O e
® 8
3 it

3. The words on the said,
"Keep Off the Grass."

o °
® g
® ne
@ en

4. Did you hear the tele_one ring?

o ff

O Ph
o f
@ th

5. Carlos doesn't ride the bus.
He likes to we_ to school.

o k
® ck

eh

@

- ',-N I j

VOWELS

Which letter or letters complete
the word?

8. Gloria put an ice in
her drink.

® °he
Cub

ewb

oub

7. Ws have tr; paint the
walls and the

® ee
® ea

is

@ et

8. Teddy wasn't late.
He was _.1y,

er
O ear
® ur

ere

9. A large fir_ of children
stayed for the game.

® eeP
ewP

@ °Pe

436
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V

P op 2

Which letter or letters compkte
the word?

10. Someone is knocking on the
fr_.nt door.

00

u

00

0

AFFDLES AND ENDINGS

Mich letters complete the word?

11. The doctor is very busy at
the hospit_.

0 le
0 al
0 el
C) ol

12. The king and queen live in
a beautiful cast.

® al
oil
@ le
@ el

13. Terry is building a mod.,,..
airplane.

C. el
oil
0 a
@ le

14. Alice liked the book so muA
that she is going to _read it.

0 un
0 dia
® re
® pre

STRUCTUrE

Which word completes the sentence?

15. We are adding a room to ____
house.

0 hour
0 are
@ our

16. Tony walked_ the
large buildings.

@ passed

0 past

17. The children agreed to_
at the park on Saturday.

0- meat
0 meet.

18. Lucy needs to buy a stamp ..

before she can_ her letter.

® mail
0 male

Which abbreviation is correct?

19. Avenue

0 Avn.
0 Av.
0 Ave.

20. Monday

@ Mon.
0 Mdy.
0 Mo.

4 27



PVS SPELLING
End-ofYear InventoryLevel 5

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

1. That horse is so _entle that
anyone can ride him.

gh

® g

2. It's a hard problem, but I think
that Juan can soL.. it.

ve

® fe
v

f

3. Jenny is going to the costume party.
She will dress up like a _ost.

g
0 gh

gu

1th

4. If you can't eat the whole apple,
you can cut it in ha

® fe
ff

f
® If

"1 1 ; 1

5. Linda was the first one to fwd
the an_er to the question.

5
SW

@ 58
BC

VOWELS

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

6. Who is the _thor of that
balk?

au

0 aw
a
o

7. Nick's family moved from the
city to the c_ntry.

G o
0 u
@
0 or.

8. Yesterday, Patricia w her
new shoes to school.

oor

or

OG ore

® our



Page 2

Which letters complete the word?

9. We have some froth fr_ in
the refrigerator.

oot

uit
® ute

ut

10. Have ydu b_d the latest news?

AFFIXES

or

eer

er

ear

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words,

11. care + less

® carless
carrless

careless

12. guard + ed

® guarded
Cr) guardded

guarrded

13. express + ion

® expresion
expression

14. ice + y

® icy
(i) icey

icie

15. beauty + ful

® beautyful
beautiful

® beauteful

16. thin + er

® thinner
® thiner

STRUCTURE

Which word completes the compound word?

17. __corn
farmer's

cook

(D pop

® tall

18. moon__

® sky
® night

out
light

Which word is the one written in
pronunciation symbols?

11 /mid

news

noise

nose

nurse

20. Iskill

() school
() skull

() skill

() scale



PVS SPELLING
Beginning inventoryLevel 6

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

1. The aL_abet has 26 letters.

® f
p

O Ph
0 ff

2. Ricardo ate lunch becau.._ he
was very hungry.

se

zz

3. A forest ran_er spotted the fire.

G dg

® j
g

O gg

4. Orange Jul_ is good for you.

s

ce

® s8
® se

5. Be sure to co__ your hair.

0 :rib
nun

® m

\ H I

6. Judy is the team's best pi_er.

eh

sh

ti
tell

7. If it gets too cold, the water
will free_.

VOWELS

se

ze

zx

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

8. Bob will wear his news to
the party.

ut
® oot

ute
0 uit

9. Do you know the final sc_ of
the game?

O oar
e or

ore

oor

440



Page 2

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

10. When did you 1n how to swim?

ur
o 'Jr
o ir

er

11. The accident was not his Lit.

® 1111

aw

@ 0
® a

12. Her brother is too y_ng to go
by himself.

0

ou

00

13. Terry found a job as a cL.k
at the store.

ur
it
er
ear

14. Miguel plays the piano, and
Alice plays the

® uit
® oot
® ut

ute

AFFIXES

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words.

15. wife + s

® wifes
® wives

16. waste + tal

wasteful

weatful

17. easy + est

@ easiest
easyest

18. complete + ion

completeion

completion

Which letter or letters complete the
words?

19. It is _honest to take something
that does not belong to you.

® un

® Mat

die

20. Please _lock the door so that
I can come in.

® dis

pre

un



Pato 3

STRUCTURE

Which word completes the sentence?

21.' May I have a_ of cake?

@ peace

® Piece

22. Susan the ball farther
than John.

@ through
@ threw

23. We will need a ____ of water
to put out the campfire.

® Pail
® Pale

Which word is the one in
pronunciation symbols?

24. kiinl

@ son
@ seen
@ soon
@ sun

25. Mil/

0 mail
® mule
@ mile
@ mill

Which word completes the sentence?

26. My father's sister is my

® aunt
@ ant

27. Maria went to the show with her.-.-
® frend
® friend
0 frsind

28. Let's rest for just a _____.

® mink
® minite
® minute

29. Mike wants to sail across the

® ocher
@ ocean
® oshen

30. Do we have homework
tonight?

® agen
® agan
@ Min

. ® again
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Which letter or letters complete
the word?

10. Pat used a sh.....vel to dig
the hole.

@ u
O ou
@ oo
@ o

AFFIXES

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words.

11. clip + ed

O cliped
® elippd
@ clipped

12. prety + est

@ prettiest
® prettyest
© prettest

13. half + s

® halfs
® halve
@ halves

14. loose + ly

® loosely
® loorly
© lcsely

15. celebrate + ion

0 celebrasion
® celebration
@ celebrashun

STRUCTURE

Which word completes the sentence?

16. Linda and Carlos did
homework after school.

@ their
® they're
@ there

17. Did you a letter to
Your aunt?

0 right
0 writs
0 rite

18. The airplane _____ through
the clouds

@ flu
O flue
@ flew

Which abbreviation is correct?

19. ounce

0 oc.
0 oun.
(i). one.
@ oz.

20. Company

® Com.
® Comp.
@ Co.
0 Cp.

444
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Which letter or letters complete
the word?

10. Pat used a sh.....vel to dig
the hole.

@ u
O ou
@ oo
@ o

AFFIXES

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words.

11. clip + ed

O cliped
® elippd
@ clipped

12. prety + est

@ prettiest
® prettyest
© prettest

13. half + s

® halfs
® halve
@ halves

14. loose + ly

® loosely
® loorly
© lcsely

15. celebrate + ion

0 celebrasion
® celebration
@ celebrashun

STRUCTURE

Which word completes the sentence?

16. Linda and Carlos did
homework after school.

@ their
® they're
@ there

17. Did you a letter to
Your aunt?

0 right
0 writs
0 rite

18. The airplane _____ through
the clouds

@ flu
O flue
@ flew

Which abbreviation is correct?

19. ounce

0 oc.
0 oun.
(i). one.
@ oz.

20. Company

® Com.
® Comp.
@ Co.
0 Cp.

444



PVS SPELLING
End-ofYear InventoryLevel 6

CONSONANTS

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

1. Jim used a sewing ma_ine to
make his shirt.

ah

® ch
0 teh
® Se

2. You can hear the birds if you
li__en carefully.

Es

® a
0 st
® fie

3. The sailors dropped the ship's
an_or into the water.

0 ck
c

k
0 ch

4. Juanita will spend be vaca__ion
with her grandmothers

of
0 sh

c

@

'-,N111

5. Sharon likes to eat crackers
and chee__.

VOWELS

se

Ze

z

Which letter or letters complete the
word?

O. Tony lives next door to me.
He is my n_bor.

0 ei
@ a
@ ay
® eigh

7. Susan has a compL_ set of
old stamps.

0 eet
@ et
0 eat
0 ete

8. That person is a very t_mous
movie star.

445

0 ai
ay

@ a
® ey



Page 2

Which ktter or letters complc!e the word?

9. The largest instrument in the
band is the

u
0 ou
0 oo
0 ew

10. When Jeff fell down, he hurt his
arm and his sh_Ider.

@ ow
0 ou
0 o
0 °a

11. Please bring a chair from
the kitch_n.

a
0 e

1

® u

12. The bride was wearing a
that covered her face.

al
@ ale
0 eil
0 eyl

AFFIXES AND ENDINGS

Which spelling is correct?
Remember the rules you have learned
about adding endings to words.

13. differ + ence

0 differrence
® diffrence
0 difference

14. operate + or

0 operator
0 operateor
0 operattor

15. lonely + new

0 lonelyness
® loneliness
0 lonliness

16. cover + age

0 coverage
0 coverrage
0 covrage

17. value + able

0 valuble
@ valueable
0 valuable

18. admit + ed

0 admitted
0 admited
0 admmited

446
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Which spelling is correct?

19. legislate + ure

® legislature
® legislateure
0 legislachure

20. appear + wee

0 appearrance

® appearance
0 apperance

Which letters complete the word?

21. Andrew likes to work by himself.
He is very _dependent.

UR

re

22. Linda spent one doll at the
store.

er
or

ar
ur

STRUCTURE

Which word completes the sentence?

23. Greg needs to _ a button
on his shirt.

@ sow

® s°
@ sew

24. The animals ran_ the
forest.

@ threw
® through

1,5. We can't bake cookies until
we mix some

® dough
O doe

Which spelling is correct?

447

26. Let's measure you to find out
your .

® height
® h ite
© highth

27. Although some people were
frightened, Terek... remained

0 colm
@ calm
0 cahm


